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ABSTRACT
CITY OF AMALGAMATION:
RACE, MARRIAGE, CLASS AND COLOR IN BOSTON, 1890-1930

SEPTEMBER

ZEBULON

V.

MILETSKY,

2008

B.A.,

BOSTON COLLEGE

M.A.,

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Ph.D.,

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor John H. Bracey,

Jr.

This dissertation examines the evolution of early race relations
period which

saw

triumph of Jim

Boston during a

in

the extinguishing of the progressive abolitionist racial flame and the

Crow

which Boston stood

in

Boston.

at a racial

I

argue that this historical

crossroads.

The decision

moment was

to follow the path

disfranchisement of African Americans and racial polarization paved the

relations in

Boston

blacks and whites

we know and

who

married

window

a

in

of

way

for the race

recognize today. Documenting the high number of

in

Boston during these years

in the face

of virulent

anti-

miscegenation efforts and the context of the intense political fight to keep interracial
marriage legal, the dissertation explores the black response to this assault on the dignity

and

lives

of African Americans. At the same time

it

documents the dilemma

issue of intermarriage represented for black Bostonians

Americans

in

and

their leaders. African

Boston cautiously endorsed, but did not actively participate

N.A.A.C.P/s campaign against the resurgence of anti-miscegenation laws
part of the twentieth century.

The

lack of direct

vii

that the

in the

Boston

in the early

and substantial participation

in this

campaign

is

indicative of the skepticism with

which many viewed the largely white

organization.

Boston, with

its

substantial Irish population, had a pattern

immigrant women, taking Negro grooms

which they often worked and
Boston was,

for

Irish,

and other

the proximity within

their differing notions about the taboo

example, one of the most tolerant large

interracial unions

1

— perhaps because of

of

cities in

of race mixing.

America with regard

to

by 1900. In the period between 1900 and 1904, about 14 out of every

00 Negro grooms took white wives. Furthermore, black and white Bostonians

cooperated politically to ensure that intermarriage remained legal throughout the nation.

viii

PREFACE

This dissertation examines the history of mixed race
such, various

mixed race "phenomena"

interracial marriage,

in

Boston since

1

890.

As

are investigated including, but not limited to,

community and settlement

of intermarriage,

patterns, the politics

love and sex across the color line, and racial paranoia surrounding the issue of

miscegenation.

It

also investigates the disastrous implications the one-drop rule has

for virtually every important institution in

patterns, marriage, sex, filial ties, legal

American

phenomenon.
to

reality to its present

Finally,

it

outlines the

and kinship

love, family

and jurisdictional matters, education, community

migration and settlement patterns. Furthermore,

of race as a biological

life:

had

it

tracks the evolution of the assumption

day manifestation as a socially constructed

ways

in

which the one-drop

rule, originally

deny the rights of African Americans, came (somewhat ironically)

intended

to galvanize the

black community.

The Introduction

to this study serves as a brief

history of the one-drop rule in America.

racial

It is

this

review of the

in

ways

that

illuminates the

ways

in

racial system,

it

on the

measure of blackness, which has made

mixing, miscegenation, and therefore, mixed race identity

problematic

literature

in the

United States,

did not in other post-slave societies. This literature

which the one-drop

beginning with

its

rule

came

to

govern America's unique binary

incarnation as a widespread and complicated system of

laws during slavery that decreed slave status was inherited through the mother (also

known
making

as hypodescent) to the anti-miscegenation laws that sprang up after the Civil

it

illegal in this

country for people of different races to marry one another.

ix

War

A

secondary aim of the introduction will be to briefly discuss nineteenth century
pseudoscientific theories of race and the mythology of "blood theory".

Chapter one. A Sojourn in the City ofAmalgamation, documents the relatively
high number of blacks and whites

to

keep

interracial

marriage

legal.

who

married

The

politics

emphasis on the abolitionist legacy
on intermarriage

which

in the

to transgress

cities like

Boston during these years and the

of interracial marriage with

It

was

in this radical

to the abolitionist legacy

America's greatest fiction

Boston became havens for

in

1843,

is

fight

a particular

Boston, beginning with the struggle to

Commonwealth of Massachusetts

this study germinates.

and other heirs

in

in

lift

the ban

the origin from

environment that progressives, radicals

formulated a counter-philosophy that attempted

—

the notion of the "one-drop" rule. In this way,

interracial

marriages and love across the color

line,

in general.

Chapter two. Interracial Paradise, examines the somewhat

idyllic

ways

Boston was portrayed by anti-amalgamationists and southern apologists to the
of the Civil War.

was

the stage

It

which

lost

cause

discusses important neighborhoods such as the South End, which

upon which much of this drama took place and was the heart of Boston's

black community after

in

in

it

moved

out of the confines of Beacon Hill. African Americans

Boston cautiously endorsed, but did not actively participate

in,

the

campaign against

the resurgence of anti-miscegenation laws in the early part of the 20th century. This lack

of direct and substantial black participation
indicative of the

and

dilemma

their leaders.

that the issue

in this

campaign

is

significant.

It is

of intermarriage represented for black Bostonians

Chapter three. Proving Ground, examines the
interracial

marriage and the dilemma

well as the national organization,

intermarriage in 1915.

it

political struggle

over the issue of

posed for the Boston branch of the N.A.A.C.P., as

when Congress attempted

The N.A.A.C.P. and

its

to pass a national

ban on

Boston branch constituted the principal

opposition to the ban. This chapter examines the political struggle over the issue of

interracial

marriage and the dilemma

it

posed for leading organizations such as the

N.A.A.C.P., not only in Boston but across the nation. That same year, the Boston chapter
held several mass meetings to protest the pending anti-miscegenation legislation in

Congress. The Boston branch was especially challenged

when

Massachusetts attempted to pass a statewide ban in 1927

in

interracial

marriage controversy.

I

will

examine the steps

the

Commonwealth of

response to the Jack Johnson

were taken not only by the

that

Boston N.A.A.C.P. to organize black Bostonians to defeat the

bill,

but the involvement of

William Monroe Trotter's National Equal Rights League and the dilemma the
intermarriage caused for black leadership in general.

Chapter four. Breach of Promise, takes a look

Van Houten case
and

in

Boston. The case caused quite a

racial hierarchy in

at a

case of passing which was the

stir in

the delicate balance of social

Boston as well as a reversal of fortune

in the courts.

watched very closely by the press who fed the public's appetite for every
story,

much

like the

drama

that filled the

in the

remedy against intermarriage

of the

Anna Van Houten was

end despised for her deception. Her case was an

important turning point in the adjudication of interracial marriage since

legal

detail

pages of the romance novels on passing such as

Nella Larsen's Quicksand. Like the protagonist of that story,

cursed by her racial betrayal and

The case was

in a state

where

xi

it

was supposedly

it

necessitated a

legal.
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INTRODUCTION

Race and
identification in

perhaps the single most important social markers of

racial identity are

American

information about a person

and

life

—

culture.

their history, their

perhaps, their socioeconomic status

falls incredibly

become

is

— and

in the future,

or what

no biological basis

we

America's greatest

fiction,

for

example,

it

were.

that

and even,

their politics,

we

ask

tell us,

it

do

to

who

for us, race

we're going to

who we

Social

are.

scientists all tell us that race is not real

human physiology

for race in

one

background,

can accomplish, or for that matter

and biological

on a day-to-day basis as though

as automatic registers of

yet for all the things

wide of the mark. Race cannot,

scientists, anthropologists,

there

They serve

What

we have

is

—and

yet.

we

live

—

that

and operate

the impact of this enduring paradox

lived

and propagated

now

for

more than four

centuries?

As we have seen
became highly sought

mentioned

what

it

—namely,

of determining

who

of choice

that conferred all the benefits

until the 1950s, naturalized citizenship.

that whiteness as a

is

and early twentieth century, whiteness

after as the preferred status

—and

of racial privilege

in the late nineteenth

concept

is

far

more

significant for

However,
what

not black. Therefore, although America differs in

is

white and

who

is not,

the

main reason

it

is

its

it

not. then for

racial

many

American and Caribbean countries. Gilberto Freyre's notion of Brazil as an
that

is

different

from

a racist

United States

is

a

formulas

for the invention of

whiteness, escape from the racial curse of blackness, remains intact in

democracy

should be

Latin

interracial

good example of this

phenomenon. Their odyssey over the highly contested and often controversial

terrain

race and national identity has been a long and difficult journey. Burdened by a dual

1

of

many of these

legacy of colonialism and f oreign occupation,

republics, with the exception

of perhaps Cuba, Haiti and anglophone West Indian countries, have suffered from

seeming

inability to use blackness as a collective national organizing principle.

a

Several

of these countries have vacillated between ideologies that are based on white supremacy

and reinforced by a legacy of historical amnesia. Scholars of race

in

Latin

America have

characterized this as an outright state of denial, for some, of their true racial make-up.

It is

this

unique binary racial system then, which has made

miscegenation and a mixed race identity
did not in other post-slave societies.

important institution in American

It

life:

in the

racial

mixing,

United States problematic

in

ways

that

it

has had disastrous implications for virtually every

family and kinship patterns, marriage,

filial ties,

legal

and jurisdictional matters, education, love, community migration and settlement.

Race

in the

white

1

United States, for example, creates the odd and stranue phenomenon that a

woman

is

able to give birth to a black child, but a black

any circumstances, give

birth to a

woman

can never, under

white child. This was the basis for a widespread and

complicated system of laws during slavery that decreed that slave status was passed on by
the mother and miscegenation laws that sprang up after the Civil

this

War making

it

illegal in

country for people of different races to marry one another." Moreover, racial

classification in

believe

is

America has created an

mythology

entire

that

we

still

unflinchingly

based on the archaic and unsound biological concept of blood theory.

commonplace

to hear

someone characterize

a

mixed person,

for example, as

It is still

having

America and Carl Degler, Neither Black nor White: Slavery- and Race
Relations in Brazil and the United States. (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press),
1971. Also see, Torres-Saillant. Silvio. Introduction to Dominican Blackness. New York,
N.Y.: CUNY Dominican Studies Institutes, City College of New York. 1999.
See Race

in Latin

~>

"

Morris,

Chapel

Thomas D. Southern Slavery and the

Hill:

Lmw

University of North Carolina Press. 1996.

2

.....

1619-1860. Studies

in

Legal History.

"mixed-blood" and subscribe to the mythical concept of the one-drop-rule, also known as
hypo-descent, meaning that racially mixed persons are assigned the status of the
subordinate group in their ancestry.
In the United States, blood theory and pseudo-scientific theories of race reached

with scientists engaged

their pinnacle in the late-nineteenth century

prove that the Negro was a

member of "a

"not simply a savage or semi-civilized

in a

constant effort to

separate and permanently inferior species," and,

member of the same

species."

3

The

assumption was that race was a biological phenomenon and an essential one

It

has become

common

identity to point to the

basic

at that.

practice of late in scholarship dealing with race and racial

phenomenon of race

as a socially constructed fallacy that has

no

basis in biological or scientific fact. Increasingly, terms such as construction, invention,

and idea have replaced the once dominant
describe race, a

stratification

phenomenon

that had,

still

and empirical terminology used

to

has, profound implications for the

of society. However, as eager as anthropologists are to proclaim the

premature death of race,
social role that race

still

it

is

imperative to acknowledge the powerful and important

plays in our daily lives, cultures, and lived experiences, not to

mention the endless sea of ink

that has

Negro. The theorem posed by W.
states. "If

and

scientific

men

I.

been spilled over the nature and image of the

Thomas

in the

year 1928, seems applicable here.

define situations as real, they are real in their consequences."

one of the biggest limitations of these modern approaches
critique ideas about race

is

a

Perhaps

marked tendency

by challenging the validity of the concept of race

It

itself.

to

Because

Fredrickson, George M. The Black Image in the White Mind; the Debate on AfroAmerican Character and Destiny, 1817-1914. New York,: Harper & Row, 1971. 74.

Thomas, William Isaac, and Dorothy Swain Thomas. The Child
Problems and Programs. New York,: A. A. Knopf, 1928.
3

In America; Behavior

the discipline of anthropology has ef fectively

moved

to a "color blind" position,

which increasingly views society through the lens of ethnicity rather than
confused the issue by distorting the role that race plays
importance of race and the
place,

it

has

among

way

in

which

formulated

institutions

the

first

6

has

the

the

first

5

the very inception of American history, laws, social systems, customs and

such as made

it

clear that

Africans were brought here

America was

in

1619,

it

to

be a white man's country.

was never intended

generations of blacks that followed, their ancestors,

States.

in

it

other things, opened itself up to a racial discourse that allows

conservatives to advance the false ideal of a color-blind society.

From

By denying

in society.

racial categories are

race,

one

w ould become

When

that they or the

citizens

of the United

Winthrop D. Jordan's watershed study White Cher Black: American Attitudes

Toward the Negro, 1550-1812, (1968) had
but telescopically extended

its

a profound impact not only

on studies of race,

controversial thesis into historical debates about the very

nature of slavery itself (especially in the colonial period). Debates over the roots of

racism

in the

United States, and the schools of socio-biology that contended that blacks

were biologically

inferior

effectively re-sparked, a

were also

affected. Jordan's

"which came

first"

book attempted

debate that has not ceased to this day.

slavery the result of racism developing in England before the

5

For more on

this, see

to settle, but

Lee Baker. From Savage

to

first

Was

colonists landed in

Negro: Anthropology- and the

Construction of Race, 1896-1954, (1998), pp. 208-228.
6

See Winthrop Jordan. White Ch er Black: American Attitudes Toward the Negro, 1550-

1812. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press; 1968.

Virginia or

racism

in

was

the selection of Africans as slaves purely a practical consideration, and

America the

of over two centuries of slavery?

result

In order to understand

for graduate students

its

7

overwhelming popularity, as

of slavery and the history of racism,

was

consideration the context within which this book

Black were enthusiastically received

in liberal circles

it

is still

we must

written.

The

required reading

take into

ideas in White

Over

of the historical discipline eager to

prove that racism against the Negro existed long before America was founded, a major
sticking point in the

whole "chicken or the

essentially addressed three

major problems

egg'''

scenario. This

in the

new

information

historiography of slavery:

first,

that

Africans were not chosen to become slaves simply out of convenience, but rather were

predisposed to slavery

mind of the Englishman because of the negative connotation

in the

of all things black; second, that blacks were not on equal footing with white indentured
servants and Indians in the colonial period, as others had argued, in a loosely racially

defined society; and finally, that racism preceded slavery, not vice-versa, proving once

and for

all

that

America was,

at its

very core, founded on the tenets of racism and racial

inferiority.

The Shockwaves of this seemingly path-breaking discovery, while
dismissed by historians today, were far-reaching in their impact, and are
the

modern debate over the

effect

consensus among historians today

American colonial South as
consensus

is

it

essentially

still

being

felt in

of race during the early period of slavery. The
is

would

basically that race

later

become.

was

not as developed in the

In fairness to Jordan, this

not fundamentally different than what he

was arguing,

modern

especially since he

7

For more on this debate see James Campbell and James Oakes. "The Invention of
Race: Rereading White Over Black", Reviews in American History, Vol. 21, No.
(Mar., 1993), pp. 172-183.
5

1.

concedes

concept of race was not yet fully developed

that the

— indeed

his thesis

is

that

race didn't actually develop until the eighteenth century.

Jordan proceeds by examining,
African

point of

at the

"Englishmen found color

The Negro's color
argues here that

it

set

was

in

him

entitled First Impressions, Jordan writes,

human beings

radically apart

the deeply

felt

—

a

new

a peculiar

and important point of difference.

from the Englishman."

reaction to the

that predetermined the particular brand

world

other things, English perceptions of the

contact through written records describing the African as

initial

One, appropriately

black. In Chapter

among

Negro on

Jordan essentially

the part of the Englishman

of racial slavery that developed

literature

new world

also looks at the English etymological roots of the

Is

it

intellectual thought

from the Elizabethan era describing the various points of contact between

the English in Africa, as well as that in the

however:

new

formulation of an old institution based on white over black that was unlike

any other form of slavery the world had ever known. He examines

and

in the

during the colonial period. Jordan

word

black. This begs the question

possible to ascertain the true nature of colonial slavery by examining the

English people's attitudes toward the Negro based on the negative connotations of the

word black

in the

English language? Although this

characterization of Jordan's approach,

most with

it

is

somewhat of a

simplistic

speaks to the aspect of the project that resonated

historians, particularly those dealing with slavery.

Although Jordan's

arguments went virtually unchallenged for more than a decade, most historians
that black slaves

were treated

colonial period.

The notion

of their blackness

in British

Jordan, Winthrop.

pretty

much

that Africans

the

same

now

agree

as white indentured servants in the

were pre-detennined

North America was a trend

in the

to

become

slaves because

historiography that

was

White Over Black: American Attitudes Toward the Negro, 1550-

1812. Chapel Hill: North Carolina Press, 1968. 20.

6

short lived. In the

"at the start

ominously

of English settlement

institution

of Negro slavery. Yet

institution

had been

9

laid."

It

second chapter. Unthinking Decision, Jordan writes

titled

in

America, no one had

in less

was

in

mind

to establish the

than a century the foundations of a peculiar

now

in this period, historians

agree, that race begins to

take shape, not because of racial considerations, but because of the huge amounts of

manual labor

that

In this

who

colonizer

were required

to

power

agriculture on a massive scale.

way, race becomes merely a justification

for the industriousness

of the

invented, or constructed, whether consciously or subconsciously, the idea

of race to protect a hegemonic racial order of white superiority that would serve the
larger purpose

of harnessing the enormous manpower of slavery. Accordingly,

compatibility between those

now be

cast aside

who

claim that race

and historians who

is

find

a socially constructed concept that can

reject Jordan's claims

previous to the colonization of British North America

of a

priori notions

—both cases

dangers of re-reading history backward from the present to the

Debate on Afro-American Character and Destiny, 181 7-1 914,
understanding of the history and development of racism

in

of race

further illustrating the

past.

The importance of George Fredrickson's The Black Image

intellectual

we

(

1

in the

97 1

)

White Mind: The

to our

nineteenth-century American

thought cannot be overstated. Certainly by the founding of the Republic, race

proscribed a person's position in society based principally on somatic differences,

ushering in a period

in

which race

is

seen as a classifiable, hierarchical phenomenon that

dictates the unique racial order that begins to formulate in America, especially in the

Southern

states.

Fredrickson engages the misguided racist cant that passed for science

9

Ibid, 44.
7

in

this period,

that the

which used religious and pseudo-scientific research

Negro was not

part

to

prove

in

various

of the human family.

In this country, pseudo-scientific theories

of race reached their pinnacle

late-nineteenth century with scientists engaged in a vain effort to prove that the

was

a

member of "a

was

a biological

member of the same

phenomenon and,

to describe racial differences

F.

that

blood

is

The

basic assumption

as a result, scientists developed a

that

was

commonly come

Ashley Montagu, an anthropologist stated

"Most people believe
part

10

species".

between human beings

This area of inquiry and explanation has

M.

in the

Negro

separate and permanently inferior species," and, "not simply a

savage or semi-civilized
race

ways

it

was

that

whole language

carried through the blood.

to be

known

succinctly in 1943

as blood theory.

when he

wrote,

equivalent to heredity, and that blood, therefore,

of the organism which determines the quality of the person. By extension,

it is

further generally believed that the social as well as the biological status of the person

determined by the blood he has inherited."

that

is

is

11

Virginia R. Dominguez's White by Definition: Social Classification in Creole

Louisiana (1986) takes up the question of the Louisiana Creole, showing us that several

groups can successfully subscribe to the mantle and privilege of whiteness through
selective historical

amnesia as

memory and

to the true racial

ideologies based on white supremacy and historical

make-up of the Creole. Unlike other areas of the United

States that share a legacy of the

American notion of hypo-descent, or the

idea that one

drop of black blood makes one black, Louisiana society, particularly that of New Orleans,

10

M. The Black Image in the White Mind; the Debate on AfroAmerican Character and Destiny, 181 7-1 9 1 4. New York,: Harper & Row, 1971. p. 87.
11
For more on "blood theory", see Zack, Naomi. Race and Mixed Race. Philadelphia:
Temple University Press; 1993 and Mencke. John G. Mulattoes and Race Mixture:
American Attitudes and Images, 1865-1918, (UMI Research Press), 1979. p. x.
Fredrickson, George

8

—
is

based on a legal construction of race that

more

is

The

fluid.

arisen around Louisiana racial construction operates in

many

legal

system that has

cases to protect prominent

Creole families from the stain of African ancestry, while setting the standard for what

1"

and what

is

As
groups

"11

1

1

not considered Creole.

is

^

a result of increased European immigration in the late nineteenth-century,

we may

—the

normally associate with white

Irish,

Germans,

Sicilians,

and Jews

were not yet considered white as the narrow boundaries of race were expanded to include

more and more groups. Increasingly many of these groups were perceived not only
non-whites but as "lesser whites". The signal development

Court case Takao

Ozawa

vs. the

United States.

Japanese-born resident of Hawaii,
naturalization because he

whiteness

in

was

who had

13

It

in this

process

Supreme

decided that Takao Ozawa, a

applied for citizenship, was not eligible for

not white. This case effectively

drew

the line for

which opposed Ozawa's application on the grounds

of the 'Japanese race" and therefore not a "white personY'

As Matthew Frye Jacobson

internal hierarchies,

its

argues, in Whiteness of a Different Color:

proper boundaries, and

American culture throughout

that,

its

rightful claimants

the nation's history, and

it

"he was

14

Immigrants and the Alchemy of Race, (1998), the "contest over whiteness

to

the

America. By affirming the decision made by the U.S. District Attorney for

the District of Hawaii

its

is

as

—

European

its

definition,

—has been

critical

has been a fairly untidy

12
"

See Virginia R. Dominguez, White by Definition: Social Classifications in Creole
(New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1986); Ian F. Haney-Lopez, White
by Law: The Legal Construction of Race. New York: New York University Press, 1996
Louisiana

and Richard Delgado, ed. Critical Race Theory: The Cutting Edge. Philadelphia,

Temple University
13

14

Takao Ozawa
Haney-Lopez,

York University

v.

Pa.:

Press, 1995.

United States, 260 U.S. 178 (1922).

Ian.

White by

Press, 1996.

Law

:

The Legal Construction of Race.

57.

9

New

York:

New

—
15

affair."

As Jacobson

Anglo Saxon

asserts repeatedly, the

to other white ethnic

as separate races because they

image of the Caucasian was expanded from

immigrant groups

who had

previously been considered

were not Anglo-Saxon. Jacobson explains the many

strange justifications for this exclusion including the popularly held belief that

some

groups were unfit for Republican citizenship because they came from countries where

government was

either monarchical or

was

controlled by a religious potentate. Although

Jacobson's study does not concentrate on the early part of the twentieth century, his work

calls attention to the critical

importance of changes

modern ideas about

twenties that significantly affect

Ian

Lopez's study

is

of race as

result

it

th

assert citizenship

in the

race.

for a

itself in

was

It

the

various different media. Haney

number of reasons.

First

depended upon whiteness only

that

Amendment.

of all,

it

makes

less than fifty years ago.

a guarantor of citizenship for African

was those between

the

the point

Americans as

two polar opposites

a

that tried to

on the basis of whiteness, not blackness.

Defining race
that racial

still

was blackness

of the 14

manifested

it

most interesting

American citizenship

Ironically,

about whiteness

Haney Lopez, White by Law: The Legal Construction of Race, examines

social construction

that

in ideas

at the

boundaries of whiteness requires a discussion of the impact

mixing has had on the black population

in the

United States. Similarly, Alfred

H. Stone, in his Atlantic Monthly piece, "The Mulatto Factor in the Race Problem,"
(1903), uses a similar argument to essentially ignore the contributions of men of color

See Matthew Frye Jacobson, Whiteness of a Different Color: European Immigrants
and the Alchemy of Race. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1998. Historians (and

who have addressed legal categories of race have
work on showing how legal categories of race are fluid.
legal scholars)

10

also

done important

7

writing them off instead as "simple well

an intellectualized version of earlier

known

literature,

mulattoes."

which drew

16

Effectively, this

a distinction

is

simply

between

mulattoes and blacks due to the infusion of white ancestry.

Before emancipation, most enslaved mulattos enjoyed a higher status than their
fellow black slaves had and in the period following the Civil War, they

came

to

disproportionately represent the African-American leadership in the free North, forming
the core of a burgeoning black middle class.

However this was

not always the case.

They

were often despised as evidence of infidelity by the slave mistress. But by the Supreme
Court decision of Plessy

v.

Ferguson (1896), which

but equal as America's racial hatred soared to

rapidly degraded. Plessy

new

heights, the status of the mulatto

was himself a mulatto of course and

behalf was initiated in part for this reason. That

Traits

set the legal precedent for separate

the suit brought on his

same year Frederick Hoffman's Race,

and Tendencies of the American Negro was published, which

asserted that "the

tendency of the Negro race had been downward. This tendency must lead to a
mortality.

what the

And

fate

in the end.

cause the extinction of the race."

way

to create

others.

a "Mulatto" category

The

way

was

still

unclear

on the census. More

to validate the extinction thesis

inevitable declining

numbers created by

prove the myth of the extinction of the race as a whole. Moreover,

16

it

an intermediate identity between Black and White, the

designation for mulatto served as a

Hoffman and

In 1896,

greater

of the North would be with regard to Jim Crow.

Between 1850 and 1920, there existed
than a

17

still

"M"

espoused by

the category helped to

it

reified the notion

Stone, Alfred Holt. "The Mulatto Factor in the Race Problem." Atlantic Monthly, no.

91: 658-62.
1

Hoffman, Frederick. Race, Traits and Tendencies of the American Negro. Published
for the American Economic Association by the Macmillan, 1896. New York, AMS Press,
1973.
11

8

that

Blacks and Whites were indeed different species. Since

Mulatto was
category

sterile,

the

numbers were expected

was dropped from

to decrease.

The supposed

the census.

it

was believed

By 1920

that the

the Mulatto

rationale behind

its

elimination

being the removal of the need to count the mulatto.

Running through the

on race during

literature

hate and fear toward race mixing and

this period,

more importantly

one detects

a thread

the fruit of those unions

mulatto—the offspring of such racial mixing. Around the turn of the century,

—

of

the

literature

containing very specific racial stereotypes and myths concerning the products of a direct

mixture of the races began to find an audience beyond the Mason-Dixon

"The Negro

A

Beast" was published by the Protestant Church of St Louis,

author argued that interracial marriage

was

children did not have "the right to live."

At the turn of the 20
emerging

industrial

th

was

problem had

century, the United States

was coming

in Latin

America as

now become

a whole.

its

own

as an

itself the

was

owner of new

largely unchallenged as the

The subjugation of darker peoples around

of America's attitude toward Southern blacks. The Negro
"the white man's burden" to be heeded by every "God-fearing"

Anglo-Saxon male who found himself surrounded on

all

sides by hostile, pagan,

and

of color, the majority of which formed the world's population. The

See Chas Carroll. The Negro a Beast.
House), 1900 and Lee D. Baker,

Construction

into

and economic power. America was also slowly emerging as a

a reflection

inferior peoples

which the

1

colonial possessions in the Caribbean and the Pacific and

dominant power

in

In 1900,

the greatest of all sins and therefore mulatto

dominant imperial power. By 1898, the United States found

the world

line.

(St.

Louis,

MO.: American Book and Bible

From Savage To Negro:

Anthropology-

And The

Of Race, 1896-1954. (Berkeley: University of California Press), 1998.
12

——
notion of the world's peoples of color being a burden to the white man,
chiefly by British poet

Rudyard Kipling whose poem began with the

was popularized

lines:

Take up the White Man's Burden
Send forth the best ye breed

Go

bind your sons to exile

To
To

serve your captives' need;

on heavy harness,
fluttered folk and wild
Your new-caught sullen people,
wait,

On

Half devil and half child.

19

Although the poem was more explicable of the European colonial legacy

that

subjugated the world's peoples of color, the United States was not excluded from this
equation.

As

Nell Painter argues in Standing at Armageddon: The United States, 1877-

1919, after the Berlin Conference of 1884/1885 where entire African nations were cut

into

swaths for European colonial domination, the

lust for

extended to American attitudes as well. She writes,

"Many Americans

pride in shouldering the white man's burden, particularly

of the

when

it

new colony of Puerto Rico and of the American-controlled
Interestingly enough, the situation of the

the politics

to

land and natural resources

some

Negro

at

took a certain

meant the exploitation
republic of Cuba."

home, mirrored

in

20

many ways

of American imperialism abroad. Although the North and South were divided

extent on the question of Negro rights, they certainly agreed on the benefits of

imperialism. North and South were also agreed on the abandonment of black rights after

Reconstruction although the North was always more "liberal" as blacks remained
enfranchised. Southerners of course (southern elected officials in particular) were very

19

See Ann Parry, The Poetry of Rudyard Kipling: Rousing The Nation (Philadelphia:

Open

University Press), 1992.

20

Painter, Nell.

Standing at Armageddon: The United States, 1877-1919

W.Norton), 1987.
13

(New York: W.

much

home

at

with the idea of the subjugation of non-white peoples since they had

As

dedicated a good deal of energy to controlling that element of their population.

was

the central preoccupation of the United States at the time,

dialogue that played itself out

By

in politics,

newspaper

editorials,

inferior.

The

part of a national

and public speeches.

so-called one-drop rule, conferred

black status upon anyone having one drop of African blood.

to

was

the 1920s, a single drop of blood reflecting African ancestry could identify

any one person as black, and therefore

began

it

this

be used more and more as a tool to

As

restrict the rights

that racial formulation

of blacks,

it

consequently

eliminated any possibility for hybrid status, and more importantly, eliminated any claims
to equality

on the basis of white ancestry. In

this period, the identity

of the mulatto

but began to disappear as state after state in the South, the Midwest, and the

all

West Coast

passed bans against interracial marriage.

Twenty

eight states in

all

passed laws forbidding interracial marriage

in

order to

1

safeguard white racial purity. This was also one of the aims of the American eugenics

movement, which used science
health to breed out the

fear

among

from

it.

to

advance a

social

agenda under the banner of public

more undesirable elements of society. Race mixing was

the eugenicists

who were

growing

a

not considered a fringe element at the time. Far

Charles Davenport, leader of the American eugenics movement, reflected the

desire of a majority of Americans in their efforts to breed the best

breeding out society's worst and weakest of all colors.

The

racial climate in

many Northern

cities

and the brightest while

21

was characterized by increased

racial

segregation, violence, and hostile Northern attitudes toward interracial marriage and the
-

1

See Edwin Black. War Against the Weak: Eugenics and America's Campaign

Create a Master Race.

(New York: Four Walls

Eight Windows). 2003. See also,

H. Haller, Eugenics; Hereditaria}! Attitudes in American Thought.

Rutgers University Press. 1963.
14

to

New

Mark

Brunswick.

N.J..:

phenomenon of passing." Simultaneously, any
mulatto identity

possible claims of "mixed-race'" or

but died out by the 1920s as census takers stopped recording the

all

existence of mulattoes (as they had done from 1850 to 1920) and individuals of mixed

Negro blood simply became

black. Although as

mentioned

earlier, the

dropping of the

census category was also a function of the Negro extinction thesis.
Part of this

artistic

was due

to the occurrence

flowering that created a

new

of the Harlem Renaissance, the cultural and

consciousness

among African-Americans. Black

people could be of the lightest complexion or the darkest caste, and thus, the

—

Negro

a

brown Negro

mulatto had

only

in the

become

—was

black.

born.

~

By

1930, this transformation

The notion of the one-drop

consciousness of the nation, but also

significantly, in the hearts

rule

—the

had firmly taken hold, not

in law, federal policy,

black

—but came

in all shades, colors

There exists a wide body of work on the mulatto

In the 1920s,

was complete

and more

and minds of black people. Instead, America would embrace a

"New Negro", one who was

Stannard Baker was

New

known

in the

and hues.

United States. Ray

for his investigative journalism as well as the

work Following

Americans experienced anxiety about race throughout the country

although the experience was not the same

in different regions. For general overviews of
David J. Goldberg, Discontented America: The United States
in the 1920s (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1999) and Lynn Dumenil,
Modern Temper: American Culture and Society in the 1920s (New York: Hill and Wang,
1995). Also, see Elizabeth Marie Smith's doctoral dissertation, 'Passing' and the Anxious
Decade: The Rhinelander Case and the 1920s. New Jersey: Rutgers State University of

the era and racial issues see

New Jersey - New

Brunswick; 2001.

>3

See Alfred H. Stone,

in his Atlantic

Problem," (1903), laments the

Monthly piece, "The Mulatto Factor

fact that the federal

government,

in its twelfth

stopped enumerating the mulatto element of the population, writing,
regret that in organizing the twelfth census that

it

was determined

enumeration of the mulatto element of our population,
sense, as denoting

all

in the

"it is a

census,

matter of

to attempt

— using the term

in its

no separate
popular

persons having any admixture of white and Negro blood."
15

Race

the

now

Color Line. Baker's

classic

that mulattos faced in the early part

"Tragedy of the Mulatto" discussed the problems

of the 20

Edward Byron Reuter's The Mulatto

th

century.

in the

United States, Including a study of the

role of mixed-blood races throughout the world, (1918)

shed

light

on the mulatto question.

24

As mentioned

was the

earlier,

first

full-length effort to

Reuter was a student of

Robert E. Park, of the famous Sociology Department of the University of Chicago.

of the interesting things about Reuter

Negro race with

a visible

is

that

he classifies as mulatto any

admixture of blood. This

application of the term mulatto of that period.

instructed

its

enumerators to record

slightest mixture

"M"

for

is fairly

how

One

member of the

consistent with the

The U.S. Census Bureau,

anyone who appeared

to

in

1900,

have even the

of white. Black was taken to mean any person with any

ancestry, no matter

2^

strain

of Negro

slight.

Renter also looks

mixed race communities and peoples around

at

the world,

taking an anthropological approach to the subject, examining cultures as varied as the

Phillipines, "Spanish

Edward

America" and the coloureds of South Africa. He returns

B. Reuter. one of Robert Park's protegees, published the

first

to the

main

book-length

study of the mulatto, 777? Mulatto in the United States: Including a Study of the Role of
Mixed-Blood Races Throughout the World. (Boston: Richard G. Badger), 1918. An
ambitious project, Reuter's efforts endeavored to cover the entire sweep and scope of the
experience of the mulatto not only in the United States but also around the world.
~

There were numerous attempts

in the nineteen-teens,

mulatto and patterns of intermarriage

20s and 30s, to document the

in the United States,

mostly taken up by

—

coming out of the Robert E. Park school of Sociology studies on the soon the superiority of the mulatto, and racial intermarriage. These
studies were pioneering in the field of scholarship on mixed race and the mulatto in the
United States. Park and his students spent a great deal of their energies and marshaled
significant resources toward the early studies of race and the Negro in America. For
select treatment of the mulatto and hybridity see Robert E. Park, "Mentality of Racial
Hybrids." American Journal of Sociology. 1931 Jan; (36): 534-51.
sociologists

called "marginal man",

~>6

Davis, F. James.

Who

Is

Black? One Nation's Definition. (University Park:

Pennsylvania State University Press), 1991.
16

)

topic, the

mulatto

in the

U.S.

the final chapters,

in

which he characterizes as "the key

to

27

the race problem"."

Reuter's seminal article, "The Superiority of the Mulatto,*" was published one

year before the book-length project. The article
that mulattoes are superior, but

is

very

much

is

not only provocative in

reliant

its

suggestion

on a nurture over nature viewpoint

that argues essentially, not for the biological superiority

of mulattoes per

se, but rather for

the superiority of opportunity for mulattoes. Reuter essentially dismisses the

—

contributions of men of color

Europeans and Negroes to form

attributing their success instead to the mixture of

a superior type.

This generational circle repeats

itself

enabling mulattoes to win the lightest and most sought after brides. Effectively, Reuter

draws

a distinction

between mulattoes and blacks due

One of the weaknesses of this approach
fails to

take into account the rise and

is

fall

of mulatto fortunes leading up to the period

working. All black men, as Reuter arrogantly
mulattoes were not

all

shifting at the very time he

insists,

at

the turn of the century in

the mulatto to accept, even cling to his non-white status.

straight to the heart

which, by the 1900s,
27

was

necessarily leaders of their race or "superior/" Indeed, the

Reuter' s Race Mixture: Studies in Intermarriage

comes

in

did not take mulatto wives, just as

climate of hatred and increased pressure against race mixing

many ways caused

of white ancestry.

method employed. Reuter

the asynchronous

which he was writing. Indeed, those dynamics were

all

to the infusion

of the matter, as

much of the

racial

it

were, analyzing the institution through

mixing

is

in

America was taking

place.

The

*%
*•
tA
l
»
J
i
i
ubiquitous throughout the literature, that being
.

This raises an interesting point that

and Miscegenation (1931

i

'

ji,

'

'

t

•

the general degree of racial admixture within the African- American community. Joel

Williamson in New People asserts that approximately 85% of African Americans are
mixed with white or Native American ancestry. See Herskovits, Melville J. The
American Negro; a Study in Racial Crossing. Bloomington,: Indiana University Press,
1964.
17

compilation
including

is

essentially a collection of papers authored by Reuter at different times,

some

that

were published

in

Mulatto.'* originally published in the

other venues, such as "The Superiority of the

American Journal of Sociology. July 1917.

Robert E. Park himself saw the continuity between the mulatto and a superior
being as he makes the case for his "marginal

(

193

For him. the marginal

1 ).

version of the axiomatic

modern

None of these w orks, how ever,
in

an accurate way. They

think

would be the

man

status

is

in

Mentality ofRacial Hybrids.

whole greater than the sum of its

a

cliche that

mixed people hav e the

parts

— an

older

best of both worlds.

capture the problems and essence of the mulatto condition

are. instead, driven

by suppositions about what one would

of the mulatto based on his possession of white ancestry, yet

none of these characterizations

really hold up.

While Reuter saw the mulatto as
literature

man"

a superior being, there

was

a great deal

of

published around the turn of the century that seemed to suggest otherw ise.

Granted, this was racist propaganda published to warn the nation of the ev ils of
miscegenation, and did not
the mulatto

stunted,

came

to

come from very

be described as

among

enlightened minds. In books and pamphlets,
other things, "syphilitic and physically

immoral and mentally impaired, psychologically tortured about mixed

inheritance, and sterile

—

like the

mule." from which the term mulatto

is

derived."

John G. Mencke's Midattoes and Race Mixture: American Attitudes and Images,
1865-1918. (1979) represents an effort to produce an intellectual history of the mulatto.

Gary B. Nash. Forbidden Love: The Secret History of Mixed Race. (New York: Henry
Holt. 1999). 101. The Merriam Webster dictionary defines "mulatto" as "a firstgeneration offspring of a black person and a white person" or "a person of mixed white
and black ancestry". The etymology of the word is described as "Spanish mulatto, from
mulo" or in English "mule". Scholar Rainier Spencer has claimed that the term mulatto
is

actually not deriv ed from the Spanish

word

for

"mule" but

it

rather finds

its

roots in an

Arabic word meaning dark. See Rainier Spencer. Spurious Issues: Race and Multiracial
Identity Politics in the United States. (Boulder. Co.:

18

Westview

Press). 1999.

including an investigation into science, racial theory and the subject of racial mixture in

both black and white fiction. The resulting work

is

not exactly sociology

—

but

more of

an interdisciplinary study of the mulatto as an anomaly in American race relations. The
study concludes with the author's observ ation of the

movement between

the white and

black races farther apart in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century and white

efforts

by the turn of the century

to label the mulatto as black.

Who

is

Black? Written

in

1991 by F. James Davis helps to shed light on this problematic theme by challenging

many of the conventional
the various

ways

in

which blackness has been measured, assigned and designated.

Joel Williamson's

(1980).

The

notions of racial identity as defined in America and recounting

New

People: Miscegenation and Mulattos in the United States,

strength of Williamson's

work

lies in

the period of the colonial and

antebellum American South, however where he identifies the historical processes that
created the mulatto,

women

i.e.

sex, marriage in

some

cases, but mostly sexual violation of black

under slavery as the cause of a large proportion of mulattoes

in the

United States.

Williamson notes that according to the 1859 census, approximately 406.000 individuals
out of a total black population of 3.639,000, were of mixed race.

the patterns of settlement,

which

led to pockets

He

carefully examines

of mixed race communities forming

in

both the upper- and lower-South with about half of the mixed race population living in
the states of the upper South.

A

third resided in the

lower South and the

scattered in cities of the northeastern and midwestern states.

mixed race people

Many

rest

were

small communities of

living close together maintained close-knit ties for decades, forming

family networks and relations that lasted for generations. Williamson follows the growth

and development of mulattoes up through 1915, the point he sees as pivotal

in

marking

the changeover from a potential intermediate mulatto identity to a black one and the
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transition to

the

what he

calls

Harlem Renaissance

"Brown America."

that

It is

this sea

change during the period of

he mourns as the social death of the mulatto and the

consequent rallying of black people around the banner of the one-drop
Williamson, by the 1920s, the identity of the mulatto
after state in the South, the

beautiful" era.

at

was complete

the prospects for

its

the mulatto had

interracial marriage.

become

mixed race children

in the

black.

commitment

to a

mixed race

to

identity in a country,

system of black and white.

say,

By

Williamson

post-"black

which he characterizes as the soul movement. Needless to

pessimistic about the future of a

maintained

—

According

but began to disappear as state

Midwest, and the West Coast banned

the 1930s, the transformation

concludes with a look

all

rule.

he

is

is

which has so doggedly

29

Naomi Zack's Race and Mixed Race, (1993) examines both themes of identity,
family and mixed race history. Perhaps more than any other, her book has become a kind

of model

American

for understanding the politics

of mixed race and the history and evolution of the

biracial order that has precluded intermediate status.

dwelt on the amorphous status of the mulatto

in

While other studies have

American society with no

clear definition

of what would constitute a mixed race community, Zack probes the possibility of a mixed

Since then, several other works have been published that trace the history of mixed
race in America back to the colonial period, drawing heavily on the conclusions reached

Williamson's book. One of these groundbreaking works

Martha Hodes* White
Women, Black Men: Illicit Sex in the Nineteenth-Century South, (1997) which uses rich
evidence to defy the myth that race mixing only occurred in the colonial period of
American history. She has recently followed that up with an anthology entitled Sex,
in

is

Love, Race: Crossing Boundaries in North American History, (1999).

Gary Nash's,

Forbidden Love: The Secret History of Mixed Race (1999) points out. many important
figures of black history
Paul Cuffe. Booker T. Washington. Crispus Attucks and
Frederick Douglass just to name a few
were actually mulattoes. and therefore, by

—

current definition, "multiracial".

—

What

this

book ultimately adds up

to

is

a

list

of "mixed-

race" firsts for the younger lay-audience for whom it was written. It is worth mentioning,
however, considering Nash's stature as a well published American historian. In fact.
Nash's book is part of a series of several books that have been published in the last
several years by reputable historians that explore the
history.
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complex nature of mixed race

on the children, post Loving

race identity. First of all, her focus

is

the products of the interracial baby

boom. She examines the family

vs.

Virginia,

structure

who

are

and

investigates the destruction of family and kin networks caused by the one-drop rule. In

that chapter, she illustrates very well the disconnected nature

result

—which

of race

is

to say,

how

of American families as a

the infusion of Negro blood into white family lines

has instigated the creation of completely new, and as such, fragmented black family

Another interesting aspect of this book
as

it

builds significantly

history into

what

is

is

lines.

a chapter devoted to the history of mixed race,

on Joel Williamson's

New

People. Here Zack recasts American

essentially the history of an idea

—

the invention of race. This

is

a

fascinating account of the secret history of mixed race history in America. Unlike other

inquiries.

Zack discusses

actual

examples of mixed race communities, described by E.

Franklin Frazier in the 1930s as "racial islands""

were socially marooned from the

rest

—communities of mixed-people who

of American society.

By

looking

at actual

examples of mixed race communities, whose "geographical isolation made them
impervious to mainstream culture and allowed them to preserve their

Zack comes
concrete.

closest to lifting the

traditions'".

project out of the abstract into the

more

30

One of the
in the

mixed race

own

first

twentieth century

single authored

is

the United States, (1980).

monographs

Joel Williamson's

New

to take

up the history of the mulatto

People: Miscegenation and Mulattos in

While the publication of this book was a true watershed

30

in the

See Naomi Zack. Race and Mixed Race. Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1993.
Although there are only a handful of single-authored books on this topic, most of which
have been published within the last ten years, there are several anthologies devoted to the
subject. Racial Determinism and The Fear of Miscegenation, Post- 1900 ( 1 993). edited
by John David Smith is a compilation of several fascinating tracts and diatribes against
race mixture. Maria Root has also edited a volume called Racially Mixed People in
America, (1992), which discusses and draws upon many of the works mentioned here and

summarizes most of the

history.
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historiography of mixed race,

and praise from people
then, several other

America back

who

it

caused both a great hew and cry on the part of historians

define themselves as multiracial or of mixed-race. Since

works have been published

that trace the history of

mixed race

drawing heavily on the conclusions reached

to the colonial period,

Williamson's book. However, Edward Byron Reuter's The Mulatto

in the

in

in

United States,

Including a study of the role of mixed-blood races throughout the world, (1969) remains
the original study of

mixed race

Mixture: American Attitudes

in

America. John G. Mencke's Mulattoes and Race

and Images, 1865-1918, (1979), was published only

a year

before the publication of New People.

Jon Michael Spencer's The

America. (1997) weighs

in

New Colored People:

America

by Paul R. Spickard

entitled

to that

by comparing the experience of mixed

of the Colored

"Mapping Race:

in

South Africa.

An

interesting article

Multiracial People and Racial Category

Construction in the United States and Britain" appeared in Immigrants

&

Minorities

comparative perspective.

(July, 1996) also provides a valuable

One of the

in

on the current debate regarding the merits of adding a

multiracial category to the United States census

race individuals in

The Mixed-Race Movement

strongest books to be published on this topic

is

Rainier Spencer's

Spurious Issues: Race and Multiracial Identity Politics in the United States, (1999).

Although the book deals mainly with the claims of multiracial
solid

arguments borrowing from history and philosophy as he argues

multiracial categories are problematic.

On

activists, the

the face, the

title

activists to the level

a term that has

The

title

of the book alone

author makes

that both racial

will raise

and

eyebrows.

Spurious Issues seems intended to reduce the claims of multiracial

of the spurious,

trivial

been used historically

or unimportant. However, "spurious issue"

to denote people, especially slaves,
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is

of illegitimate

or mixed-race birth. This intellectual sleight of hand

is

indicative of the author's style

throughout the book, which will be welcomed by those seeking a more scholarly

approach to

this area

of inquiry.

A brief survey of the historiography of the Boston Negro, the black elite, and
mixed race and miscegenation

in general,

singularity of the black experience in

then review

mixing

in

some of the works

that

suggest that race mixing has influenced the

Boston

in

ways

that are

worth investigating. Let us

inform our understanding of the phenomenon of race

Boston. Because of the black presence

in the

American Revolution and

involvement with white abolitionists throughout the nineteenth-century, black Bostonians

have earned a reputation as the beneficiaries of white liberalism and as early fighters

in

the struggle for freedom. Yet, by the period of the twentieth century, the historiography

on black Bostonians departed from theses contending
city's glorious revolutionary

and

liberal past

that

Boston Negroes shared

and began instead

Bostonian's struggle against poverty, Jim Crow, the busing
exclusion.
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John Daniels' In Freedom

published in 1914,

what W.E.B.

Du

work was

and The

New

book
31

is

a seminal historical

Bois did

Daniels'

Literature.

is

's

that sought out to

However,

as

in their

Lorenzo

Emma

political

do

for the

Boston Negro

and was reprinted by Arno Press

1969 series The American Negro: His History and

J.

Greene wrote

remembered among other things

Sidney Kaplan and

and

study of The Philadelphia Negro (1899).

in his trailblazing

a milestone in urban social history

York Times

crisis

document the black

A Study of the Boston Negroes,

Birthplace:

work

to

in the

for

in the

its racist

introduction to that edition, the

commentary on

the prospects of

Kaplan's The Black Presence in the Era of the American

Revolution and Benjamin Quarles' The Negro in the American Revolution, (1961)
provide excellent starting points for understanding the uncelebrated, yet significant role

American Revolution. Quarles' book documents the
black presence from the very beginnings of the struggle on the streets of Boston and in

that

Boston blacks played

key

battles.

in the
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vantage point of more than

Boston Negroes. "Although, from

a

Greene wrote, "Negroes and many

liberal

book has merit."
Greene's

is

own groundbreaking

conclusions arrived

it

is

title itself is

African Americans

in

reject Daniels" racist views, the

study. The

in

Negro

in

New England

Colonial

of slavery

in

New

title

England, particularly Boston. The

indicative of the strange career of the historiography of

To

Boston.

better understand the prevailing scholarship

Moore's Notes on the History of Slaveryin

in

Massachusetts

Massachusetts" by Robert Rantoul published

Essex Institution

in

1887.

(

1

at

George H.

866) and the

in Historical

on slavery

article

"Negro

Collections of the

33

James O. Horton and Lois

and Community Struggle

942),

does not say so

Massachusetts against which Greene was writing, one should look

Slavery

( 1

that certainly benefited from, but revised the

Daniel's work. Although the book's

at in

in fact a study

ambiguity of the

may

32

exemplary of the kind of scholarship

explicitly,

whites

years' hindsight."

fifty

in the

E.

Horton co-authored Black Bostonians: Family Life

Antebellum North, (1979). This was actually the

published version of Horton's doctoral dissertation

at

Brandeis University entitled Black

Activism in Boston, 1830-1860, (1973) which combined the expertise on family and

community

32

life that

Lois Horton lent as a sociologist. The contention of the authors

Greene. Lorenzo. The Negro

in

Colonial

New

England.

New York:

is

Atheneum, 1968.

ix.
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The decade of the 1960s witnessed

a fruitful offering

of scholarly works that not only

and culture of free blacks in the North. Leon Litwack's
North of Slavery: The Negro in the Free States, 1 790-1860, ( 96 1 ) laid a strong
foundation for future historians to do further research on black Northern communities
while at the same time helping to illuminate the reasons for the death of Northern slavery
and the discrimination faced by Northern Negroes. Other books that focus on slavery in
dealt with slavery, but

on the

life

1

the North include Edgar

J.

McManus' Black Bondage

in the North,

(1973) and William

D. Piersen's Black Yankee: The Development of an Afro- American Suh-Cuiture in

Eighteenth Century

New

England, (1988).
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that a

framework

for activism

and resistance was created through black organizations

provide for the needs of black families and communities.

by the authors

in the first

antebellum Boston,
that

two chapters

this distinction

is

was

that

far

An

important distinction

to

made

while mulattoes held some advantages in

more

significant in Southern seaport cities

had been more influenced by the Caribbean and Latin America such as

New Orleans

34

and Charleston.

Certain works have explored the history of Boston's black

Adelaide M. Cromwell's The Other Brahmins: Boston

's

elite,

namely

Black Upper Class, 1750-1950,

(1994). In addition, William B. Gatewood's Aristocrats of Color: The Black Elite, 1880-

1920, (1990)

particularly

is

a broad examination

of the black

elite in several

Northern

cities,

focusing

on Philadelphia and Cleveland. Elizabeth Pleck's Doctoral dissertation on

the topic Black Migration to Boston in the Late Nineteenth Century (1974) at Brandeis

University explores the problems and possibilities this situation created. Additionally,

Since the Hortons'

first

book, other scholars have done work that has touched upon the

black experience in Boston

in indirect, yet

important ways.

W.

Jeffrey Bolster's Black

Seamen in the Age of Sail, (1997), discusses the myriad ways in
which African Americans played a hand in America's maritime and seafaring tradition,
within which Boston played a key role. James Horton subsequently released a collection
of essays in 1993 as a single volume called Free People of Color: Inside the African
American Community, that touched upon a number of themes and issues in the
historiography of free black communities along the Northeastern seaboard. Finally,
Horton and Horton published their latest work. In Hope of Liberty': Culture, Community
and Protest Among Northern Free Blacks, 1700-1860, (1997) which is a wonderful book
that demonstrates the unity of protest, liberty and the quest for freedom for Northern
people of color. Several articles have been published on the subject including a piece
written by Lawrence W. Towner entitled "'A Fondness for Freedom': Servant Protest in

Jacks: African-American

Puritan Society," published in the William

Twombly wrote
was published

in

an essay entitled

"'"Black

and Mary

Quarterly, (1962). Robert C.

Resistance to Slavery in Massachusetts," which

an anthology edited by William L. O'Neill called Insights and

monographs that have contributed significantly to the
conversation on race, community and culture in African-American Northern society are
Gary B. Nash's Forging Freedom: The Formation of Philadelphia's Black Community,
1720-1840, (1988), and Leonard Curry's The Free Black in Urban America, 1800-1850,
Parallels, (1973). Other

(1981).
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Mark Shneider's Boston Confronts Jim Crow, 1890-1920, (1997) does an
examining the conditions
necessity.

that

made

Oscar Handling Boston

political protest

Immigrants,

's

J

excellent job of

and activism both a possibility and a

790- 1880, (1941

)

provides good

background information on the topic, highlighting the pressures and conflicts of the
influx of immigrants

the

from Europe and other shores. The Wages of Whiteness: Raee and

Making of the American Working

Ignatiev's

How

the Irish

what was happening

in

Became

Class, (1991

)

by David R. Roediger and Noel

White, (1995) both provide a

most major

cities like

good understanding of

Boston with regard to class conflict and

racial relations at this time.

By mid-century, Boston's

racial climate

violence, and turbulent race relations.

was characterized by

The 1950s ushered

migration of African Americans from the South

in a

repression,

period of internal

End of Boston's Back Bay neighborhood

and Lower Roxbury to the largely Jewish populated communities of Mattapan,
Dorchester and Roxbury. For a more detailed analysis of the effects of these changes,
consult

(1975).

Yona Ginsberg's Jews

in

a Changing Neighborhood: The Study of Mattapan,

This created an environment of hostile racial encampment and segregated ethnic

neighborhoods. However, Boston

is

strong ethnic communities such as

New

not so different in this regard from other cities with

York, Chicago or Cleveland, as Drake and

Cayton's Black Metropolis: A Study of Negro Life in a Northern

Cift\

(1945) makes

clear.

Several additional works have been written that

fill

in the

black Bostonians in the twentieth century quite effectively.

Boston:

More Than 350

Years, (1991) by Robert C.
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Hayden

gaps of the history of

A frican Americans
is

in

a compilation of the

many

35

years of his column on black history contributed to the Bay State Banner.

win

the first black mayoral candidate in the city's history to

Mel King,

a preliminary election

run in the general election, authored Chain of Change: Struggles for Black

and

Community

Development, (1981), a history of the three decades from 1950 to 1980 that provides
valuable historical data for the reader

who

is

willing to

sift

through the author's politics

and anecdotal information. Another work. Building a Model Black Community: The
Roxbitry Action Program, (1978) by Stewart E. Perry

of the

activities

of African Americans

For many of us,
city.

it

was our

The information

it

first

in

Boston

is

also helpful for an understanding

in the nineteen-seventies

and

eighties.

exposure to the history of black contributions to the

still makes it required reading for authors who want to
Hayden is the dean of the history of black Boston and

provides

write on the subject. Robert C.

should be recognized as such. Struggling Yet In Freedom's Birthplace: Race Relations

and Black

Protest Activities in Boston, 1920-1972 (under contract, University of

Massachusetts Press)

is

forthcoming from Gerald Gill
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at

Tufts University.

CHAPTER

A SOJOURN

1

THE CITY OF AMALGAMATION:

IN

RACE, MARRIAGE

AND FREEDOM

IN

BOSTON

was dawn; the orb golden glittered on the rich
domes of the amalgamating city; the luxuriant sky.
the balmy air, tempted me forth to its unwonted
It

sweetness.

(A Sojourn

in the

of our Lord, 19

Interracial marriage, the union

torn apart, defined

races, has formed,

and divided our nation since the formation of the republic. From the

of mixed race began

to write itself.

journey can be traced to the historical

New World

Bolokitten)

between members of different

beginning of the colonial period, indeed from the very
secret history

City of Amalgamation in the Year

— by Oliver

The

moment when

moment of discovery, America's
origin of this long and difficult

the

Old World of Europe and the

of the Americas were violently thrown together with the

arrival

of

Christopher Columbus in the Caribbean in 1492. The immortal words of Columbus

still

echo down through the ages, perfectly capturing the significance of the eventful moment

when Columbus scrawled

saw naked

in his ship's log

on Friday October 12

1492, "At

dawn we

1

of the Bahamas, the

1

,

people.**'

The naked people Columbus spoke of were

would be

th

all

but

site

of Columbus"

wiped out through

first

the original inhabitants of the islands

landing.

The people Columbus

their struggle with the

called Indians

European invaders.

First in the

Columbus, Christopher. The Log of Christopher Columbus* Ed. Robert Fuson.

York:

Mc-Graw

Hill,

1987. 32.
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New

Europeans* attempt to enslave them

which forced them
gold and

silver.

to

work

in

— and second

mines

to satisfy a

in the

Spanish system of encomienda,

seemingly insatiable Spanish hunger for

However, even more powerful than the Europeans' desire

to enslave the

Indians were the germs they brought with them from Europe, which rendered the

immune

systems of the indigenous populations virtually defenseless. The Indians died by the

words of Columbus, who

score. Again, the

of the

good

New

in

many ways

World, were prescient when he remarked,

servants."

2

'k

served as the

ethnographer

first

[t]hey, (the Indians)

In these simple, yet profoundly significant observations,

ought to be

we

find the

encapsulation of more than 400 years of future history. The immediate consequence of
the genocide of these native peoples

was

that there

was no immediate source

for cheap

slave labor. Africans by this time were being used as slaves on the Canary Islands and

the Azores,

and Majorca under the Portuguese and only two years

maiden voyage, the Caravel and the Lateen
Africa to the

New

World

to a

Sail

after

Columbus*

were perfected, shortening the

trip

from

mere ninety days. This confluence of events earned the

Island of Hispaniola the regrettable dual legacy as both the

where the land would be cursed with

racial slavery,

first

place in the

New

World

and where African slaves would

revolt to claim their freedom despite successive attempts to re-enslave them.

Jamestown, Virginia, the
founded

in 1607.

first

permanent British colony

in

North America was

Indentured servants sold their labor for passage to the Chesapeake.

Indentures ranged anywhere from two to seven years. There was a high mortality rate

and most died before

their

term expired. There were Blacks and whites and only skin

color distinguished early laborers.

They worked,

2

Ibid., 75.
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lived,

and

slept together as unfree

laborers.

They could earn

their

freedom

end of the term. The Indians were

at the

knowledgeable about east coast survival and influenced these new arrivals showing them

how

to

were

grow food

common between
In

Race mixing and sexual contact

clothing.

black people, whites and Indians

what was perhaps the

Rolfe married Pocahontas April

was

make

crops, tobacco and to

First

Renamed Rebecca by

the daughter of Powhatan, a powerful Indian chief.

beautiful

and well-mannered lady

America.

recorded interracial marriage

1614.

5,

in early

in all

Many

in

America. John

the English. Pocahontas

considered her the most

of England, when they got their

Pocahontas when she was brought there. The marriage caused quite a

first

stir,

look at

not because

Pocahontas was an Indian, but because John Rolfe, a commoner, had married a princess,
well above his station.

Indian intermarriage

was

a fairly

Most American colonies saw no reason
There were only two exceptions

in

common

to

feature of early colonial America.

ban intermarriage with Native Americans.

North Carolina and briefly

centuries later, in the third year of his presidency,

Thomas

in Virginia.

Nearly two

Jefferson would plead: "let our

settlements and theirs [the Indians'] meet and blend together, to inter mix, and

become

one people."

On

the other hand, race mixing with Africans

was prohibited from

beginning with the colonial statutes that prohibited interracial marriage
slavery

was

codified in late 17

In 1660, about

Some
3

th

and early 18

th

the start,

when

racial

century starting with Virginia's 1664 law.

900 blacks and 24,000 Europeans lived

in the

Chesapeake Bay

area.

Virginia blacks achieved freedom and married, while a few acquired land. Early

Jordan, Winthrop D. The White Man's Burden; Historical Origins of Racism in the

United States.

New

York,: Oxford University Press. 1974, 192.
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Virginia documents distinguished consistently between white servants and blacks, always

with the suggestion that Africans were subordinate.

The

known

first

known

to be the case

Council

in

case of punishment for interracial sexual contact

of Hugh Davis.

On September

for

by defiling his body

17, 1630. in Virginia the

Governor

abusing himself to the dishonor of God and shame of Christians,

in lying

with a Negress; which fault he

is

to

acknowledge next

4

Sabbath

day."'

Miscegenation and creolization also occurred
Africans,

British

generally

Court ordered, "Hugh Davis to be soundly whipped, before an assembly of

Negroes and others

cultural

is

American

exchanges

Indians,

that

North America

accepted

in the

Chesapeake where

in the early

and white indentured servants interacted

form the creolization process.
in the

Miscegenation was extensive

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, though

European sugar colonies

Canada. There are several reasons for

more white women. Second,

5

to create the

in the

this.

it

was

in

less

Caribbean, Latin America, and French

For one, British North America had

interracial marriages, that

is

to say marriages

many

between

blacks and whites, were banned by colonial assemblies. The purpose of such laws were

to

keep white

women

from having mulatto children by slaves and

to prevent a legally

recognized mixed-race class from forming after gaining freedom because of the mother's
status.

Sollers,

ed. Interracialism:

Black-White Intermarriage

and Law. Oxford: Oxford

University Press. 2000. 47.

Werner,

Literature,

See Jack D. Forbes, Black A fricans and Native Americans
the Evolution

of Red-Black Peoples. Oxford,

:

in

American

Color, Race,

UK New York, NY, USA:

1988.
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;

History,

and Caste

Blackwell,

in

The
frontiers,

fact is that the

although

it

mixing of races occurred frequently on trading and military

occurred somewhat

less

on settlements, especially

in

England's

northern colonies in North America. Racial mixing occurred, but colonial leaders did not
favor

Decrees were passed, early anti-miscegenation laws, to forbid mixing between

it.

On

Africans and Europeans.

the other hand, wherever the Spanish and French settled.

mestizo or metis societies quickly formed.
Settlers in Louisiana

quite

and French Canada married Indian wives and mixing was

common. "They need wives," wrote

administrators in France.

women

6

the early settlers back to colonial

Most of the French

settlers

as mistresses, concubines, and wives. Unlike the proud British,

no embarrassment

at this

very scarce, intermarriage was

had Indian blood

artisans,

Nova

Scotia, for example,

common. By

the late 1600s virtually

in the parishes

many converted

North and West of the

to Catholicism,

all

French families

in 1803.

In

and the emergence of a

free black

city.

New

:

skilled

Orleans, for the entire eighteenth century,

This led to French-African liaisons

community. Meanwhile

M. Spear. "They need wives'

They became

on

and remained a prominent force when the

Africans would outnumber whites by two to one.

J.

where French women were

lived in the port of New Orleans as well as

most black slaves

United States took control

See

felt

in their veins.

In Louisiana,

sugar planations

Frenchmen

mixing of blood and wondered aloud about English qualms

regarding interracial relations. In

6

were male and took Indian

in Haiti, the

existence of a

Metissage and the regulation of sexuality

in

French Louisiana, 1699-1730." Hodes. Martha, ed. Sex, Love, Race: Crossing

Boundaries

in

North American

history.

New

York:

See also Martha Hodes' White Women, Black Men:

New York
Illicit

Sex

University Press, 1999.
in the

Nineteenth-Century

South, (1997) which uses rich evidence to defy the myth that race mixing only occurred
in the colonial

period of American history.
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A

mulatto class became a very complicating factor in the Haitian revolution. Haitians had
the unique

problem of overcoming not only slavery, but divisions

society based

own

on class and

designs. Mulattoes

race.

were

that existed in their

The intermediate group of mixed race descent had

in political

their

limbo as many of them had never been slaves

and were privileged under the old regime. However, because of their

status

under

colonialism they were the obvious choice for leadership after emancipation. According

to

The Black Jacobins, the classic

treatise

on the Haitian revolution, there remained a

tenuous relationship between the French, the Blacks and the Mulattoes, each retaining
their

own

leaders and agendas. This relationship set a precedent for independence.

after the revolution the

Caribbean, remained

complex

three-tiered racial system,

Its

7

impact could be seen

the debate over slavery in the United

in the presidential election

of 1800. The issue

campaign was the controversial Alien Act which was passed
slaves, particularly those

American
Revolts.

plantations.

He

exists throughout the

intact.

The Haitian revolution had an impact on
States.

which

Even

who had

taken part

in the

in part to

Haitian revolution

in this

keep foreign

away from

Herbert Aptheker discusses this in his classic American Negro

writes, "Federalists

made

use of fears of slave revolts, or reports of their

occurrence, to further their party's fortunes. Similarly, the Gabriel plot, occurring in the

presidential

campaign year of 1800 and showing

that the slaves

had been influenced by

See C. L. R. James. The Black Jacobins: Toussaint L'oitverture and the San Domingo
Revolution.

New rev.

ed.

London: Allison

&

Busby, 1980.
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the Democratic ideas associated with the French Revolution and

used by the Federalists

in

appeals to Southern voters."

Thomas

Jefferson,

was

8

Although they looked the other way when French and Indians intermingled,
France was alarmed by the extent of French- African intermixture. France banned the
intermarriage of Whites and Blacks in 1724 although the ban

New

was

largely ineffective.

In

Orleans an urbane and talented community of gens de couleur libre ("free people of

color") began to emerge.

In Spanish Florida, race

many became

as soldiers and

African descent fled to Cuba

mixing was much more prevalent. Blacks were needed

catholic in order to acquire social status.

when

Many

People of

the British took control in 1763. "Mestizaje," or

Spanish and Indian Mixing occurred frequently where Spanish colonists of North

America mingled frequently with Indians and Africans. Like the French, the Spanish
colonizers were mostly males. Without Spanish

their choices.

became

a

In

New

women, Spanish men could

not limit

Spain, surrounded by the Indian population, the Spanish quickly

mixed race people.

In California, only one of three male founders and one of four female founders of

San Jose and San Francisco

In this "Mestizo

among

Indians.

1777 were Spanish. In Los Angeles, of the

first

forty-six

two were Espanoles, or unmixed Spaniards.

residents in 1781, only

refuge

in

America" many Africans attempting

to flee

from Slavery found

Race mixing between the Black and the Red took place where

enslaved African-Americans fled to live

among American

Indians.

White

colonists,

fearing an alliance of red and black peoples, strenuously promoted hatred between

g

See Herbert Aptheker. American Negro Slave Revolts.

Publishers. 1969.
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New

York,: International

Indians and Africans throughout the

captured escaping slaves.

1

600s- 1 800s. Bounties were offered to Indians

The Europeans

tried to

who

convince them that Africans were

detestable people.

Blood-lines of many Indian nations were joined with those of Africa. Cherokee

and Mandingo, Creek and Fula, Choctaw and Ashanti became mixed fugitive slaves

who

disappeared into Indian society. Africans took Indian spouses and those unions produced
children of mixed blood, and shared traditions.

As Gary Nash has

pointed out,

mingle, the element of power

is

when people from

always

at

work. The white colonist almost always

encountered the African as a slave and as slave-like by nature. English
other hand

was

met the Indians on very

own

to enslave natives in their

of colonization usually maintained

different terms.

territory.

their

of the world

different parts

They quickly

settlers

learned

The Indians who survived

how

on the

difficult

it

the early period

freedom to come and go. Moreover, they could

be a mortal threat to the white encroacher. Though despised and feared, the Indian earned
the grudging respect of whites.

and slave,

in

The white-Indian

relationship

which power was concentrated on one

alternately traded, negotiated,

formed

power was divided between the two,
Race mixing bears a
intuitive suspicion

alliances,

shifting

side.

was

rarely

Rather, European settlers

and fought with Indians.

back and

In each case,

forth.

secret history, a derived past that resonates not only with our

of what must have been the truth for those original

settlers.

United States where the law was based on the invention of the one-drop
that

one of master

one drop of black blood makes one black, race

in other parts

Unlike the

rule, or the idea

of the Americas such as

South and Central America and especially Brazil and the Caribbean, was based on the

35

premise that one drop of white blood makes one white. The falsehood that America

somehow avoided
American

history that

As Peggy
at a

time

similar racial mixing

in

which

is

part

is

a mystery that belies the sanitized version

of

of our master narrative.

Pascoe, historian of miscegenation law, has astutely pointed out, today,

interracial

marriage

is

common,

quite

legal,

and able

to be carried out

without reprisal (either legal or extra-legal) that people are sometimes surprised to learn
that a vast

their race.

network of laws were constructed to prevent people from marrying outside

She writes, "laws prohibiting

marriage (otherwise

interracial

miscegenation laws) were so deeply embedded

known

in U.S. history that [they]

be considered America's longest-lasting form of legal race discrimination

finally declared

from 1664

them unconstitutional

until 1967,

Although some may make the argument
forms of oppression,

it is

when

the U.S.

Loving decision."

in the

that

equally important to state

intertwined and certainly inextricably linked.

would have

—they

to

lasted

All told, miscegenation laws were in

far longer than either slavery or school segregation.

effect for nearly three centuries,

as

it

is

Supreme Court

9

vulgar to compare extreme

at the outset that

One cannot

these issues are

all

divorce lynching, for example,

from the proscriptions against miscegenation since many of these incidents were indeed

bound up with
with

it

this issue.

It is

this

well-developed body of legal proscription that carries

the weight of some of the most

embedded forms of racial

discrimination.

The

point being that although African Americans themselves were often tentative at best

about fighting for the right to inter-marry for reasons that will be explored more deeply

See Peggy Pascoe.

"Why

the Ugly Rhetoric Against

Historian of Miscegenation." History

Gay Marriage

Network News, April

36

19.

2004.

Is

Familiar to this

1

they recognized the deep political and psychological significance of

later in this study,

the act.

The Oxford English Dictionaiy dispassionately defines
secondary meaning,

its

into

as, ""the action

one uniform whole".

10

One of its

of combining

in this

the dictionary's usage reference, in an 1837 Baltimore

announced, "Amalgamation,

a black

man and

a white

way

an

in

1

appeared, according to

newspaper advisory, which

woman were

the Police Court in Boston charged with unlawfully marrying."

appeared

1

the

lately

brought before

The word

(race), the race-baiting pamphlet.

Races Applied to the American White

" (to

mix) and

Miscegenation: The Theoiy of the Blending of

Man and the

Negro, coined the word

miscegenation to warn voters of the inevitable race mixing that would occur
Lincoln were to be re-elected as President,

pamphlet proclaimed, "a war looking, as
black..."

/_

The

faithful, but

As
vocabulary

among

Elise

[that]

Lemire argues
developed

war

...

stir

not only

and

in the

among

the electorate and party

politicians as well.

North for referring to what

nd

ed.,

s.

v.

Abraham

blending of the white and

"Miscegenation": Making Race

in

if

of amalgamation." the

final fruit, to the

abolitionists, southern planters,

Oxford English Dictionaiy, 2
1

'it is a

its

publication caused quite a

10
11

also

864 pamphlet, which brought a brand new word to the English

vocabulary, miscegenation. Derived from the Latin word "miscere

"genus"

in

distinct elements, races, associations,

usages

earliest

word amalgamation,

the

in

America, "the

we now

term

'inter-racial'

"Amalgamation."

Baltimore Com. Transcript 8 June 1837

The American Heritage Dictionaiy defines the word "miscegenation"

as,

"cohabitation, sexual relations or marriage involving persons of different races."

The

in 1864 by David G. Croly and George Wakeman in their pamphlet.
Miscegenation: The Theoiy of the Blending of the Races Applied to the American White
Man and the Negro.

term was invented

37

sex and marriage grew out of the desire to substantiate this view that intra-racial desire

an instinct and that race

is

a biological category."

13

According

to Lemire.

beginning

the second decade of the nineteenth century, the term "amalgamation"

was borrowed

from metallurgy

in

to refer to. as

one Boston-based newspaper explained

commixture of the white and colored races."

14

By

the "melting together" of different race bloods, the

the notion of race as a biological

alloy in the

same way

that

worst

paradox of American

using a word that would characterize

word amalgamation

phenomenon by describing

it

also reinforced

as fusing together in an

molten metals do.

Northern

cities like

threatened to tear

fears, the

life

and

Amalgamation was

New York

where the "mongrelization of America"
all

the while planting

Such was the national panic over race mixing,

amalgamation and miscegenation came
in

a charge mostly hurled at

the very edifice of American democracy,

the seeds for white racial destruction.

many,

came

most enduring obsessions, and perhaps the greatest

culture.

Boston and

down

in

1843. "physical

After the civil war, the prospect of the inevitable amalgamation of the races

to represent the

is

to

that

be regarded, written about and described, by

terms suggesting epidemic proportions. In campaign

literature labeled

"Miscegenation, or the millennium of Abolitionism," the Democrats portrayed white

women

sitting

on the

laps of black

men. white men with black wives

See Elise Virginia Lemire. "Miscegenation": Making Race

in

strolling through the

America. (Philadelphia:

University of Pennsylvania Press), 2002.
14

The

Liberator, July 19, 1834.

15

For an example of the use and distinction between these terms see. Samuel Sullivan
Cox, 1824-1889. "Miscegenation or Amalgamation: Fate of The Freedman." a speech of
Samuel S. Cox, of Ohio, delivered in the House of Representatives. February 17. 1864.
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8

park,

and intermarried blacks indulging

in their

newfound

social equality.

16

These types

of appeals had the power to resonate deeply with Americans of every race due to the
sensitive history of race

showcased

way

this

phenomenon

mixing that gave

in public

and civic

American private

in

life.

rise to

life,

For

them. While

it

was

rare for

it

to be

mixing was certainly not a new

racial

many African Americans,

it

was

this lasting

and painful legacy of slavery and the many depredations and violations of slave
that occurred to

the diarist

father

produce

it

that

made

it

Mary Boykin Chesnut, observed

of all the mulatto children

in

Amalgamation

New

in the

One such

Year of Our Lord

York and using

full-length satirical novel to

the

6

lady

is

ready to

tell

the

you who

novel,

19-, written

pseudonym Oliver

the

A Sojourn

much of the

in the City

of

by Jerome B. Holgate, hailing from
Bolokitten,

is

the

eponymous

The work represents one of the

early uses of a

condemn miscegenation, and more importantly

for black re-colonization.

is

17

inspiration for the title of this dissertation.

argument

"Any

Famously,

quarters.

as a subject received a great deal of treatment in

novels of the nineteenth century.

Amalgamation

that,

many

everybody's household but their own. These, she

seems to think, drop from the clouds."

upstate

a shunned subject in

women

Holgate,

American Colonization Society was an

who

to

make an

gained early exposure to the work of

early convert

who became

Nash, Gary. Forbidden Love: The Secret Histoiy of Mixed Race.

a proselytizer.

New

York: Henry

Holt; 1999.
17

This widely quoted passage has been attributed to

different venues.

in

many

For helpful contextual readings see, Deborah Gray White. Ar'n

Woman?: Female Slaves
1

Mary Boykin Chesnut

in the Plantation South.

See James Kinney. Amalgamation!: Race, Sex,

7 I

a

(New York: Norton), 1985. 100.
And Rhetoric In The Nineteenth-

Century American Novel. Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1985; and Sollers, Werner.
Interracialism: Black- White Intermarriage in American History, Literature, and Law.
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000.
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According

to

James Kinney, author of Amalgamation: Race. Sex and Rhetoric

in

the Nineteenth-Century Novel, "the narrator's observations [sic] constitute a twofold

attack on the practice of interbreeding: intellectually he considers

emotionally he finds

of

Race

in

14
it

Elise

offensive.""

Lemire writes

in

it

unnatural, and

Miscegenation: The Making

America, a story that traces the journey of Bolokitten. the protagonist to a

Northern City of the future. The narrator, taking a

one day,

stroll

is

my steriously

transported through time and space to the twentieth century where he visits the "City of

Amalgamation"*, a city of the future where

means of combating race

:

prejudice"*

"

whites and blacks inter-marry solely as a

"...

world of tomorrow, blacks and whites are

In this

forced to marry by abolitionists, the amalgamationists.

who

use intermarriage as a tool to

end race hatred and discrimination.

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts
1

705 and was one of the

first

precedent—one which was

first

adopted

its

anti-miscegenation law in

colonies to establish anti-miscegenation legislation.

to spread

It

set a

throughout the North as well as the South. The

language of the original law stated. "That no person by

this

Act authorized

to

many,

shall

join in marriage any white person with any Negro, Indian or Mulatto, or penalty of the

sum of fifty

pounds....;

and

that all such marriages shall be null

Massachusetts was the second to

fall in

what became

colonies using their power to enact legislation to protect

characterized as an "evil before
19

God" and

21

Kinney. James. Amalgamation!: Race, Sex,

Lemire,

domino

effect

of British

subjects from what

many

And Rhetoric

In

its

The Nineteenth-Century

Press. 1985.

p. 69.

See Massachusetts. Acts and Laws of the Commonwealth ot 1893. Repr. (Boston:
See Sollers. Werner. Interracialism: Black-White Intermarriage
American Histoty, Literature, and Law. (Oxford: Oxford University Press). 2000.

Wright and Potter).
in

1

void""."

"a sin to humanity". Massachusetts lifted

American Novel. Westport. Conn.: Greenwood
20

its

a

and

10.
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ban on interracial marriage

in

1843, but more important than the actual act of striking

from the record may have been the symbolism of such a gesture, and the ways
this incident lifted a

previously

was

career as an abolitionist. Such

young Garrison decided
Boston.

As

unknown

to launch

first

which

in

figure from relative obscurity into a brilliant

When

the case with William Lloyd Garrison.

The Liberator, he was an unknown commodity

the

in

the editor of an anti-slavery organ and a journalist, Garrison cut his teeth on

the inter-marriage issue in Massachusetts. Garrison's opposition to the law

of his

it

became one

major crusades. Garrison began printing the anti-slavery newspaper as

a

challenge to the American Colonization Society, a group which sought the removal of
blacks to the colony of Liberia.

The

first

issue contains a statement against this

form of gradual abolition, which

Garrison had previously supported, and for immediate granting of citizenship to the slave
population.

It

was

in the

second issue of The Liberator that Garrison argues that the

Massachusetts law against interracial marriage was a violation of African Americans'
constitutional rights.

23

In the early 1830s, "amalgamationists," as they

pen and wrote

editorial after article

chipping away

at

were

called,

reasoning behind the law

Massachusetts that prohibited interracial marriage. Although there

how much

the law

was

actually enforced,

a person's unqualified right to

22

it

was an important blow

Power-Greene, Ousmane. "Education and Racial Uplift
at New

2005 Conference. October 22, 2005.
Lemire,

is

p. 56.

41

in the

in

some question

struck in the

choose a marriage partner, regardless of the

Perspectives." Unpublished paper presented
~3

used the power of the

as to

name of

state's opinion.

African Diaspora: Three

England Historical Society

Fall

David Ruggles

stated.

"The law against intermarriage of the races

of one of the inalienable rights of man. namely,
people's choice of marriage partner

man

"Does

a

"Why.

then,

was

'the pursuit

'utterly

us have a law prohibiting

tall

inches?"

absurd and preposterous*".

He

people from marrying short

and lean persons be kept apart by penalties? Or

shall

we

an invasion

of happiness.'" To take away

derive or lose his right to choose his wife from his color?"

let

is

He

asked:

continued:

ones.... Shall fat

graduate love by feet and

24

Garrison writes, "In response to the accusation that blacks wanted to marry
whites, "the blacks are not so

The

enamored of white

skins, as

some of our

editors imagine.

courtship, the wooing, the embrace, and intermixture—in nine cases out of ten—will
25

be proposed on the part of the whites, and not of the opposite color."

Ruggles writes neither he nor "any colored man or

was eagerly pursuing

cross-race marriage... nothing

is

woman

of

[his]

acquaintance"

more disgusting than

to see

my

race bleached to a pallid and sickly hue by the lust of those cruel and fastidious white

men. He continues. "To attempt to obstruct the flow of the affections
cruel."

Another reformer argued

their business, not

blacks and whites,

that

mine nor anybody
I

would he glad

"when

a

else's....

if the

man and woman want
So

far

is

to

ridiculous and

be married

it

is

from denouncing the marriage of

banns [announcements] of a hundred thousand

such marriages could be published next Sunday."

26

Nash, Gary. Forbidden Love: The Secret Histoiy of Mixed Race.

New

York: Henry

Holt, 1999. 85.
25

Ibid.

26

Horton, James Oliver. Free People of Color

:

Inside the African

Washington: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1993. 143.
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American Community.

In the late 1830s, whites sent petitions from

two

petitions containing 8,700 signatures

Liberator, advertised a notice,

Legislature.

A

bill

"The

over the state

all

were mailed.

On March

than ninety-

12, 1831,

era of common sense begins to

for the orderly solemnization

More

dawn

in

The
our

of marriage, which repeals the old

tyrannical and foolish enactment prohibiting the intermarriage of whites and blacks, has

passed the House of Representatives.
shall notice next

week."

According
Boston

in the

A

short debate took place

on the subject, which we

27

to Louis

Ruchames, who wrote about the intermarriage incident

Journal of Negro History, Garrison condemned the law

in the

in

pages of the

Liberator as "an invasion of one of the inalienable rights of every man; namely, 'the
pursuit of happiness'—disgraceful to the state—inconsistent with every principle of

justice—and utterly absurd and preposterous."

The Boston press immediately poured

"

upon Garrison's opposition issuing "unmeasured
an 'amalgamationist."

29

ridicule

and scorn, denouncing him as

Others went further, suggesting that Garrison himself had

designs on repealing the law in order to take a black wife himself.

addressed

in

The Liberator

in

response to an editorial

in the

30

The

issue

was

Methodist Magazine, "To

27

ibid.

The

Liberator, Jan. 8. 1831. Also see Louis

Abolition

in

Ruchames, "Race, Marriage, and

Massachusetts" Journal of Negro History, 251. This incident has been
is covered best

relegated to the unenviable status of mere "flap" in the city's history and

by the venerable Louis Ruchames
a veteran historian, specifically

conflagration, this

was

was

who

making

covers this period with the sensitivity and style of
the point that for those

a struggle for nothing less

who

fought in this

than the heart and soul of the nation.

It

a fight for the God-given right to choose one's mate, to be able to exercise one's

citizenship to the fullest extent that the constitution

made

possible.

29
ibid.
30
Ibid.

See also Wendell Phillips Garrison, and Francis Jackson Garrison. William Lloyd

Garrison, 1805-1879: The Story of His

Life.

New York,:
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Negro Universities

Press. 1969.

alias the

uneasiness and remove the suspicions of our watchful observers, however,

declare that our heart

or free.

Whether we

is

obliteration

woman.

— we cannot

— or whether we

and

tell

of the Act of June.

any lady, white or black, bond

786. our object

1

is

wrong

shall

always lead a

life

of 'single

shall not predict: consequently, in calling for

is

in principle,

not

'to

get a black wife.'

vehement opposition

circulated by the Garrison's charge explained the

The law

to,

marry an Indian or an African, a Chinese or a Patagonian. an

shall

English or an American

blessedness.'

neither affected by, nor pledged

we

because

and tremendous penalty upon an act

it

31

A

an

pamphlet

to the law:

imposes a severe

in itself innocent.

The

of every individual to consult his own taste and
feelings in matrimony ought to be sacred. The law is absurd
because it makes the freedom of choice to depend not upon
right

man

the fact that

is

and accountable creature,

a rational

possessed of reason and judgment, but upon a certain cast

The

of complexion!
destroys

uncertainty,

which

in

shade,

precise

freedom,

this

does

it

many

not

however,
define:

which

and

this

cases must incur, whether a

person shall be considered a mulatto or white person, or

what shade of color may render persons
intermarriage,

is

legal subjects

a sufficient reason for repealing the law.

of
32

For Black Bostonians, the issue of interracial marriage was an extremely touchy
one.

On

wanted

the one hand, there

to

was

women

marry white

on the part of whites

the perception

that all blacks

and that the entire abolitionist movement was simply a

guise for the eventual amalgamation of whites and blacks. That Garrison chose to

it

one of the

first

this accusation.

On

the other hand, blacks

had been on the books

31

The

Liberator.

on the agenda of the Anti-Slavery Society did not help

issues

in

March

knew

Massachusetts was

16.

in

1833

32

Ibid.
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that the

ban on

many ways an

interracial

make

to quell

marriage that

affront to their dignity

and

a threat to their constitutional rights.

passionately made.

by

this

It

The Massachusetts

Act authorized

act

to this sensibility that the appeal

be absolutely null and void."

was

of June 22, 1786, stipulated: "That no person

to marry, shall join in marriage

any white person with any Negro,

sum of fifty pounds

Indian or Mulatto, on penalty of the

shall

was

...

;

and that

all

such marriages

33

Lydia Maria Child and William Lloyd Garrison-as well as William Ellery

Charming and forty-two other Bostonians campaigned against the Massachusetts
marriage ban and

it

was repealed

in

1843. According to James and Lois Horton, blacks in

Boston cautiously endorsed but did not actively participate
Massachusetts' law against interracial marriage

and substantial black participation
protests blacks

were conspicuous.

Church endorsed

a

in this

In

in 1843.

campaign

is

in the repeal

They

write,

weak and extremely general

of

"The lack of direct

significant, since in other

1843 a meeting of blacks held

but never mentioned the law by name.

statute, the

inter-

at the

such

African Baptist

resolution that supported the law's repeal

Although blacks favored the removal of the

tone and concentration of this meeting

realized the extreme sensitivity of this issue."

made

it

clear that African

Americans

34

African Americans were indeed cool to the idea of full-blown support for the

people

who

liberty

chose instead to fight for the right to intermarry specifically for the potential

chose to intermarry. However, wisely the citizens of this, the great cradle of

infringement

it

imposed upon other

rights,

such as the right to

live

where one wanted, the

Massachusetts General Court, 1893.
34

See Horton, James Oliver, and Lois E. Horton. Black Bostonians: Family Life and
in the Antebellum North. New York: Holmes & Meier Publishers,

Community Struggle
1979.
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right to

work where one wanted,

the right to worship

where one wanted and so

was able

to curtail the rights

of supposedly

other words, if the state

of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,

do the same

it

was not such

of life and culture.

for other aspects

the eventual struggle for civil rights that

makes

It is

a leap to

on.

In

free people, citizens

assume

that they

could

precisely this early association with

this venture significant.

It

was

in

those

very terms that Garrison and his charge crafted their arguments in the pages of The
Liberator.

an editorial written under Garrison's penname,

In

express our opinions upon this subject.

under consideration.

like those

in this

We wish the

freedom of choice

two classes

are as well satisfied that, ultimately, the

country will be entirely blended, and that people of all nations will freely

intermarry, as of our

we

guess not,
than one."

It

way

own

care not.

It

existence.

may

When

that event shall

happen,

—

require the flight of centuries

it

we know

may

not.

we

transpire in less

35

was exactly on

abolitionists.

the

We

are perfectly free to

neither advocate nor oppose intermarriages

none of our business.

It is

to be exercised without restraint.

We

"We

for

The

this

count that the South attempted to hang Northern

surreptitious reasoning behind the antislavery

movement was

amalgamation. That slavery was an inhuman, barbaric

institution

to clear

was only

window

dressing for the true motives behind abolition and antislavery in general—of

course

did not

set

it

it

any easier

that

one of the

first

tasks of Garrison's charges

was

to

about to eliminate the ban on intermarriage and that the year after the Anti-Slavery

Society

35

make

was founded,

March

16,

in

1831, that Garrison began penning his famous diatribes against

1833 The Liberator.
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works were meetings

the law. Also in the

community was
skeptically.

It

invited to

was

in this

weigh

in the

in

which Boston's

debate

—

tentative

African-American

a role they judged carefully and

context that David Walker weighed in on the issue of

interracial unions, perhaps reflecting the true if not overtly expressed feelings

of many of

the city's people of color.

Walker

famous appeal when he wrote,

stated the case plainly in his

wish, candidly, however, before the Lord, to be understood, that

of snuff to be married
say

it,

who

is

good

just because she

NIGER!!"

is

any white person

ever saw in

I

all

man, or man of color, who will leave

that the black

get one

to

for anything)

and marry a white woman,

white, ought to be treated

own

life.

a pinch

And do
I

color (provided he can

to be a

by her as he surely

would

would not give

I

the days of my

his

"I

double slave to her

will be, viz; as a

36

Child wrote

in

1839 that "posterity will look back with as

excited discussions on this subject as

we now do

much wonder

to the proceedings
37

for raising a storm".

when he argued

not the province, and does not belong to the

legislative assembly, in a republican

of those who choose

to

government

be united together

in

the

of learned lawyers

and judges, who hung witches
in 1843, "It is

at

Garrison was equally skeptical

to decide

wedlock; and

power of any

on the complexional
it

may

affinity

as rationally decree that

Walker, David. David Walker's Appeal: To the Coloured Citizens of the World, But in
and Very Expressly, to Those of the United States of America. Baltimore:

Particular,

Black Classic Press, 1997. 28.
37

Child, Lydia Marie. Selected Letters, 1817-1889.

Ed. Milton Meltzer and Patricia G.

Holland. (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press), 1982. pp.1 10-1
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1

1.

corpulent and lean,

and

tall

and weak persons

short, strong

shall not

be married to each

other as that there must be an agreement in the complexion of the parties."

In other parts

of the country, laws against

As Massachusetts was dismantling

to dislodge.

interracial

its

marriage were more difficult

bulwark against

legal

38

interracial

marriage, other states in the Union, particularly Southern states, were simultaneously

constructing them.

impediments

Some of those

to interracial marriage

such laws unconstitutional

example, the
written into

1998,

when

last state in

its

it

from

commitment

retaining their steadfast

in the

to

it

vs.

still

state constitution did not

marriage. Although

their

remove

legal

even

after the

United States deemed

Virginia case of 1967. South Carolina for

have laws proscribing

succumb

removed language from

was

last to

law books— the most adamant of these

to racial purity

Loving

America

reluctantly

would be the very

states

rarely enforced, the

to the

its

interracial

marriage

Supreme Court precedent

state constitution

until

banning interracial

law stood as a symbol of not only the

extent to which these kinds of laws were entrenched but also as a symbol of rebellion to

government as important as the

the federal

this period.

right to

wave

the confederate flag.

Southern legislatures passed new, stronger, anti-miscegenation laws written

into the nefarious black

codes of the reconstruction period.

According to Pascoe, by the period of reconstruction, laws put
federal

government held promises of racial

fourteenth

During

amendment guaranteed

this period, the

confederate states

38

During

was

Washington, Joseph

all

commitment
all

equality,

into place

by the

which primarily through the

of its citizens "equal protection" under the law.

to keeping interracial marriage illegal in formerly

but impossible as Northern forces occupied the region and state

R., Jr.

Marriage

in

Black and While (Boston: Beacon Press),

1970. 84.
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constitutions

were

re-written.

But as

it

became obvious

waning, the commitment was re-ignited
reconstruction

interracial

all

all

marriage

1

39

legal.

9th century, there arose an intense public interest and fascination

things scientific. Scientists

racism from the pulpit of a
people gathered

first

American

and minds of southerners. As

but collapsed in the decade of the 1870s, so too did the resolve to keep

During the
with

in the hearts

that reconstruction itself was

in

new

became the new priesthood, preaching

church, the university. In

Boston to hear, "The Plan of Creation

lecture

1

846,

in the

some

five

a gospel of

thousand

Animal Kingdom," the

by renowned Swiss naturalist Louis Agassiz:

Let us beware of granting too

much

to the negro race in the

beginning, lest it become necessary hereafter to deprive
them of some of the privileges which they may use to their

own and

our detriment. All this

pure blacks of the South.
in the

Northern

states,

I

As

urge with reference to the

have already stated

opinion that the very existence

and

I

to the half-breeds, especially

is

it

to be

my

likely to be only transient,

that all legislation with reference to

them should be

regulated with this view, and so ordained as to accelerate
their disappearance

Many

from the Northern

40

States.

public lectures on the races of man such as that given in Boston by Louis

Agassiz, then Harvard's most renowned scientist, were

still

be seen

in

museums and

common. Aggasiz's

Cambridge and Boston today with the numerous
school

named

streets,

legacy can

monuments,

after him.

Pascoe, Peggy. "Miscegenation Law, Court Cases, and Ideologies of "Race"

Twentieth-Century America." The Journal ofAmerican History 83. no.
40

See Elizabeth Cary Aggasiz,

ed.,

1

in

(1996): 44-69.

Louis Aggasiz His Life and Correspondence, 2 vols.

pp. 606-608; Also, Edward Lurie, Louis Aggasiz: A Life in Science
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1960). pp. 143-45, 254-66, 305-306.

(Boston, 1885),

II,
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Simultaneously, the debate about whether

same

creation theory,

ensued
to

was focused around

or different species

hold

in

many

which held

that

God

created

Some of these

Adam

An

—

in the

Garden of Eden
Scientists

seemed

41

contended that races could not share a

common

that stipulated different

ancestor

and separate

important foundation of this argument, one which was especially

compelling to the public
polygenesis

and Eve

to these pressing questions.

scientists

members of the

the book of Genesis and over the single

and therefore proposed a separate creation theory
42

beings were

scientific as well as scriptural quarters in this country.

some of the answers

creations.

human

at this time,

the idea that there

Genesis, but rather

was

Adam

begat their

point, the

own

and Eve were made

were the sole progenitors of the Caucasian

Up to this

Adam

was not simply one

many Adams, who

posited that the original

advanced by the adherents of

that

and Eve from the story of

races.

in the true

The

poly-geneticists

image of God and therefore

race.

more widely known myth of the "Curse of Ham"" had been

used to popularize what was then regarded as a rather sophisticated, even abstruse theory

on the origin of the races.

In

1843 Samuel Cartwright wrote a book to demonstrate

the story of the curse of Ham could be used to prove

Negro

inferiority

how

through the

See Stephen Jay Gould, The Mismeasure of Man. fNew York: Norton). 1996.
"

See George Fredrickson. The Black Image

in the

American Character and Destiny, 1817-1914.

New

White Mind: The Debate on

York, Harper

96. In the third chapter, entitled "Science. Polygenesis,

&

A fro-

Row; 1971,

pp. 71-

and the Proslavery Argument,"

Fredrickson examines the intellectual activities of slavery's apologists. In this treatment,

he examines piece-by-piece the written texts that supposedly introduced scientific
evidence that proved that the Negro was a
inferior species," and, "not

member of "a

separate and permanently

simply a savage or semi-civilized

species", p. 74.
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member of the same

biblical allegory

the question:

nature's

God

of the Curse of Ham.

"Why

rant about

all this

John Campbell

Negro

collector of bones.

in Philadelphia,

44

Samuel Morton, had

He owned what was

believed to be vital

in the

in a best-seller.

skull capacity,

ways

in

a strange

hobby.

He was

a

then the largest collection of human skulls ever

assembled. Morton published his findings

he argued that skull size and

book Negro-Mania asks

equality... seeing that neither nature or

ever established any such equality?"

A physician

in his

Crania Americana,

in

which

had implications for brain size which he

which races progressed.

45

Josiah Nott, a southern physician, and a student of Morton, weighed into what

was slowly becoming
"Nations and races,

and others to be

a public policy debate as

like individuals

ruled.

And

much

as

was

it

a scientific one.

He

wrote,

have each an especial destiny: some are born to

such has ever been the history of mankind.

marked races can dwell together on equal terms."

Anthropologist Lee D. Baker argues,

No two

rule,

distinctly

46

in his

study

From Savage

to

Negro, that

nineteenth century scientists like Morton drew broad conclusions based on very careful

See Samuel A. Cartwright, Essays, Being Inductions Drawn from the Baconian
La.), 1843. See again, George M. Fredrickson, who writes on

Philosophy (Vidalia,
in

The Black Image

to
44

make an overwhelming

White Mind, "science and religion came together perfectly

Of The

.

87
.

.

case for the servile inferiority of the blacks."

Campbell, John. Negro-Mania; Being An Examination

Equality
45

in the

p.

Various Races

Of Men. (Miami,

Morton, Samuel. Crania Americana;

Various Aboriginal Nations

Of North

or,

Fla.:

Of The

Falsely

Mnemosyne

Pub. Co.), 1969.

A Comparative View Of The

And South America.

Assumed
Skulls

Of

(Philadelphia, London:

J.

Dobson, Simpkin, Marshall), 1839.
Nott, Josiah Clark. Types

Of Mankind:

Or, Ethnological Researches,

Ancient Monuments, Paintings, Sculptures,
Natural. Geographical, Philological

Lippincott

& co.; Trubner & co.),

Based Upon The

And Crania Of Races, And Upon

And Biblical History.

1857.
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Their

(Philadelphia, London,

J.

B.

taxonomy of the human anatomy,

especially skulls, and created a racial hierarchy based

on those assumptions. Baker traces the origin of this racialized worldview by reviewing
the history of contemporary racial categories going back to sixteenth century England.

According

to

Baker, ideas of naturalized racial inferiority went virtually uncontested

American society throughout the Progressive

era.

pervading the institutions of education,

popular culture, legislatures, literature and politics.
capacity with moral and intellectual

scheme

By

47

He

writes,

endowments and assembled

that placed the large-brained

Caucasoid

"Morton linked

phenomena,

it

at the pinnacle.""

among

ethnologists.

Darwinism

Every aspect of social

seemed, could be reduced to the impulse to survive

in a hostile social

environment of scarce resources. The social sciences as a whole, with

Darwinism provided

a

good justification

segregated racial environments that

cranial

a cultural ranking

the turn of the twentieth century, the ascendancy of social

profoundly shaped the discourse on race

in

for the squalid

their basis in social

and poor health conditions and

many poor Americans were

living in during this time

of massive industrial expansion. Popular culture and the popularization of the
anthropology through public spectacles such as the world's

fairs in

field

of

1900 and magazines

featured images and narratives that affirmed ideas of racial inferiority.

Perhaps the best example
the nineteenth century,

is

we have of the

a small, yet powerful

black response to this line of thought

book by Martin R. Delany

entitled.

in

The

See Lee Baker. From Savage to Negro: Anthropology and the Construction of Race,
1896-1954, (Berkeley: University of California Press), 1998. Baker examines the

development and transformation of the

racial discourse within the discipline

anthropology throughout the twentieth century.
48

Baker,

p. 14.
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of American

—
Origin of Races and Color, (1991),

first

published in 1879 as Principia of Ethnology: The

Origin of Races and Color. Delaney amasses a significant corpus of evidence to support
his claim that African civilization

indeed that Africans have
pursuit of knowledge.

made

It is

was one of the

and most

first

fruitful in history

and the

significant contributions to history, art, letters

here that Delaney refutes the claims of a growing racist

intellectual establishment that insisted that the civilization that

developed

in the fertile

Nile Valley, principally Egypt, Nubia and present-day Ethiopia cannot, in any way, be

connected to the Negro. In so doing, Delaney introduces ideas

day for the very

first

Delaney proposes

time

—

that are taken for granted today as fact.

that the very first

humans were

while

this

a radical challenge to the status

much of Delaney 's

work

is

very

much

A protean

Delivered

mostly

at

its

quo of racist

its

day, The Origin of Races

doctrine.

On the

time, a significant

nineteenth century context.

who

in the

used his superior rhetorical

skills

public sphere, the question of the

Western Reserve College, July

more extensive

In

may be way ahead of its

indicative of

For example,

other hand,

amount of

49

figure in the black response to the racist views of black inferiority

Frederick Douglass,

to address,

treatise

the light of

African, an assertion that, in the time in

which he was writing, was nothing short of revolutionary.

and Color was

— some seeing

study, Douglass'

and searing

was

intellectual insight

manhood of the Negro.

12, 1854, twenty-five years before

Delany's

"The Claims of the Negro Ethnologically Considered"

inveighs against prominent figures in the school of American Ethnology. Douglass'

seemingly benign and obvious claim that the Negro
powerful argument for the unity of the
49

human

is

a

human being becomes

family. Douglass' brilliance

Delaney discusses the causes of the black skin color

in

is at its

most

Negroes; he uses terms firmly

rooted in the limited racial parlance of nineteenth-century biology.

53

then, a

dazzling as he skillfully blends arguments drawn from scripture, archeology, Egyptology,

and science to take his audience to the

Egypt

to the depths

however,

of the contempt for the Negro

lies in the simplicity

by which man

to the criteria

lofty heights

is

of what

at first

of the ascendancy of the Negro

in

America. Douglass"

real

in

genius

glance seems like a defeatist concession as

measured, but on further inspection,

is

actually quite

compelling.

Even

if the

evidence of history and ancient civilization of the Negro weren't

man?"

>0

most trenchant observations of this speech, "What

if

Douglass proposes,

"is not the

Negro

still

his relationship to Nubians, Abyssinians

a

He

poses the question,

one of the

in

Negro may not be able

the

and Egyptians? What

if

to prove

men

ingenious

true,

are able

to find plausible objections to all

arguments maintaining the oneness of the human race?

What,

show very good reasons

after all. if they are able to

been created precisely as

—

Niger

I

say,

By

we

find

him on the Gold Coast

— along

what of all this?" He concludes, "A man's

the 1930s, chiefly through the

Negro

for believing the

[still]

a

to

have

the Senegal and the

man

51

for a*

[11]

that."

work of the German-born, Jewish scholar Franz

Boas, the notion of environment over biology began to hold sway and more

contemporary theories on the socialization of culture began

to carry the day. This

represented a turning point in the re-thinking of race at the turn of the century and a

transition

from an understanding of race embedded

view firmly rooted

50

in the

in

evolutionist notions of biology to a

concepts of equality and cultural

relativity.

By

the 1930s, the

Frederick Douglass. "The Claims of the Negro Ethnologically Considered [1854]."

The Life and Writings of Frederick Doug/ass, ed. Philip
International Publishers. 1950. 289-309.
51

Ibid.
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S.

Foner, 5 vols.

New

York:

in

focus began to shift from the Harlem Renaissance and the

campus of Howard University

as black scholars like E. Franklin Frazier began to argue

against the retention of cultural traits of

community.

52

~

New Negro movement to the

West African nations

in the

African-American

2

For more on the Frazier Herskovitz debate regarding cultural retention see David

Goldberg. "Recontextualizing the Scholarship of E. Franklin Frazier." Unpublished
paper. See also, Michael

Angelo Gomez. Exchanging Our Country Marks: The

The Colonial And Antebellum South. (Chapel
Hill: University of North Carolina Press), 1998. See also, Robert Farris Thompson.
Flash of The Spirit: African And Afro-American Art And Philosophy (New York
Transformation

Of African

Identities In

:

Random

House), 1983.
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CHAPTER

2

INTERRACIAL PARADISE?:

BOSTON AND THE PROGRESSIVE RACIAL IMPULSE

were increasing
where the least
race prejudice exists and where the proportion
of mullatoes is largest, would show it most
"If intermarriage in the North

largely, Boston, being the city

plainly."

(Ray Stannard Baker, 1903)

In an article in the Baltimore

a

Negro husband and

his bride

A fro-American

in

of Eastern European extraction resulted

who

Neighbors

a decidedly negative point

of view of the relationship

reinforced a

was

to the article

of episode which punctuated

life

for interracial couples in

its

interracial paradise

1

it

brings.

It

Boston and said

A city that had

was now becoming more parochial

in

outlook and less accepting of these kinds of "worldly" relationships. This attitude was

not limited to whites in Boston. African-Americans

accepted these marriages as a disdained

all

of scorn

a cartoon that

the kinds of problems

something about the changing climate for acceptance of such marriages.

once been characterized as an

article displayed

that revealed an attitude

which was accompanied by

mocking disapproval of the union and

this kind

in a fracas that

provided commentary for the

spilled out into the street.

and a "serves them right" tone

1926, a domestic dispute between

Americans, were

now much more

Baltimore Afro American,

Aug

if

who had

only tacitly and tentatively

important feature of the

civil rights struggle for

hesitant to accept such relationships.

28, 1926. p. 1-2.
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To proceed

with an in-depth look

requires a multi-layered approach to the

of interracial marriage

at the issue

ways

in

which

in

Boston

this issue exists in different

realms within time and space. The time-space proposition used by scholars such as

becomes useful because

Berlin to understand the contours of slavery

how this

issue existed in a variety of private and public spaces and

different in those spaces. For a city like Boston, the space

it

of inequality and injustice tend

Boston
issues

itself are also

to

become

helps to imagine

how

was

the struggle

occupies on a national level

as ""sacred ground"' for liberty, independence and democracy,

issues

it

Ira

becomes important because

highlighted. Public spaces within

important as a forum for meeting and taking political action on the

of the day, whether those issues were slavery, abolitionism or taxation without

representation, Boston has a long history of using that space to be vocal about injustice

and social wrongs. As a

political space,

Boston also has a history

of hearing the pleas of its citizens and giving them a
also an intellectual space with

day living within

its

were received by other

influential people

affecting not only black Bostonians, but

The

first

fair trial in a court

some of the most prominent

boundaries, speaking in

its halls,

who were

all

in the liberal tradition

of law. Boston

is

scholars and scientists of the

delivering lectures at times, which

in positions to

make

decisions

Americans.

blacks were brought to Boston as slaves in a Dutch ship bearing the

designation ""Desire'" in 1638. Built in Marblehead, the merchant vessel brought

its

Bahamas. That same year,

of cotton, tobacco, and slaves from Providence Island

in the

Samuel Maverick, who many historians acknowledge

to be the first slave holder in

57

cargo

New

England, held slaves and ships on Noddles Island (now known as East Boston).
year 1644 was a momentous date
that time,

West

in the history

of the

New

England slave

Massachusetts merchants had occasionally brought

Indies; but in that year,

in

2

trade.

The
Bef ore

Black Africans from the

Boston traders imported slaves directly from Africa, when

an association of businessmen sent three ships there "for gold dust and Negroes.'"'
Free blacks settled

in the

North End of Boston throughout the eighteenth century

where they worked on the docks and

The presence of African Americans

in the

industry that

Boston has

in

its

its

West

Indies. Africa

city that the first African

longshoremen, crewmen, and
Cuffe,

who

at

in the

North End.

of Boston. The long

immense

fortunes from

commercial heart

here, in the

was

own

The

ships.

a Sea Captain

great Paul

who was

movement. Cuffe, who was African and Native

Wampanoag woman,

like his

mother.

While Paul

followed his mother's people, referring to himself as "a Pequot Indian"

sisters.

Naomi and

brothers recently freed from slavery.

See Lorenzo Greene. The Negro

in

1968. See also, Towner, Lawrence

Servitude

was

it

—

Boston worked as stevedores,

hailed from in and around Massachusetts,

autobiography, his

2

in

It

times as captains of their

American, married Alice Pequit. a
Jr.

and England.

Americans

influential in the back-to-Africa

Cuffe,

in the ports

trade in molasses, rum, and slaves brought with

the shores of the

of the

grew up around the waterfront.

beginnings there

near the wharves and the gateways of shipping interests

wharf, with

in

3

Ruth, married the African-American

The bodies of many of the

first

in his

Howard

Africans

who

lived

New England. New York: Atheneum;
A Good Master Well Served: A Social History of

Colonial

W.

Massachusetts, 1620-1750 [Unpublsihed Ph.D. dissertation]: Northwestern

University; 1955.
3

See Robert Hayden. African Americans in Boston: More Than 350 Years. (Boston:
Trustees of the Boston Public Library), 1992.
4

See Gary Nash. Forbidden Love: The Secret History ofMixed Race.

Holt, 1999.
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New

York: Henry

there are

Church,

buried in the

still

built in

1735

in

Copps

Hill Burial

Ground, dominated by the spires of Christ

which the Anglican Liturgy saved the souls of men and gave

sanctuary to the poor. The cemetery atop

Copps

Hill Burial

Ground

is

the final resting

place of notable figures from the revolutionary period such as Prince Hall. In 1787

Prince Hall founded Boston's African

Lodge

in the

Lodge Number 459, the

first

African Masonic

country and the beginning of Black Masonry in the United States.

At the

foot of the hill lay the ocean, the wharves, the shipyards and the hundreds

of souls occupied with the bustling business of sea-faring, ship building and commerce.

Then
1

the center of the

700's and that

community, the black community, moved

became

the center of that

community which

in

1

to

hill

from the 18th century up

until the early part

Hill in the

806 manifested

the African Meeting House, a focal point of the once thriving black

inhabited the

Beacon

community which

of the 20th century.

Between 1800 and 1900 most of Boston's African-American residents

lived in the

End, between Pinckney and Cambridge Streets and between Joy and Charles

Although

their

numbers were small compared

strong, vibrant black

According

to

community

to other

major seaport

that lived primarily in the

itself in

Beacon

cities,

West

Streets.

Boston had a

Hill section.

Horton and Horton, "By the mid-eighteenth century Boston had a major

concentration of blacks.

By 1754 more

than half of Massachusetts" nearly 2,700 black

adults lived in Boston and the surrounding Suffolk County.

Numbering just over 1,500

mid-century, black Bostonians constituted roughly 10 percent of the city's population."

5

Horton, James Oliver, and Lois E. Horton. Black Bostonians: Family Life and

Community* Struggle

in the

Antebellum North.

1979. xiv"
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New York: Holmes &

Meier Publishers.

at

.

Many of the

original buildings, including the first

by George Middleton.

still

Revolutionary black patriots

stand.

Middleton and David Walker

all

wooden house,

Boston

built in

George

like Prince Hall.

resided there.

There were black businesses, fraternal orders, gathering places and mutual aid
societies.

century Beacon

Centered on the north slope of 19

was an important forum

for the discussion

Hill, the local

barbershop

of political ideas, the exchange of community

information, and the posting of job openings. Peter Howard's shop and John

barbershop, both

at the foot

of Beacon

Hill,

were meeting places

and stations of the Underground Railroad. The
founded

Boston through the

in

efforts

first

of Middleton

Smith's

J.

for anti-slavery forces

was

public school for black children

w ho

along with other black families

petitioned support for a black public school.

The year 1773 saw

increasing agitation

Massachusetts for an end to slavery.
they sent petitions,

legislature,

earn

money

first to

On

among

blacks in Boston and

January 6th. then

in April,

denouncing slavery as destructive of natural
to purchase their freedom.

Finally, in

as a result of the court's decision in the case

was declared

plantation

rights

that

grew so strong

in the

and seeking the

May,

right to

1780 slavery was abolished

Commonwealth

unconstitutional. Slavery in

economy

in

Royal General Thomas Gage and next to the Massachusetts

Massachusetts when a Declaration of Rights was added to the

state

and again

New

South.

in

state constitution.

vs.

In

1

78

Jennison. slavery in the

England was never based on the

New

England slaveholders, few of

who had more

than one or two slaves, not only worked alongside their slaves, but often

dwelled

same house.

in the

In

England slaves, although small

Disowning Slavery. Joanne Pope Melish argues
in

that

New

number, were important members of the families and

60

1

farms of New England slaveholders. The numbers of slaves and the types of farms on

which they worked varied from

Connecticut for example with

state top state.

tobacco

its

farms mirrored something closer to a large Southern plantation style economy. She
writes, "It

is

possible that by midcentury in Connecticut,

Rhode

Island,

and

many

Massachusetts (the three states with the largest populations of slaves), there were as
as

one African

for every four white families. Jackson Turner

Connecticut estate inventories, found that

in

1

700 one

Main, surveying

in ten inventories

included slaves,

with the incidence rising to one in four by the eve of the Revolution."

Lorenzo
England

in his

the evidence

J.

Greene argued for the importance of slaves

own groundbreaking

study. The

Negro

showing the employment of Negroes

in

in

to the

Colonial

development of New

New

various fields

it

England. "From

seems evident,

despite frequent assertions to the contrary, that Negroes were a valuable and essential part

of New England's labor supply and that they unquestionably played a role

commercial and industrial development of that section."

By
strictly a

the year

1

in the

7

790, slavery in the newly formed republic of the United States

Southern institution with states

in

was

the North either abolishing slavery outright or

passing laws providing for gradual emancipation. With Vermont leading the

way

in

1777, Massachusetts in 1783, and Connecticut in 1784 abolishing slavery by virtue of

their state constitutions.

New York

had the second largest slave population prior

Melish, Joanne Pope. Disowning Slavery

:

Gradual Emancipation and "Race"

England, 1780-1860. Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1998.
i

to the

in

New

16.

Daniels, John. In Freedom's Birthplace; a Study of the Boston Negroes. Boston,

Houghton

Mifflin,

1914.

New York: Johnson Reprint Corp., 1968. 123. See
New England. New York: Atheneum, 1968.

Greene. The Negro in Colonial
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Lorenzo

American Revolution. Pennsylvania,

slavery gained

momentum

New

York,

men and women were manumitted

lag behind as

As

New

in the

Jersey and

Rhode

gradually.

South, and the North became more

own

associated with freedom, free blacks built communities filled with their

customs and

institutions.

and showed their pride
identity as African

in

Many

would

Island

traditions,

of these traditions reflected their newly acquired liberty

not only their connection with Africa, but also their emerging

Americans.

By

1800.

some 1,100 black Bostonians made up one of

the largest free African-American communities in North America.

Blacks

at this

time also find themselves immersed

reform movements based on religion and a belief

endowed by
would

the creator. Later, a

write,

"What

as a natural act.

is

man

seems

who

is

elected as a

in the natural rights

born for but to be a reformer."

Finally, there

is

growing

fate

of slavery

In this regard,

reform

By

at this time.

is

seen

America?

1828.

Andrew

for the post-revolutionary generation,

to believe slavery will just fade into the night. This

was

a white

with refprms that did not affect African Americans. At the same time

to

of

of mankind,

the question of whether to emigrate or stay in

"man of the people"

had Native peoples removed

tradition

famous American reformer, Ralph Waldo Emerson

There were many competing ideas as to the
Jackson

in a

man's democracy
it

was Jackson who

expand slavery throughout the Southeast. Conversely,

Jefferson, a crucial figure in the revolutionary generation and enlightenment

believed that slavery would be the defining issue

wondered aloud about slavery when he

called

it

John Holmes.
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in a

gloomy American

"a fire-bell

in the

movement,

future. Jefferson

night" in a letter to

In the 18th century, Phyllis

Wheatley, a young enslaved

woman

wrote poetry.

Wheatley 's writings earned her praise and were included with the writings of the wife of
the governor of the Massachusetts colony, and were published in

female authors, a rare distinction
slave.

By

institution

London

in 18th century considering Phyllis

the late eighteenth century, there

was

a

growing

of slavery did not have the economic hold as

came

plantations of the south. Emancipation

The black community on Beacon

Hill

it

as

works of

Wheatley was a

free black population.

The

did in the labor intensive

rather early in Massachusetts.

became involved

in the

1

800's in the

struggle for the education of blacks in the public school system. In 1808, the

first

"public" school for Boston's African-American children was opened in the basement of
the African Meeting

House on Beacon

House

teacher at the African Meeting

to

donate securities

in his will

Prince Saunders, an African-American

Hill.

school, persuaded white businessman, Abiel Smith,

worth about $5,000 to the Boston School Committee

for

the education of Boston's black children.

In

1

806, free blacks in Boston, raised funds to enable black craftsmen and

laborers to build the African Meeting House.

the black settlement on

House served

as the

Beacon

Hill

home of the

still

First

African Baptist Church in Boston.
active in Boston, and the tiny back alleys,

be seen on Beacon Hill

places and concealment from slave-catchers,

storied time

on Beacon

Hill.

as an anchor for

throughout the 1800s. Until 1898, the Meeting

The Underground Railroad was
remnants of which can

The Meeting House served

in a virtual

was an

honeycomb of hiding

active part of the black

The African Meeting House resounded with

the oratory of

the Abolitionists. In 1796, a group founded the African Society for Mutual

63

community's

Aid and

Charity.

to

its

The Society provided

members and

social-welfare services, financial relief, and job placement

their families.

The American Revolutionary war and
the cornerstone

of the story of mixed-race Boston. There are four figures

most prominent from the revolutionary
mulatto slave from

era.

of Boston. Described

27 years of age

.

.

.

well

set,

nearer together than common.*" Attucks

was

thrust into the annals

Prince Hall, best

known

in

in a

that are the

the

to die for

first

runaway advertisement as "a mulatto

6 foot 2 inches high, short curfd hair, knees

was an obscure

figure

who.

for a brief

as the founder of Negro freemasonry,

12, 1748.

Prince Hall and a free colored

important leader

form

moment,

of American history.

Bridgetown. Barbados on September

Thomas

it

Perhaps the most obvious was a fugitive

Framingham named Crispus Attucks. who had been

liberty in the streets

fellow, about

emerged from

the black figures that

Hall

was

woman of French

was born

in

the son of an Englishman,

extraction.

Boston's black community, having fought

in the

He was

an

war and having

established the oldest secret society for Negroes in America.

Another noted black veteran of the war was Lemuel Haynes, who fought as a

minuteman

in the firefight at

Lexington, Massachusetts, in April

1

774. After the war,

Haynes took private studies under

New

twenty-seven, he became the

black preacher of the Congregational Church, and the

first

England pastors

author of many published sermons and tracts. Haynes

woman from

a respectable family in

in Latin

was born

and Greek, and

to

at

an "unmarried white

West Hartford, Connecticut." The

father

was

a

man

of "unmingled African extraction." Haynes himself took a white wife. Elizabeth Babbit,
with

whom

he had a family of ten children.
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David Walker

a tailor with a

General Colored Association
Citizens of the

World much

in

shop

in

Beacon

Hill

founded the Massachusetts

1826 and had published his Appeal

to the terror

to the

Colored

of Southern slaveholders. With his publication

urging slaves to fight for their freedom, David Walker created an influential piece of antislavery literature that helped shape the posture of black militancy of the 1830s and

beyond.

He

also criticized sharply those

men who

married whites as making themselves

slaves to their white spouses, as has been mentioned elsewhere.

As competition

way of life

for jobs

and industry increasingly became part of the Northern

the late nineteenth century,

in

it

became worthwhile

hide their mixed-race heritage to prosper. Such

is

for

some Bostonians

the case with Bishop

James A. Healy,

who was

born of mixed parentage on a Georgia plantation and served as a priest

Boston's

Irish

immigrant neighborhoods

in the

to

in

1850s. Having to endure endless

whispers about his suspected African blood and the epitaph "the nigger bishop,'" Healy
spent his

and career passing for white. This did not hinder his progress, however, as

life

we was named

Chancellor of the Boston Archdiocese

(Maine) Diocese

in

in

1855 and Bishop of the Portland

1875.

The 920s represented
1

several changes for Boston and leading progressive racial

organizations such as the N.A.A.C.P. began a slow retreat from issues with which they

had engaged

in the past.

Some

historians have called this the decline of the abolitionist

impulse. At the same time, a cultural renaissance

emanating from the

streets

was underway

in

Negro America

of Harlem and Chicago. At the intersection of art,

politics

and

See David Walker. David Walker's Appeal: To the Coloured Citizens of the World, But
and Very Expressly, to Those of the United States of America. Baltimore:

in Particular,

Black Classic Press, 1997.
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culture of the 1920s, entered the

in a

—on

way

life

born.

and culture, yet

literate,

once very much part of the "dark

at

past**

What emerges
up of an industrious,
section of Boston

here

is

a

somewhat

intellectual core

known

rich

expressiveness

out of which he

new movement,

Easy, a fictional account of Negro

is

Boston. She also started a magazine that documented

in

new

Several black Bostonians were attracted to the light of this

namely Dorothy West who wrote The Living

founded

passionate, proud and expressive

the advance guard of a

that his forebears could not be

of Negro

was

—

New Negro

and

some of these new

idyllic picture

Boston's South End neighborhood by six black

writings.

of a community made

group of African Americans

as the South End. In 1904, the Harriet

who converge

(from the South)

in charitable

ways."

q

The

Street served as a lodging place for black females

South,

when many

social institutions

were closed

providing a wide range of social services to

development of the community.

It

was

also

all

first

women who

Tubman House

who had

donated their

at

working

25-27 Holyoke

recently migrated from the

to African

needy people

once home

in this

Tubman House was

time, resources, and even their property to establish a settlement house to "assist

girls

life in

Americans
in the

to the

in

Boston,

South End for the

Boston chapter of the

N.A.A.C.P..

Many
of these

enterprising African Americans began to start their

initial

own

businesses.

Many

and early entrepreneurs were inspired by the philosophy of Booker T.

See Robert C. Hayden. African Americans

in

Boston: More Than 350 Years. Boston:

Boston Public Library Board of Trustees, 1992.
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Washington.

In

1900 Washington launched his National Negro Business League

Boston and had held one of its

earliest

conventions

in Faneuil Hall.

Establishments were founded and storefronts popped up

end

— small establishments

Street.

few such enterprises taken up by African Americans

a

community only populated by African Americans. There were

these

one

who

The

city

and

later

black

community

shook up the nation and

marched the
itself in

one of ethnic

several other ethnic and

Boston get

to

a place

where

its start

as first

accommodate the growing

areas and there

was

the

movement of the

South End area. But there was one cataclysmic event that

that

was

the traumatic experience of the Civil War. Into that

all-black Massachusetts 54th

war

and 55th regiment, which so distinguished

bravery under the leadership of their white leader. Colonel Robert Gould Shaw.

The equestrian monument of Robert Gould Shaw occupies
Boston

was

strife.

Bay and South End

into the

on Columbus

Boston. However, this was not

relations in

expanded by the addition of landfills

population into the Back

in

hailed from a previous epoch. This also

two communities converged, and where race

idyllic relations

Street,

Barbershops, dressmakers, and undertakers were only

a

immigrant communities

10

and around the south

hope and sweat equity on Tremont

built

Avenue and on Washington

in

in

Common, on Beacon

monument on
to die for the

the Boston

Hill directly in front

Common, which

pride of place on the

of the State House. Another important

features a black

freedom of the then American colonies from

man who was
Britain, that

the

first

person

of the Crispus

Attucks memorial. These two monuments commemorate not only the struggle for

freedom from colonial

10

Schneider,

Mark

rule, but

freedom from enslavement. They are

R. Boston Confronts

in

many ways

Jim Crow: 1890-1920. Boston: Northeastern

University Press, 1997. 12.
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symbols of the concept of the United States and what
institution

of slavery to exist

how Northern
Booker

T.

cities like

it

democratic society.

in a

stands for could not allow the

In

many ways,

this is a question

of

Boston responded to the phenomenon of Jim Crow. By inviting

Washington, the premier Negro leader, to christen a monument to the

Massachusetts 54th Regiment, the city fathers were sending the strong message that

at the

end of the day they approved of Washington's formula of mutual progress and industrial
education.

In

1

897. Booker T. Washington

monument and was
for the event

Robert Gould

War

Shaw House

From 1907

to

Shaw was

6

at

the black

community

in

Boston.

Robert Gould

in

Names such

historic identification

to depart

as the African

served as a major

Meeting House

in

and consciousness.

from Beacon

Hill

and move

was 13.500. There was

community which came about between
was

Shaw House

at this location for

Philadelphia and the African Methodist churches are

1910, Boston's black population

1920's, there

Roxbury remained

The

Boston. There has always been an African awareness

in

Around 1890, blacks began

the black

Street in

to the early 1970s, the

examples of the sense of an

By

the settlement house bearing his name.

Hammond

Boston, the African Free Society

End.

Music Hall

veterans and famous abolitionists from the antebellum era.

agency for black people

among

Boston for the unveiling of the

which included the Governor of Massachusetts, the Mayor, and the sons and

Another monument

social

in

invited to address the distinguished audience present at

daughters of black Civil

decades.

was present

the

into the

a significant

South

change

two World Wars. Beginning

in

in the

a massive migration of blacks from the south. Blacks seeking jobs and

opportunities, fancied or real.

By

1920, the exodus from Beacon Hill

68

was

all

but

Due

complete.

began to move

to population

into the

growth

of Boston, the black community slowly

in the city

expanded South End area and with the development of an

affordable public transportation system there eras a migration out into the Roxbury,

Dorchester areas which had previously functioned as suburban bedroom communities of

By

Boston.

1900,

at the

dawn of a new

must have resonated with both the hopes of the
arrivals.

is

"Let our rejoicing

rise,

Negro National Anthem

century, the words of the

old,

and the aspirations of the new

high as the listening skies. Let us march on,

till

victory

won."
At the turn of the new century, Boston was no longer the

may have been
Crow

in earlier years.

was seeping

that

into the

It

too,

was being

"city

on a

hill" that

it

infected by the deadly scourge of Jim

bedrock of the nation.

A

sea change

was taking place

in

Boston's racial climate. According to the census of 1900 there were 31,974 African-

Americans
the

in

Massachusetts, or 1.14 percent of the entire population.

Negro population of the various counties of the

was located

in

Suffolk county, which

is

now

the

state

showed

home of

1890 census, and Middlesex county, the second with a

An

examination of

that the largest

number

12,400 blacks, according to the

total

of 7269 negroes. Nantucket

had the fewest, the negro population there being given as 46."
In

Boston there were

18. 11. 10.

greater

9 and

12.

1

1,591 negroes, the largest

numbers being found

Cambridge had a negro population of 3.888

numbers residing

in

wards 2 and

4.

more than two-thirds of that number located

Boston Daily Globe,

Mar

wards

percent, with the

Somerville had only 140. Lynn had 71. with

in

ward

3.

Of the 31,974 Negroes

Massachusetts, 23,499 were native born and 3,473 were of foreign

11

in

16, 1904.

69

birth.

in

Exactly

1

1,747

were

bom

in this state.

of Labor was released
report

shows

that there

The 34th annual
in

12

1899.

In

report of the Massaehusetts Bureau of Statistics

analyzing the conjugal conditions of the race, the

were 552 more single males than females

in this state,

married males than females, and 1,429 more widows than widowers.

More

13

than one-half of the male Negroes and nearly nine-tenths of the female

negroes of the
service.

55 more

state

were engaged

In the last investigation

that 79.0 percent

were engaged

in

occupations classified as domestic and personal

of the employment of the negroes of the

state

showed

to gainful occupations, distributed throughout the

following classes: Government 58, professional 167, domestic service 2.410. personal
service 1,523, trade 571, transportation 577, agricultural 14, fisheries 3, manufactories

668. laborers 569. apprentices 10, children

gainful

230— a

at

work

18. scholar,

and students 1452, not

14

total

of 8.335.

At the time of the investigation the Boston Globe referred to "Many Mixed
Marriages"

in its article entitled

"Negro

Facts."

It

was ascertained

that

of the males 2.83

percent and of the females 5.03 percent had lived in this state less than one year. About
four-tenths of either sex had lived in Massachusetts

more than one

year, but under 10

years; nearly one-quarter of both sexes had lived there at least 10 years, but under 20, and

about three-tenths had lived there 20 years or more. "Unfortunately." read the report,
"there are no statistics in existence which will

marriages and deaths of the Negroes
races."

12

in

The bureau was, however, able

show

for a period

of years the

births,

Massachusetts, separate from those of other
to tabulate the records

of 37

cities

and towns,

See 34th annual report of the Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics of Labor, 1899.

13

ibid.
14

iwd.
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in

which 84.21 percent of the aggregate Negro population resided
the aggregate

number of births decreased

being 716 births

in that

in 1910.

These show

that

year in comparison with 1,900, there

15

1902.

in

In 1902, the

aggregate number of marriages was 45

Of that number, one was

a Chinese

groom and

a

Negro

1

in the

bride.

37 places referred

Six were white

to.

grooms

and Negro brides, and 26 were Negro grooms and white brides. The mixed marriages
decreased eight in 1901 and nine
marriages were performed
marriages were recorded

state in

in

in 1902, as

compared with 1900. More than half of the

Boston and Cambridge, and the majority of the mixed

in the

same

cities the

deaths

1902 numbered 707, the largest number being

evenly distributed as to sexes.

among

the

in Boston.

Negro

inhabitants of the

The deaths were about

16

According to Ray Stannard Baker, who wrote about the intermarriage of the races
in the

North

in his

path breaking study. Following the Colour Line, "Although the Negro

population of Boston has been steadily increasing, the

races,

15

16

which remained about stationary from 1875

Boston Daily Globe, Mar 16, 1904.

Boston Daily Globe, Mar

1.

16, 1904. 2.

71

number of marriages between

the

to 1890, has since 1900 been rapidly

"

He

decreasing.

writes, "In the great majority

of intermarriages the white

belong to the lower walks of life. They are German.

Baker goes on
declassed: she

among

to state.

Irish,

or other foreign

"The white woman who marries

a

Negro

is

women

women."
speedily

ostracised by the white people, and while she finds a certain place

is

the Negroes, she

is

not even readily accepted as a Negro."

Baker further

asserts,

Money

"In 1903. during a heated political campaign in Mississippi. United States Senator

repeatedly

made

were no laws

the assertion that in Massachusetts in the previous year, because there

to separate the

married Negro men."
for political gain.

iq

Negro and prevent intermarriage, 2.000 white women had

Of course

However,

it

this

was an exaggerated number

effectively demonstrates the

symbolized a hotbed of racial intermarriage
goes onto write. "If intermarriage
city

where the

would show

it

'

in the

least race prejudice exists

most

if

only

in the

way

in

that

was trumpeted

which Boston

popular imagination. Baker

North were increasing largely. Boston, being the

and where the proportion of mulattoes

is

largest,

plainly.

Baker essentially divides these marriages

into

two categories along class

lines

within Boston and in other Northern towns that he makes inquiries into regarding to the
actual specific instances of intermarriage. "There are

two classes of cases." he

17

New

Baker, Ray Stannard. Following the Colour Line.

Ray Stannard Baker's study of interracial marriage

writes.

York: Doubleday. 1908.

1

72.

Northern cities in the
and
New York
early-twentieth century including Boston. Philadelphia, Chicago
concluded that Boston was the most tolerant large city in America with regard to
interracial unions by 1900. Also St. Clair Drake and Horace Cayton, Black Metropolis:
rates in various

,

A Study Of Negro

Life In A Northern City. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press). 1993.
and Joel Williamson. New People: Miscegenation and Mulattoes in the United States.
(Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press), 1995.
18
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"first,

what may be called the

educated white

women.

I

intellectuals; highly

Baker goes on to

the country

relate a story

who had

surroundings.

who marry

have the history of a number of such intermarriages, but there

not space here to relate the really interesting
21

educated mulattoes

life stories

which have grown out of them."

of an anonymous, but well-known Negro professors

a white wife. "I

is

saw the home where they

live

in

under almost ideal

A mulatto doctor of a Southern town married a white girl who was a

graduate of Wellesley College; they had trouble in the South and have "gone over to

now

white" and are

his point

and how

When

I

living in the North.

They have two

relates to Boston."

" Baker writes:

it

was

at

marry the Negro

woman

Baker continues with

was told of a case of a white man who was
Negro woman. The magistrate compelled him to

Xenia. O.,

arrested for living with a

children.

I

as the worst punishment he could invent!

For

although there are no laws in most Northern states against
mixed marriages, and although the Negro population has been increasing,
the number of intermarriages is not only not increasing, but in many cities,

this reason,

as in Boston,

it

is

decreasing.

According to Albert
interracial

marriages

indicates that,

in

I.

It is

an unpopular

Gordon writing

Intermarriage, the numbers of

Boston were not so compelling. In Boston,

statistical

from 1914 through 1938, Negro-white marriages constituted,

but 5.2 per cent of all marriages involving

1918, the years of

World War

I.

Negroes and

that

was

evidence

at their

peak,

for the period 1914-

The average per cent of Negro-white intermarriage

21

ibid.
22

ibid.
23

in

23

institution!

Baker. 172-173.
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for

all

these years

was

but 3.9 per cent.

From

the year 1919 through 1938. the per eent of

such marriages never exceeded 3.7 per cent."

He goes on

24

"The number of Negro-white marriages

to state.

in

the city of Boston.

Massachusetts, from the period 1914-38, was 276 or 3.9 per cent of all marriages
involving a Negro. During this period the percentage of the Negro population to the total

number of residents
1920.

The
In

in

Boston was practically constant (about

rate rose to 2.6 percent in 1930.)

many ways,

the Boston of this era

been a crucible of liberty and freedom.

Winthrop who envisioned
important as

it

it

itself as "the

education, learning and religion that

Boston was a

city

It

was

was

to be "as a city

gives us an idea of how

Boston as we know, saw

2:>

a city at odds with itself over

Boston was a

future and the question of the negro.

it

per cent from 1900-

2.1

a

myth

upon

sees

city that

its

How a city

citizens

sees itself is

and the world around

the rest of the nation.

aware of its own "specialness." As such,

its

words of John

hub" of the universe, a beacon of the

shown on

past,

had created a myth of having

that started with the

a hill."

its

it

was

It

Indeed,

it.

light

of

must be said

city a that

that

produced

and attracted special people.
Notable figures such as William Monroe Trotter

who was

editor of the weekly

newspaper called the Guardian. He was a graduate of Harvard University with a Ph.D

1

895 and could have moved

engaged

in the struggle for

into the

growing black middle

Trotter

however

equal rights in employment and other issues. In 1901, Trotter

founded the Boston Equal Rights League to push

24

class.

in

for civil

and human rights for African

Smith, Albert Issac. Intermarriage: Interethnic, Inter/ail h, Interracial. Boston: Beacon

Press, 1964.
25

Ibid.,

265

266-67.
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Americans. Trotter was

at the

A.M.E. Zion Church on

July, 1903, he

Columbus Avenue

center of the famous "Boston Riot" on

and Booker T. Washington, the conservative

educator from the South, held a meeting there.

As

a seacoast city and also the largest metropolis in

known

industrial city,

of the industrial

Washington as

as the financial center of

belt that stretched

its

center.

As such

New England.

was

it

into an already swirling

many came

directly

was

part

American

mix of European immigrants. Of these newcomers,"

one of the other ports of entry
etc.).

it

New York and

a city that attracted African

from the South while many others came

Chicago, Detroit, Baltimore,

Boston was an

Economically

along the Atlantic seaboard with

newcomers

short stay in

New England,

The

to the

influx

to

Boston

North (Philadelphia,

after a relatively

New

York,

of immigrants from Europe and other

shores created unique pressures and conflicts for the relatively small black population.

As Marc Schneider

writes,

"The

picture

was complicated by

a significant influx

of "new immigrants" from czarist Russia and southern Europe as Poles, Lithuanians,
Jews, and Italians were setting

competed within the church
building their

own

down

roots...

for resources

The Catholics among these new immigrants

and autonomy; the non-Catholics were busy

26

institutions.'"'

Boston's political structure during the 20

was

th

century was one

in

which the Mayor

the most influential figure in the city. Because Boston did not have a ward system as

in other larger cities

their

lines.

own

(although there parishes), Irish-American mayors relied mostly on

constituencies for election. This led to a system of politics along severe ethnic

Because of their relatively small population African Americans did not hold the

26

Schneider,

Mark

R. Boston Confronts

University Press, 1997.

Jim Crow: 1890-1920. Boston: Northeastern

161.
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balance of power

typical city

in traditionally Irish

Catholic dominated Boston. The lack of the

machine ward system also prevented African Americans from gaining

political voice

on even the lower

levels

of Boston

school committee, which were elected positions
four Irishmen had served as

mayor

However Schneider argues
have been

He

a

such as city council or the

in the city at large at that time.

By

1920.

of sixteen years.

for a total

that there

politics,

a

was some cause

to

assume

commonality of purpose between African Americans and

that there

Irish

might

Americans.

writes. "In Ireland before the famine, the central leader of Catholic Emancipation,

Daniel O'Connell, was enthusiastically antislavery. In both Ireland and America, the Irish

were, like black Americans, oppressed because of their nationality (or "race" as people of
that time said)

and consequently were thrust

groups had been scorned; both were poor."

He became

sentenced to hard labor for his role

made

in

1870 as a

political exile

and poet from the

a revolutuionary by the age of nineteen.

spark a mutiny in the British

in a plot to

his escape arriving first in Philadelphia,

In

bottom rungs of the economy. Both

27

John Boyle O'Reilly came to Boston
Irish national struggle.

to the

Boston he became involved

first

New

York and then Boston.

He had been

Army and
28

with Irish-American nationalist causes

including an attack on Canada. However, he eventually found employment as a writer

for the Irish-American newspaper.

The

Pilot. In his writings

and the evolution of his

thought, O'Reilly began to find points of commonality between the Irish-American and

the African-American struggle.

He had an empathy and

27
Ibid.
28
Ibid. 168.
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understanding for the struggle of

own background

African Americans perhaps because of his

as the

member of an

embattled race. Race being the term that was used to apply to the Irish

As Mark Schneider
national oppression.

was an

writes, "O'Reilly

He had been

was himself born

at this time.

to a people suffering

a revolutionary, a soldier, a political prisoner,

and he

Perhaps more important, he was a poet. Even as he gained respectability

exile.

in

Boston, these experiences gave him an empathy for the black struggle that was unique

among

whites. Ultimately, O'Reilly said, the white man's bigotry

race question, and that

culture. Therefore the

would only break down as the colored people

Negro must be

white people. This flew

paternalistic

•

t

was

in the face

and stressed

that the

at the heart

built their

of the

own

true to his African roots, rather than a student of the

of progressive white teaching, which was generally

Negro was making great

strides

by emulating white

,-,29

society..

The National Association

for the

Advancement of Colored People,

founded as the National Negro Committee, was born

New

York, the fledgling organization quickly established

Bostonian involvement

in the

Boston was chosen as the

site

organization

was

when

significantly in terms

between 1910 and 1911. The ad-hoc committee became the

in 191

1.

Its

headquarters in

from the beginning and

conference

N.A.A.C.P. when the second annual conference was held
Boston

its

the committee

was formed The Boston Committee

Cause of the Negro. This committee grew

activity

first

With

itself as a national organization.

significant

of the organization's

held a meeting there. Out of this meeting

the

in 1909.

originally

at the

Advance

of membership and
first

branch of the

Park Street Church

membership included leading Bostonians such

77

to

in

as Moorefield Storey,

William Monroe Trotter. Archibald Grimke and the Garrisons. The Boston branch of the

N.A.A.C.P. holds the distinction of being the oldest

Those
descendents

early organizers, a small

— black

in the nation.

group of white abolitionists and their

professionals including lawyers, physicians, the

newspaper editor and publisher. William Monroe Trotter and others

Guardian

— had long

recognized the great abuses to the black citizenry in Boston and throughout the United
States.

They founded

the chapter to eliminate injustice, create opportunity and justice for

each and every citizen. Originally, the Boston branch merely operated as an ad hoc

committee, acting only

in

response to

crisis.

Garrisonian neo-abolitionists also dominated the Boston branch of the

N.A.A.C.P., the

The

roster

first

and for two or three years the strongest branch outside

of N.A.A.C.P. founders

Engalnd Anti Slavery
in

Boston

meeting."

it

seemed,

Society...

in the

in

Boston reads

When

membership

like a

the N.A.A.C.P. held

words of Albert

its

list

New

of the old

New

1911 national convention

Pillsbury. "like an old-fashioned anti-slavery

30

But the impulse of the organization changed by the annual conference

when

York.

the national office granted official authority for the Boston group to

fledged branch. The abolitionist impulse
the evening of February 8, 1912 that

abolitionists, black

of 19th-century

was very strong

at this

in

1911

become

conference.

It

a full-

was on

506 Bostonians. many of whom were descendents of

and white, male and female many of whom were sons and daughters

New England

abolitionist leaders, gathered at the Park Street

Church

receive the official branch charter inscribed with the following statement of purpose:

30

See James M. McPherson. The Abolitionist Legacy: From Reconstruction

N.A.A.C.P.. Princeton. N.J.: Princeton University Press. 1975.
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to the

to

"The
full

men and women of this

will to uplift the colored

enjoyment of their

everywhere."

N.A.A.C.P.

31

Moorefield Storey,

at its

and

rights as citizens justice

founding

in

who had been

A

president of the Boston branch and

would serve

Garrison.

By

J.

courts and equality of opportunity

all

the

first

national president of the

1909, also served as president of the Boston branch

between the years 1910 and 1916.

Other officers were Francis

country by securing to them the

white lawyer, born

in

Roxbury, Storey was elected

in that position until the

year 1916.

Garrison, black lawyer Butler Wilson, and George

the end of 1912, the branch

would grow

to

more than 250 members. Butler

Wilson. Storey's successor, would be president of the Boston branch from 1916 to 1936

and would be the

first

African- American president of the organization. In 1918. only two

years after Wilson took over, the chapter faced

its first

major

battle.

A

was threatened with suspension from a Boston elementary school over
misunderstanding about the young

girl's

Whether the

was very diplomatic

was racism

issue

in its first

discrimination. This event

for the next

would be

won

a distinguishing

when

a

roll.

The

her case, allowing her to stay in

or a true error in the system, the Boston branch

outing on the

first

major

test in their

would mark and characterize

crusade against

the activities of the organization

it

mark

in the history

of this branch. In 1914, the branch

won

persuaded the Boston School Committee to withdraw from the

schools a book entitled "Forty Best Songs'" which included the
other epithets. Black children must have returned

31

girl

Improving educational opportunities for Boston's black children

50 years.

another victory

black

attendance record due to errors in the

branch came to her defense with legal aid and
school.

little

home from

word darkey, nigger and

school upset over the fact

See Robert C. Hayden. Boston's N.A.A.C.P. Histoiy. 1910-1982. Boston, Mass.:

Boston Branch N.A.A.C.P., 1982.
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that these

songs were taught

as late as the 1960s,

books

Niggers" and other
In 1915. the

Birth

them and

The vote of the committee

result.

Little

to

ofa Nation,

to discard the

in libraries

movie version of a

theater.

A

in a

its

biggest fight yet

bestseller entitled

campaign fighting

agencies, and leadership protested showing Birth

at

Theatre

in

Six years later

when

Congress

ofa Nation

the film

its

at the

that

to protest not

was

institutions,

Tremont Theater,

scheduled run through the

was scheduled

for a rerun at the Shubert

Boston, William Monroe Trotter and the Boston N.A.A.C.P. forced the

banning of the film with 600 some citizens attending the hearing on the
In

and spent

from a Boston

Tremont Temple

in

although the city ultimately allowed the film to complete

5.

The Klansmen by Tomas

Most of Boston's black

discriminatory against African-Americans.

1

as "10

the anti-black film

for the removal of the film

only the release of this film but also pending legislation

1

when

leaflet explaining its opposition

mass meeting was sponsored by the branch

summer of 9

titles

racial epithets.

Dixon, was released. The branch published a

thousands of dollars

song books was unanimous. However,

of the Boston public schools bore such

branch faced perhaps

the

white children taunted and jeered them as a

that

film.

1916 Butler Wilson, a black lawyer and a founder of the branch was elected

branch president a position he held

until

1936 earning him the distinction of an early

African-American leader of the N.A.A.C.P.
national organization itself would have

the branch had over

It

its first

would not be

until the

1930s that the

.African-American president.

By

447 new members. At the insistence of the Boston branch,

1918,

led

by

Wilson, the national board called for a congressional investigation on the treatment of
black soldiers

at

home and abroad who were

fighting for

80

democracy overseas

in

World

—
War and
I

facing discrimination at

home upon

their return.

reported that the Boston chapter maintained the lead

membership and having
race.

By

In 1919,

The Crisis again

among branches

in diversity

number of persons representing other than

a large

then, the Boston branch

The Boston chapter held

several

mass meetings

On

to protest the

pending

Crow

bill,

District

meeting were the anti-intermarriage

both before Congress which would have

made

bill

The

issues that

and the so-called Jim

intermarriage illegal in the

of Columbia. The resolutions, which by that time had been sent to Congress,

declared that the anti-intermarriage

those

anti-

the evening of February 8, 1915, for example

the Boston branch of the N.A.A.C.P. adopted an important resolution.

at that

the colored

membership equaled nearly 2700 people.

miscegenation legislation in Congress.

confronted them

of

bills

would

bill

would

lead to the morality

and the passage of

establish a dangerous precedent of race discrimination, in violation of

the spirit of the Constitution.

The major
was

issue

occupying the

that of Southern lynching.

activities

of the national association

The N.A.A.C.P. along with

in the

1920s

the Boston branch fought for

the passage of federal anti-lynching legislation, unsuccessfully lobbying the Congress to

pass a federal anti-lynching

only second to

As

it,

was

bill.

Interrelated to this very important issue

the issue of interracial marriage.

a trailblazing examination of Negro

The work

and perhaps

itself is actually

into the present with the

life in

Black Metropolis has no equal.

Chicago

an ongoing project, spanning between 1945 to 1969, and on

1993 edition featuring a foreword by noted sociologist William

Julius Wilson. In terms of

its

scope. Black Metropolis

is

encyclopedic

thoroughness, and range of formal and casual inquiry and

81

is

in its detail,

highly informed by

its

methodology which

As

is

primarily sociological and anthropological, and partly historical.

such. Black Metropolis uses the sociological technique of casual observer and

attempts to present the data collected through interviews and qualitative data collected

through
book.

WPA

Among

projects in charts, matrices, and other visual aids assorted throughout the

other things this

work contained some very important information about

interracial marriage.

The main chapter

in

which

interracial

marriage plays a prominent role

is

the

chapter seven, entitled "Crossing the Color Line"" In this inquiry, Drake examines the

phenomenon of passing,

as well as race and marriage. Quoting sources as

George Schuyler's Racial Intermarriage
Race, Drake begins to look

and reasons for
exposes

is

why

it

is

in the

at the features

United States, to

J. A.

wide as

Rogers' Sex and

of interracial marriage including the motives

widely practiced.

Some of the more

mixed marriages, more than 60 percent

the point that in Cleveland in 1,100

were of white men to Negro women, while

in

interesting facts that he

New

York and Chicago only

a fifth of the

intermarriages were of this type.

In

George Schuyler's

the United States:

short study of interracial marriage Racial Intermarriage in

One of the most

the germination of an issue that
32

years.

Schuyler,

whose

Interesting

Phenomena

in

our National Life

became somewhat of an obsession

bi-racial

,

we

see

for Schuyler in later

daughter Phileppa Duke Schuyler was a child

prodigy, had a personal interest in the topic and espoused visions of a racial Utopia in

which race was rendered

32
~

irrelevant

due

to race mixing.

Schuyler, George Samuel. Racial Intermarriage in the United States

Interesting

Phenomena

in

our National

Life. Little

Haldeman-Julius Publications. 1920-1929.
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:

One

of the most

Blue Book; no. 1387. Girard, Kan:

The staging ground
was

set in

Boston's South

for Boston's dubious status as a

End which had long played

communities, most notably the

Irish.

haven for

host to a

interracial marriage

number of migrant

Boston College was founded there as a commuter

school for Irish sons, and later the daughters, of domestics and blue-collar workers

— the

longshoremen, the dockworkers and other second and third-generation immigrants. The

Back Bay,

a

backwater swamp, had only been

accomplished with land from one of the three

was

the only hill

primarily in the

left

Back Bay

streets

style.

down

is

A

embankment

style

one

is

out by

cow

Brahmin

added

it

was

was

laid

to the creation

is

Hill

of the

the only

that ran counter to the notion that Boston's

trails.

This section was laid out in a modern

End and Back Bay. Living

employees as well as negroes

hills

newest area of Boston. Back Bay

likely to find in cities like

class, upper-class,

1800s and

was moved from those

New York with the

the middle of Commonwealth Avenue, service roads and the

the streets of the South

called

on a grid and

all laid

more

as the

late

famous Tri-mount. Beacon

to create this larger landmass. This

actually laid out

and roads were

during the

Hills, the

standing and the earth that

Charles River and the
area that

filled in

in

which hired many

mall running

row houses

that dotted

many of those homes was
Irish

to act as caretakers, butlers,

domestics and other

maids and cooks.

the so-

new

If one looks

today, one finds that the small ingresses underneath the long stairways leading up to the

brownstones, which are such familiar fixtures of Boston's South End, leads inside the
quarters often occupied by a these domestics with their families.

charitable organizations in the South

the United South

initial

End

Settlements.

End

to cater to the

One of the

earliest

needs of the great migration was

The United South End Settlements was known

as an

point of contact for migrants, especially those migrating from the south, and served

83

as an agent of assimilation for "country"

in

Negroes who were new

to Boston.

This period

Boston's African-American history has often been overlooked mostly because

represents a departure from the old golden age of the African-American

Boston.

church

The Beacon
in

Hill

community

many of the

the nation's history and

constructed out of wood that
the Revolutionary war.

still

that built the African

exist in the

The black

patriots

historic

Beacon

who had

w ho were

pushed out of Beacon

Hill for various reasons.

One of the major

pillars in the

factors here

is

community

meeting house, the

Hill

in this city

and employment, existed
city

on a

in the

hill.

black

neighborhood and date back to

gained legendary status— Prince Hall.

people were slow ly being

segregation beginning to rear

its

ugly head

Boston. Old Jim Crow, which had previously only haunted the south, was

permanent fixture

first

in

homes, some of which were

memory of this

Paul Cuffe and others

it

now

in

a

Segregation, especially in the areas of housing

North previous to

this as well.

This was no longer the

of Garrison, the city of John Boyle O'Reilly; Boston was now becoming the

Jim Crow.

84

city

of

CHAPTER 3
PROVING GROUND:
BOSTON'S BLACK LEADERSHIP AND THE DILEMMA OF INTERMARRIAGE

We

are opposed to such laws, not because

we

are anxious to marry white men's sisters,

but because

we

are determined that white

men

our

sisters alone.

shall let

(W.E.B.

By

Du

Bois, 1913)

the 20th century, the fervor surrounding the issue of miscegenation reached a a

high level of anxiety nationally, as what had largely been a Southern phenomenon began
to spread to

Northern

states,

many of which had

also once

had anti-miscegenation laws

on the books but had since abandoned them. Between 1913 and 1927, the N. A. A. C.
took the

first

of attempts

steps of fighting off a rash

P.

to enact miscegenation legislation in

largely Northern and Mid-western states, including California, Colorado, Connecticut,

Illinois.

Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota.

New

York,

Pennsylvania, Washington, Wisconsin, and Wyoming.

This movement swept the nation

marriage between the

woman,

Lucille

first

Negro

federal constitutional

2

1

1912 following the high profile interracial

after Jack

Johnson's

first

white wife, Etta

Within one week of Johnson's marriage to Cameron, a

amendment

to

ban

1

See Joseph Washington, Marriage
2
~

Ohio,

prizefighter Jack Johnson and a nineteen year-old white

Cameron, only months

Johnson, committed suicide.

in

New Jersey,

in

interracial

marriage was proposed

in

Black and White pp. 74-84 (1970), App. 41.

Kennedy, Randall. Interracial Intimacies:

Sex, Marriage, Identity

York: Pantheon), 2003, 79-83.
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and Adoption, (New

Washington, D.C.
Identity,

3

Randall Kennedy writes

and Adoption,

a constitutional

Caucasians

that Representative

amendment

Interracial Intimacies: Sex, Marriage.

Seaborn A. Roddenberry of Georgia proposed

stipulating that marriage

[be] forever prohibited."

...

in

between "persons of color and

4

"That intermarriage between negroes or persons of color and Caucasians or any
other character of persons within the United States or any territory under their

jurisdiction,

employed,

is

forever prohibited; and the term 'negro or person of color,' as here

shall

be held to

mean any and

trace of African or negro blood...

all

persons of African descent or having any

Intermarriage between whites and blacks

and averse to every sentiment of pure American
is

subversive to social peace.

It is

spirit.

is

repulsive

abhorrent and repugnant.

It is

It

destructive of moral supremacy, and ultimately this

slavery to black beasts will bring this nation to a fatal conflict."

A
state

began

to call for

miscegenation legislation.

marriage bans were considered

interracial

twenties. Massachusetts

newspaper
law, but

3

4
5

6

I

move

surge of anti-Negro sentiment began to

Governor Foss

reporter. "Massachusetts,

am

in

is

6

across the country as state after

Efforts to re-invigorate the dormant

at several points in the

nineteen-teens and

reported to have casually remarked to a

I'm sorry to say, has not such [anti-miscegenation]

favor of placing such a law on her books."

7

Congressional Record 49 (1912): (502).

Kennedy,

83.

Congressional Record, 62nd Congress. 3rd session. Dec. 11, 1912. Vol 49,

See The Crisis. 9 (1914)

in

which

a questionnaire

was

circulated to

Congress which contained a question regarding support for an
the District of Columbia.

86

19, 1912, 4.

38.

502

members of

interracial

7

Marriage of Whites and Blacks, The New York Age. Dec.
Johnson Again, The New York Age, Dec. 12, 1912, 4, App.

p.

marriage ban

See also Jack

in

^

Although

legislators

were not ready

to

go as

intermarriage in Massachusetts, they were willing to

could eventually lead

in that direction.

A

bill

known

General Court

in

in

Massachusetts

make some

measure

if their

union would be

illegal in their

home

state.

Uniform Marriage Act was rasied by the Massachusetts

as the

Harvard-educated lawyer from Cambridge sponsored

persuaded his Senate colleagues

~

approve the

bill's report

bill

of legal gesture that

that barred out-of-state residents

1913. Massachusetts State Senator Harry

Following the

bill.

sort

Instead of outlawing interracial marriage outright,

the legislature instead endeavored to pass a

from getting married

passing a law prohibiting

far as

Bill

Ney

Stearns, a 38-year-old,

234 on March

future president Calvin Coolidge

7,

1913 and

among them ~

to

out of committee on March 11, 1913, the

passed through both chambers of the legislature and was signed by Governor Foss on

March

8

26, 1913.

The law

stated,

"No marriage

shall

be contracted

in this

commonwealth by

a party

residing and intending to continue to reside in another jurisdiction if such marriage

be void

if

would

contracted in such other jurisdiction, and every marriage contracted in this

commonwealth

in violation

hereof shall be null and void."

Although the law was almost certainly passed
couples from marrying

to prevent out-of-state interracial

Massachusetts to avoid their

in

9

home

state's

professed purpose was to create roughly equal statutes from state to

ban. the law's
10

state.

"'Marriage

between a white and a negro' was one of the examples of state-specific prohibitions the
group mentioned

—

but

it

was not

the only one.

It

also cited marriages with a minor

Massachusetts Legislature, Bulletin of Committee Work: 1912-1915, 169.
9

Mass. Gen. L. ch. 207, §

10

The Boston Globe.

May

1 1

(2005).

21,

2004
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without parental consent, and marriages within a specified time after entry of

in

final

divorce."

W.E.B. Du Bois devoted an
laws

in the

editorial to the subject

He noted

February. 1913 issue of the Crisis.

of the new anti-miscegenation

a proliferation

of efforts

in state

legislatures to enact laws forbidding intermarriage in "a determined effort to insult

degrade

us."

In the

"

measures opposed
states

and

June 1913 issue of the Crisis, an editorial proclaimed

to intermarriage

continued."

had been defeated

of Columbia.

in the District

and struggle. The enemy

Du

will strike again

in

eight Northern and Western

and both organization and struggle must be

in

this

of William

time the elder statesman of the family. The chairman of

the Board of Directors of the N.A.A.C.P.

nephew often

one such

bills

Washington, and they corresponded between one another on the

Lloyd Garrison was during

Francis wrote his

of the

large eager observers

subject. Francis Jackson Garrison in particular, although the youngest son

know

that racist

13

being introduced

In

and

Bois wrote, "this came through organization

The descendents of the Garrisons, were by and

to

decree

letter

that the S.J.C.

his

nephew Oswald Garrison

bill

cannot pass

it

Villard.

inquiring as to the status of the measures in question.

dated January 16, 1915, he wrote, "Dear Oswald:

top in the next Congress, and

legislation, but there is

was

may

at this session.

The South

I

am

will not be so

relieved

much on

be possible to avert such wicked and reactionary

grave danger

when even our Mass. Senator Wicks

writes

me

that

"w
p

Crisis. February. 1913.

13

Crisis: June,

See Annotated Bibliography of the Published
Bois. edited by Herbert Aptheker (Kraus-Thomson Organization

1913 Vol. VI, No.

Writings ofW. E. B.

Du

2.

Limited. Millwood, N.Y). 1973, 151.
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in his

judgment "any reasonable action which

and

will prevent the marriage of white

colored people would be for the public interest* and he should naturally support

it?.

I

propose to give him a very vigorous pull-up in rejoinder. Lodge has not yet replied to
letter to

him. nor have Long and McCall responded."

Garrison Villard apparently did not see the

likely.

spite

14

bill's

chances of passage being very

In a return letter, dated January 24, 1915. Francis Jackson Garrison wrote, "In

of what you wrote as to the likelihood of the

enacted by this Congress.

am

I

uneasy

lest

S. J. C.

inter-marriage bill's not being

these Southerners

may

rush

it

through

suddenly, and as yet there seems no earnest or affective opposition. Not only

Wicks disposed

to support

question of intermarriage

considered, but in

my

it,

is

come

to be dealt

w ith

by law

is

is

Senator

as follows: 'Whether the

of course a point

to

be

opinion such marriages are injurious to both races from the racial

to the Senate,

opportunity to examine

Lodge and Wicks,

Lodge now writes me

but Cabot

one

and ethnical point of view, as
not yet

my

it.

is

and

shown

in

many of the West

in the press

which

I

of the other matter

shall certainly

in rejoinder that after

Indian islands. The

do with

has

have not had an

I

care."

bill

I

am

writing to both

contemplating Frederick Douglass. Booker

Washington and many other leaders of the race who are mulatto, we needn't worry about
"the racial

and ethnical point of view." but only as to the

Congressmen and the
that

we

FJG

traditions

fidelity

of Mass. Senators and

of the State and of freedom. Our Boston Branch

feels

ought to have a public meeting within a month and invite Congressman Madden.

to

OGV,

Jan. 16, 1915.

Box

1453.
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of Illinois, who has been our most earnest champion
postscript. Garrison adds.

"Keep

to

come and address

us posted and give us danger signals about the bill."

Finally in a letter dated February 1st 1915. Garrison wrote.

held at Tremont

Temple Sunday. March

7th. Daniel

"Our mutiny

Webster's day.

gaze on Lodge and Wicks and the Mass. members of the House both

Jim

Crow

law. Wicks's training

was

in the

Naval School and

all

do not propose any legislation

promoting
illicit

it

it

If they then [sic] these

would give an accent of sincerity

mixture, but they have no such measure of support."

According

in this

men and

all

over Greater Boston gathered

legislatures, or

promulgated

Crow

any act

that

legislation

the public

crimes and penalties for

to their deprecation,

of race

16

in

men and

Tremont Temple. The meeting was

of any kind, or under any pretext,

would minimize or contradict

in the declaration

have

Boston Globe a mass meeting was held on March 8th

to article in the

called to protest "Jim

our

and on the

1915. to protest the legislation, in which approximately 400 African-American

women from

to be

to forbid or punish co-habitation, but are actually

by denying legal marriage.

intercourse,

is

We are turning

his affiliations

been Southern. Dr. Bumstead says, it should be rubbed into these
that they

us." In the

in

Congress or

the spirit of justice and equality

of independence." Moorefield story, president of the

Association presided over the meeting. Francis Jackson Garrison was also in attendance.
17

The National Association

for the

Advancement of Colored People,

founded as the National Negro Committee, was born

15

16
17

FJG

to

FJG

to

OGV.
OGV.

January 24, 1915.

February

1.

1915.

Boston Daily Globe. March

8.

Box
Box

1453.
1453.

1915.
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in

1909. With

its

originally

headquarters in

New York, the

fledgling organization quickly established itself as a national organization.

Bostonian involvement

chosen as the
meeting

site

in the organization

of the organization's

first

conference

when

the committee held a

in fighting for the civil rights

between 1910 and 1911. The ad-hoc committee became the

in

1911. Boston

was recognized

organization in the nation.

Its

to

at the

as having been the

first

and

branch of the

Park Street Church

first

of

Advance

significantly in terms of membership

N.A.A.C.P. when the second annual conference was held
Boston

from day one and Boston was

was formed The Boston Committee

Cause of the Negro. This committee grew

activity

significant

Boston to bring together persons interested

in

colored Americans. Out of this meeting

the

was

in

branch of the

membership included leading Bostonians such as

Moorefield Storey. William Monroe Trotter, Archibald Grimke and the Garrisons. The

Boston branch of the N.A.A.C.P. holds the distinction of being the oldest

Those
descendents
editor

early organizers, a small group of white abolitionists

— black

their

professionals including lawyers, physicians, the Guardian newspaper

and publisher William Monroe Trotter and others

abuses to the black citizenry

the

and

in the nation.

in

—had long recognized

the great

Boston and throughout the United States and as well as

symbolism of these early abuses. They founded the chapter

to eliminate injustice,

create opportunity and justice for each and every citizen. Originally the Boston branch

merely operated as an ad hoc committee, acting only when some kind of crisis brought
about
1911

its

need. But the impulse of the organization changed by the annual conference in

when

the national office granted official authority for the Boston group to

full-fledged branch.

The

abolitionist impulse

on the evening of February

8.

1912

that

was very strong

at this

conference.

506 Bostonians, many of whom were

91

become
It

was

a

many of whom were sons

descendents of abolitionists, black and white, male and female

and daughters of 19th-century
Street

Church

England abolitionist leaders, gathered

to receive the official

of purpose: "The

them

New

will to uplift the colored

men and women of this

opportunity everywhere." Moorefield Storey

its

founding

Park

branch charter inscribed with the following statement

the full enjoyment of their rights as citizens justice and

the N.A.A.C.P. at

at the

who had been

all

the

country by securing to

courts and equality of

first

national president of

1909 also served as president of the Boston branch

in

A

between the years 1910 and 1916.

white lawyer, born

in

Roxbury. Storey was elected

president of the Boston branch and would serve in that position until the year 1916.

Other officers were Francis
Garrison.

By

J.

Garrison, black lawyer Butler Wilson, and George

the end of 1912. the branch

would grow

to

more than 250 members. Butler

Wilson, Storey's successor would be president of the Boston branch from 1916 to 1936

and would be the

first

African-American president of the organization. In 1918, only two

years after Wilson took over, the chapter faced

was threatened with suspension from
misunderstanding about the young
record system. The branch

came

a

its first

major

battle.

little

black

girl

Boston elementary school over a

girl's

attendance record due to errors in the attendance

to her defense with legal aid

her to stay in school. Whether the issue

Boston branch was very diplomatic

A

was racism

in his first

and won her case, allowing

or a true error in the system, the

outing on their

first

major

test in their

crusade against discrimination. This event would mark and characterize the activities of
the organization for the next 50 years.

Improving educational opportunity for Boston's

black children would be a distinguishing mark

branch

won

another major victory

when

it

in the history

of this branch.

In

1914 the

persuaded the Boston school committee to

92

withdraw from the schools a book

entitled "'Forty Best

Songs"

in

which the word darkey,

nigger and other epitaphs were used by teachers and sung by children

from school brokenhearted over the

the song books

The vote of the committee

result.

was unanimous. However such

returned

home

songs were taught to them and that

fact that these

white children taunted and jeered them as a

who

literature

would be

1960s with books in libraries of the Boston public schools bearing

to discard

available as late as the

titles

such as "10 Little

Niggers" and other racial epithets.
In 1915 the branch faced perhaps

Birth

of a Nation, the movie version of a

it's

biggest fight yet

when

bestseller entitled the

the anti-black film

Klansmen by Tomas

Dixon and was released. The expression "banned

in

when

opposition to the film and spent

the branch published a leaflet explaining

thousands of dollars
theater.

in a

campaign fighting

its

for the

Boston" was never more applicable

removal of the film from

a

Boston

A mass meeting was sponsored by the branch at Tremont Temple to protest not

only the release of this film but also pending legislation in Congress that was
discriminatory against African-Americans.

Most of Boston's black

institutions,

agencies, and leadership protested the showing the film "Birth of a Nation" at the

Tremont Theater because of its depiction of black depravity and the
lust

among

evils

of interracial

other things. Although the city ultimately allowed the film to complete

scheduled run through the

summer of

1915. Six years later

for a rerun at the Shubert Theatre in Boston,

when

the film

its

was scheduled

William Monroe Trotter and the Boston

N.A.A.C.P. forced the banning of the film with 600 some citizens attending the hearing
on the

film.
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In

1916 Butler Wilson

a black

branch president a position he held

lawyer and a founder of the branch was elected

1936 earning him the distinction of an early

until

African-American leader of the National Association
People.

its first

It

would not be

until the

for the

Advancement of Colored

1930s that the national organization

itself

would have

African-American president. By 1918. the branch had over 447 new members.

At the insistence of the Boston branch, led by Wilson, the national board called
congressional investigation on the treatment of black soldiers

were fighting
upon

for

their return.

the lead

democracy overseas

World War

in

I

in diversity

home and abroad who

and facing discrimination

In 1919, the crisis again reported that the

among branches

at

for a

at

home

Boston chapter maintained

of membership and having a large number of

persons representing other than the colored race.

By

then, the Boston branch

membership equaled nearly 2700 people.

The Boston chapter held
miscegenation legislation

in

several

Congress.

mass meetings

On

to protest the

pending

the evening of February 8th 1915, for

example the Boston branch of the National Association

for

Advancement of Colored

People adopted an important resolution. The issues that confronted them

were the anti-intermarriage

bill

and the so-called Jim Crow

which would have made intermarriage
resolutions

which by

intermarriage

bill

that time

would lead

anti-

in the District

bill,

at that

both before Congress

of Columbia

illegal.

had been sent to Congress, declared that the

to the morality

meeting

and the passage of those

bills

The
anti-

would

establish a dangerous precedent of race discrimination, in violation of the spirit of the

Constitution.

94

8

The major
was

that

issue occupying the activities of the national Association in the 1920s

of Southern lynching. The N.A.A.C.P. along with the Boston branch fought for

the passage of federal anti-lynching legislation, unsuccessfully lobbying the Congress to

pass a federal anti-lynching

1

bill.

Benjamin L. Hooks. Executive Director of the N.A.A.C.P.
about the Boston chapter of the N.A.A.C.P., "since

its

in the

1980s wrote

founding by the Pilgrims

in

1630,

Boston has been a proving ground for our egalitarian concepts. From the days of Paul
Revere, John Hancock and Samuel

Adams—to Crispus Attucks - at the dawn

American Revolution; from the dauntless and determined Abolitionists and

whose names
in

are found on the roster of the National

New York, May

first

30 - June

mark

in the

in

N.A.A.C.P."
to put

in

indicative of the

dilemma

that the issue

black Bostonians and their leaders. W.E.B.

Crisis,

The

progressive

the early part of the

century. This lack of direct and substantial black participation in this

It is

its

1Q

Boston cautiously endorsed, but did not actively participate

campaign against the resurgence of anti-miscegenation laws

significant.

The

the beginning of the

on the ultimate proving ground.

African Americans

th

1909, to

their scions,

Negro Committee of Forty, formed

few decades of the twentieth century would be Boston's chance

racial legacy to the test

20

1,

of the

"The National Association

Du

for the

Bois

18

Interrelated to this very important issue

it

is

of intermarriage represented for

summed

it

up well when he wrote

Advancement of Colored People

protests against the bill forbidding intermarriage

Association advocates intermarriage, which

campaign

in

earnestly

between the races, not because the

does not, but primarily because whenever

and perhaps only second

to

it,

was

the issue of

interracial marriage.
10

See Robert C. Hayden. Boston's N.A.A.C.P. Histoiy, 1910-1982 Boston, Mass.: Boston

Branch N.A.A.C.P., 1982.
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such laws have been enacted they become a menace to the whole institution of

matrimony, leading directly

woman. H

concubinage, bastardy, and the degradation of the negro

20

This chapter looks

and the dilemma
organization,

it

at the political struggle

ban. That

when Congress attempted

same

year, the

its

in

1927

in

when

the

to pass a national

ban on intermarriage

in

Boston branch constituted the principal opposition to the

Boston chapter held several mass meetings to protest the

pending anti-miscegenation legislation
challenged

over the issue of interracial marriage

posed for the Boston branch of the N.A.A.C.P., as well as the national

The N.A.A.C.P. and

1915.

to

in

Congress. The Boston branch was especially

Commonwealth of Massachusetts attempted

to pass a statewide

response to the Jack Johnson interracial marriage controversy.

I

will

ban

examine

the steps that were taken not only by the Boston N.A.A.C.P. to organize black Bostonians

to defeat the bill, but the

involvement of William Monroe Trotter's National Equal Rights

League and the dilemma intermarriage caused

By

1897. Trotter

ambition would

be.

was only two years out of Harvard and unsure of what

Would he work

Perhaps he would follow

for black leadership in general.

in the

his life's

family business buying and selling real estate?

in his father's footsteps

and gain a

political

appointment and

help his people through his influence. Even then, in these early years, the germination for
a life dedicated to the black

men and women of Boston was beginning

Although he didn't know what, he knew
people.

The

He would work toward

Crisis.

the

that

to take shape.

he must do something important for his

advancement of the

February 1913.

96

race.

In 1901, Trotter and his associates founded The

Du

W.E.B.

Bois, Trotter

was

a Massachusetts

neighborhood of Hyde Park. As a
right schools.

social clubs

He was

and

a graduate

athletics,

Guardian newspaper. Like

man, raised

child. Trotter

had

all

in the

well-to-do Boston

the advantages and went to

of Harvard College and was an avid participant

even helping to found the Total Abstinence League.

doing, he established even then his life-long reputation as a teetotaler. Trotter
the Boston

Negro

elite at the turn

came from prominent

families like his

was remembered by

woman,

a

own and

Trotter's

young Du Bois, who

emphasis was on integration,

government and made many attempts

becomes forced

to fight

on

appearances of Booker T. Washington

his role as editor

July

1

903

to Elliot

1903,

it

to

part of

who

was

also dated her, as "a fine forthright

legal rights,

He saw

own home

and the importance of persistent

power

that

to bring that

his

fancied. "Deeme,'" as she

power

as emanating from the federal

to bear through the

world of politics.

territory in the protest against the

Birth of a Nation in a local theater and several subsequent protests against the

The challenge

was

21

agitation for the right to political power.

Trotter

In so

married one that caught his eye,

many women he

blonde, blue-eyed and fragile."

the

in

of a new century. He courted the black debutantes

Geraldine Louise Pindell, one of the

called,

all

in

showing of

numerous

Boston.

Booker T. Washington was mounted mostly under the guise of

of The Guardian, founded

in

1

90 1

.

that baptized Trotter as the de-facto leader

However,

it

was

the Boston Riot of

of the Boston Radicals. According

Rudwick's essay. Race Leadership Struggle: Background of the Boston Riot of

was

that pivotal event

which brought national

21

Fox, 22.
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attention to their cause.

He

writes,

"Trotter and the other

Negro

radieals

their case before the nation until they

affiliation with the radicals."

Riot that brought

Du

It

were almost completely unsuccessful

were able

to persuade

in

W.E.B. Du Bois

plaeing

in

active

was. argues Rudwick. the events surrounding the Boston

Bois into the fold and

in

more

direct opposition to

Du

Washington.

Bois was necessary to compensate for the fact that Trotter "was not an organization

man." He did not command the eloquence, the charisma or the influence

that the Atlanta

Professor could bring to their struggle.

For Washington, Boston represented the key to his

made
the

He

rise as a national leader.

several attempts to pre-empt the Boston Radical revolt by convening meetings with

growing anti-Tuskegee element

"Washington saw Boston
preemptive

strike,

that

was growing

in

Boston. According to Fox.

as a threat to his role as national

spokesman

he arranged a reconciliation dinner with his Boston

As

for the race."

critics at

a

Young's

hotel in the spring of 1898.

As

the budding leader of that opposition, the

young William Monroe

Trotter, while

still

forming his unique brand of "elitist militancy," was very much influenced by the group of race

men

organizing

in

opposition to the leadership of Washington.

Part of that can be accounted for by Trotter's enigmatic personality and strong

notions of masculinity

that certain others

suspect this

— he

often expressed his views in terms of manliness and claimed

were not "real" men, as did most black male leaders

may have had

what he may have

to

do

w ith some

was

a rather gentile upbringing, for

although Trotter lived the

life,

or

"

22

was meant

to live the life

it

seems

p. 26.

98

to

me

that

of a gentlemen, a Black

Fox, Stephen R., The Guardian of Boston: William Monroe Trotter.

Atheneum), 1970.

I

kind of overcompensation on Trotter's part

felt

for

at the time.

(New York:

Brahmin, as

it

were, he had the mentality, the doggedness and the temperament of a

working man. He was

in

many ways,

much

both very

stranger to his class. Interestingly enough,

it

is

a part of his class, and yet a

Booker who departs from the

traditional

lexicon of manhood.

In editorials with titles such as,

"Washington, the

and "Always

politician,*"

Playing Double," Trotter continually skewered Washington in the pages of his newspaper

even going so far as to suggest that Booker T. did not author his

From

Slavery, in an issue dated June 13, 1903.

23

own

autobiography

Up

Besides editorials, the Guardian also

contained cartoons about Washington, where he was hanged in effigy and subjected to

all

kinds of ridicule including a "snapshot in Hades taken by the Guardian artist" of

Washington

24

in hell.

Besides editing the Guardian, Trotter was the de-facto leader of the Boston
Radicals, the feisty group of anti-Washingtonian Negroes

England colleges and were

you

elitists in their

either took sides with the Radicals or

to choose.

although

By

Du

own

still

In Trotter's

attended

heaven or

New
hell world,

you supported Washington; a man was forced

the early part of 1902, Trotter

Bois was

right.

who had

was eyeing Du Bois

cool to the idea. At this time,

Du

Bois

to join their

still

camp,

had reasonably

amicable relations with Washington and was reluctant to step outside of his role as a
social scientist to get caught

up

in the fray.

Booker T. Washington's

ability to strike a chord, not

only with the wealthy white

upper crust of Boston but also with the neo-abolitionists, particularly the Garrison family,
has as

23

much

to

do with Washington's

Boston Guardian, December

24
Ibid,,

special talents

6, 1902.

January 10, 1903.
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and

abilities as

it

does with the

confluence of several historical forces from the period 1895-1915. Trotter died
poverty and has been largely forgotten for the sacrifices he made.
last thirty

years, chiefly through the

Fox biography

rescued from obscurity. Aside from a few

Massachusetts and the research
Massachusetts

at

institute

which bears

and a

liability.

Many of his

his personal animosity

conscious, black and white

name

his

at

Du

Bois

in a simplified

end.

it

was

in

the

Washington
N.A.A.C.P.

was both an

asset to the struggle for

the struggle. Nevertheless, he

in his beliefs.

many ways pre-supposed
Guardian

until the

in

binary

earnest attempts to strive for racial gains

He was

of the race as a whole. He was persistent

an ideal that

Roxbury.

the University of

a fighter against

dangerous force: Washington's usurpation of power and influence

the goals

in

toward Booker T. Washington, and his turf

way of viewing

courageous and uncompromising
a

has been

excluded Trotter's key contributions.

Trotter's eccentric personality and idealism

were marred by

T rotter's memory

that

in the

Boston. His legacy as the chief opponent of Washington has been

that has

racial leadership,

has only been

memorials— an elementary school

grossly under appreciated. That legacy has gone to

framework

It

in

that

became

to the last

the Civil Rights

his labor

was

selfless,

what he saw as

to the detriment

of

and was the embodiment of

movement

of love and the

of the 1960s.

first line

In the

of defense against

emergence of the Niagara movement and the formation of the

1909. In

many ways,

it

could be argued that without Trotter's insistence

on a challenge to the authority of Washington's leadership. Du Bois may not have

become

the central figure that he did in the

movement toward

civil

and

political rights

and the subsequent organization of N.A.A.C.P. chapters across the nation.
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On

a rainy day in Boston, in 1897, the great

Booker T. Washington rose

to a

platform in Music Hall to address a distinguished audience that included the Governor of

War veterans and

Massachusetts, the Mayor, and the sons and daughters of black Civil

famous

from the antebellum

abolitionists

which had been

at the

era.

Needless to say, in a city like Boston,

vanguard of the Abolitionist movement, and a progressive

city

with regard to race relations, the unveiling of the great equestrian monument, which

honored Colonel Shaw and the Massachusetts 54th Regiment, was a larger than
event. In

many ways,

the juxtaposition of these unlikely constituencies symbolized the

internal contradictions that

who had
day,

risen to

was known

life

came

to characterize racial politics in Boston.

Washington,

prominence as a Negro educator and the preeminent black leader of his
for his

accommodationist position espoused

in the

famous Atlanta

address of 1895. Only a year before, he had been awarded an honorary degree from

Harvard and was held
fathers

who now

in

high esteem by the Governor of Massachusetts and the city

sat before

As Washington

him.

rose to the

podium

to speak,

one can

only imagine the kind of figure he cut in those hallowed halls of Yankee pride and

tradition.

The mood,

described

it,

was

as the Boston

a festive

When

—

patriotic,

felt

who

recorded the event

a patriotic one:

Mr. Washington rose

warmed,
people

one

Evening Transcript reporter

in the flag-filled,

enthusiasm-

and glowing atmosphere of Music Hall,

keenly that here was the civic justification of the

old abolition spirit of Massachusetts; in his person the

proof of her ancient and indomitable faith; in his strong
thought and rich oratory, the crown and glory of the old

war days of suffering and

strife.

The scene was

full

of

•ye

historic beauty

25

Washington, Booker T.

and deep significance.*"

Up From

Slavery.

(New York:
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Penguin), 1986.

p.

251.

As Washington assumed
directly to Sergeant

battle

his position at the

podium, he proeeeded

William Carney of New Bedford,

of Fort Wagner. "Before

a

who had

its

feet

with cheers, and the orator

When

won

man of culture and

this

speak

Hag

carried the

at

the

huge gathering of luminaries. Washington upstaged

Governor Roger Wolcott, Mayor Josiah Quincy. and other
sprang to

to

city fathers

.

.

.

the

crowd

the heart of the city.

voice and power, as well as a

dark skin, began, and uttered the names of Stearns and

Andrew, feeling began

to

mount.

You

could see tears

glisten in the eyes of the soldiers on the platform,

colour bearer of Fort Wagner,
flag

who

and

smilingly bore

to the

still

he had never lowered even when wounded, and

the

said.

'To you, to the scarred and scattered remnants of the Fiftyfourth,

who

honoured

all

occasion with your presence, to you, your

this

commander
By

with empty sleeve and wanting leg. have
not dead.*

is

accounts, Washington's address at the unveiling

resonated with the

spirit

of abolition, which

the audience, and affirmed the

the birthplace of freedom.

that

It

still

life

still

burned

also marked, in

a rousing success.

in the hearts

many ways,

his entrance to

now come

the

Hampton

was so profoundly shaped and influenced by

Puritanism, Washington had

was

of those

It

sitting in

mythical stature of Boston as the cradle of liberty and

Washington had harbored since

whose

27

consummation of a dream
Institute.

As someone

the values of New England

full circle.

In addition to his role as a journalist. Trotter

went on

to

found a radical

political

organization, the National Independent Political League (NIPL). which had several

incarnations, including the aforementioned National Independent Equal Rights

but served the main purpose of fighting the Tuskegee machine tooth and nail.

League
It

was

"^6

Schneider. Mark. Boston Confronts Jim Crow: 1890-1920. (Boston: Northeastern
University Press), 1997. p. 77
27

Washington, Booker T. 252.
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also

Advancement of

established to be an alternative to the National Association for the

Colored People (N.A.A.C.P.). Part of the rationale for a
that there

new group was

Trotter's feeling

needed to be a black-led group, unlike the N.A.A.C.P. which was led by whites.

However, the

may have been

real reason

members of the N.A.A.C.P.. At any

work

Trotter's inability to

rate,

as a

team with other

they agreed on their opposition to the

prohibition of intermarriage.

At

a January 15, 1915

Equal Rights League

it

meeting of the Boston branch of the National Independent

was voted

"to protest the intermarriage

separate cars for colored persons in the District of Columbia".

bill

28

and the

The proposed

planned to ask Senator Henry Cabot Lodge, "to use his influence against both
prohibition of intermarriage

signed by

Maude

Trotter,

would be against the

William Monroe Trotter's

Certain characteristics distinguished the

NIPL planned

to participate in elections

relatively apolitical.

defense

initiative.

interests

for

bill

protest

bills...

of morality." The protest was

sister.

NIPL and

the N.A.A.C.P..

While the

and lobbying, the N.A.A.C.P. remained

Unlike the N.A.A.C.P., Trotter's organization did not have a legal

What

it

did have

was

a strong voice in the

form of the Guardian,

which served as an effective consciousness-raising instrument and gave coverage

NIPL

meetings. According to those articles, an

attended and did not have a strong speakers

in the

form of the NIPL largely

Americans needed

that

their

own

failed,

it

list.

NIPL convention

in

Although Trotter's

to the

1911 was sparsely
efforts at organizing

probably helped to make the point that African-

organization with black leadership, which the N.A.A.C.P.

would eventually become.

Boston Daily Globe. January

16, 1915.
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As
and

early as 1901. Trotter

stirring

was speaking out

against Washington

up quite a storm of protest among Black Bostonians and the white neo-

abolitionist establishment.

editorial after editorial.

In the

He used

Guardian, Trotter hammered away
his

network of support

that

supporters, especially in the form of editors of other black

Guardian

extant issues of The

illustrates the

in

spanned the country, and

his

new spapers. A survey of

in the

Boston Riot.

29

agitation for equal rights for the race.

to protest forever against

masquerading as an educator

As he wrote

in

of such rights."

31

order to

the inaugural issue, "[w]e have

being proscribed or shut off in any caste from equal rights

with other citizens, and shall remain forever on the firing line

[sic]

in

Trotter aligned himself w ith the strategy of

bring into existence a political machine.

defense

Washington

an early editorial. The Boston Guardian accused Booker T. Washington of

fathering a system of "caste education" and for

come

at

background of this leadership struggle

between Trotter and Washington, which culminated
In

The Guardian

in

Second perhaps only

to

Du

at

Bois.

any and

it

was

all

times

in

Trotter's

unflinching rhetoric and vitriol against Washington, which kept the protest tradition alive.

As

the editor of his

own newspaper, he was

part

of a grand tradition that was creating

opportunity for dissent and organizing against Washington. This afforded him a certain

amount of freedom

in his

views and a

w ider

degree of latitude

w ithin which

to operate.

Although Booker T. Washington was an avowed Southerner and saw the future of
the

Negro

there, he

had many connections

to the city

of Boston. As Mark Schenider has

?9

See, Georgetta Merritt Campbell. Extant Collections of Early Black Newspapers:

Research Guide to the Black Press, 1880-1915, With an Index
1902-1903. Troy, N.Y.: Whiston Publishing Co.. 1981.
30
31

Boston Guardian, September

6, 1902.

See

also.

November

Fox, Stephen R.. The Guardian of Boston: William

Atheneum). 1970.

p.

30.
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Monroe

to the

1,

A

Boston Guardian,

1902

Trotter.

(New York:

written, "[h]is intellectual heritage

and even abolitionists
Gilded

all

was of New England: Puritanism. Yankee

molded Washington's thought, along with the influence of

Age commercialism."

~

His wife, Olivia A. Davidson had attended the

Massachusetts State Normal School
A.

Hemenway,

established a

a

at

well-known Boston

summer home

in

Framingham, under the auspices of dowager Mary

socialite

and philanthropist. Washington even

South Weymouth, Massachusetts, on the south shore.

Although Washington reportedly spurned higher education

own

capitalists

He chose Boston

daughter to Wellesley College

of the National Negro Business League

in

in the liberal arts,

he sent his

as the site for the first convention

1900 and convened several meetings there

including the most famous one at the A.M.E. Zion church, which later

became

the site of

the Boston Riot.

many

Frederick Douglass angered

/

he passed away in

1

895.

the future of America

who

It

blacks

when he married

pleased neither blacks nor whites that Douglass predicted that

would be neither black nor white, but brown.

rescued perhaps one of the most distinguished black leaders

Douglass

in

woman, before

a white

It

was

when she

Ida B. Wells,

recruited

her crusade against lynching in the 1890s. Ida B. Wells was not only far

ahead of her time with respect to the standards of her day, but personified the qualities of
charity, militancy

clear

that

from her

and character for which she crusaded. What becomes immediately

life's struggle is that

was extremely

effective

Wells developed a strategy and genius

and enabled her to advocate positions

that

in

organizing

most men would

not have been able to take. Wells also demonstrated a political savvy that

was unrivaled

by most leading black male figures of her generation, save perhaps Booker T.

32

Mark

American and Alexander's: Boston's Pro-Civil
Rights Bookerites." Journal of Negro History 80, no. 4 (1995): 157-69.
Schneider,

R. "The Colored
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Washington. Her

ability to fight so vigorously, yet retain support for her progressive

agenda from whites displayed a genius
In

all

for

diplomacy and

politics.

of the rich partnerships that Wells shared with other black leaders, perhaps

none are more touching than her work with Frederick Douglass. Toward the end of
Douglass*

life,

after

marrying a white

woman

of step with the times, he had experienced a
Douglass served as minister to Haiti

in

1

and being perceived by some as being out

fall

from grace

to

some

degree. After

889. Wells sought his help in speaking out

against lynching in the South. In soliciting his help. Wells literally gave Douglass a

second

life.

The "old war horse" was given

the chance to recapture the fervor of his

youth by speaking out against the injustices currently being done to blacks.
In a ringing speech,

Douglass

said. "[t]here*s

nothing

in the history

of savages to

suppress the bloodchilling horrors and fiendish excesses perpetrated against the colored

people by the so called enlightened and Christian people of the South. Let the white
people of the North and the South conquer their prejudices. Let them give up the idea
that to

degrade the colored
In

man

is

to elevate the white

many ways. Wells could

man."

33

not have chosen a more appropriate mentor. Like

Douglass, she was given a respect and admiration on the part of whites and blacks

accorded few black leaders

in

however, was the knowledge
yet another

wrong

that

her time.

that

The

greatest gift that she gave to Douglass

having died, Douglass was able to speak publicly about

was being done

in

America. The opportunity to work so closely

with such a giant of the black experience, indeed to seek his help

was fading away,

33

See William

S.

is

a touching

and

telling

when

others thought he

reminder of the character of Ida B. Wells.

McFeely. Frederick Douglass.
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New

York: Norton, 1991.

The

political climate

of the period leading up to the turn of the century was

characterized by a dearth of political mobilization on a

in

America shows, was highlighted by

for racial uplift.

after the

As America

mass

scale, but as

a vigorous debate over the

most effective strategy

closed the door on the possibility for bi-racial democracy

compromise of 1877,

effectively bringing an

end

to Reconstruction,

a bleak and oppressive period for blacks, particularly in the South.

marked the

transfer of power

Two
would best
blacks

was

ushered

saw

fit.

The

known

as

in

The compromise
to the

states rapidly put in place

designed to erode the freedom, rights and dignity of blacks in the Jim
the beginning of the period

it

from the Federal government, specifically Congress,

individual Southern states to govern as they

is

Negro Thought

Crow

laws

South. This

"The Nadir."

prevailing schools of thought dominated the debate as to what strategy

fit

the aims of the black community.

to gain political

classical education.

One

attitude held that the

answer for

and social equality by pursuing the avenues opened by a

Proponents of this school argued that the greatest nations

in the

world were built on the foundations of culture and knowledge of a glorious and proud
history.

Furthermore, they argued that freedom for blacks lied

franchise extended to at least the educated part of the race

However,

this point

in the ballot

would secure the

of view was largely a minority held opinion

in the

box, and the

rights

of all.

years just before

1900.

The prevailing school of thought was

that blacks

needed

to "put their

hand

to the

plough*' and gain industrial and agricultural training in the face of an oppressive and

dominating South. This view was most closely associated with Booker T. Washington, a
former slave, mine worker and Hampton school graduate. Washington spoke

107

in

glowing

terms of "pulling oneself up by the bootstraps" and said that what the race needed were
less politicians

and more captains of industry. Ownership of property and education

in

the industrial and agricultural arts figured prominently into Washington's philosophy of

economic empowerment. Washington

told blacks to "cast

down your

are" in his infamous Atlanta Convention address on September

asserted that although the

two races must work together

relations they "could be as separate as fingers

political

and

the age of

loomed

subtitled.

is

intellectual climate in

Booker

T. Washington.

in

some ways,

which these

in the

black leaders

States,

at

in social

"Age of Booker

T.

this subtitle aptly describes the

racial ideologies

As Meier demonstrates,

to pass to

evolved

—

it

truly

was

the Tuskegeean himself

was

the portal through

have any influence.

Although Washington's philosophy downplayed

politics as a viable strategy for

Washington himself was one of the most

uplift, ironically,

Washington

35

Atlanta in 1895 until his death in 1915, Washington

which black leaders needed

34

power, and popularity. For the years since his famous

large in his influence,

remarks

In

1895.

8,

economic matters,

on the hand."

Meier examines the evolution of Negro thought
Washington." as the book

in

1

bucket where you

politically well-connected

the turn of the century. His friendship with the President of the United

Theodore Roosevelt secured

his place as the leading figure

—which extended

within his sphere of influence

of black patronage

well beyond the confines of his beloved

and storied South.

It

34

was not

Thornbrough,

until 1905,

E. L. (ed.)

when W.

E. B.

Du

Great Lives Observed: Booker

Prentice Hall, 1969. p. 34.
35

Ibid., p.

Bois became one of the chief architects

35
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T.

Washington.

New Jersey:

of the Niagara Movement, that a counter-view began to hold sway with the majority of
black leaders. In sharp contrast with Washington's solution which

Du

Bois criticized

in

Souls of Black Folk, saying that the Tuskegeean "practically accepted the alleged
inferiority

of the Negro."

political agitation

we

find that

Du

Du

Bois became involved

in activities

which favored education,

and directly attacked Washingtonian accommodationism. However,

Bois had his

own

contradictions.

Du

Bois argued adamantly against the

notion of black inferiority or any difference in the races; he had his

own

notions about the

"specialness" of black people.

On March
all

in

8,

1915, approximately 400 African-American

men and women from

over Greater Boston, along with a few hundred white people, attended a mass meeting

Tremont Temple. The meeting was

any kind, or under any pretext,

minimize or contradict the
independence."

36

in

spirit

called to protest against "Jim

Congress or

legislatures, or

legislation

of

any act that would

of justice and equality promulgated

The meeting was held under

Crow

in the declaration

of

the auspices of the Boston branch of the

National Association For the Advancement of Colored People. Moorefield story,
president of the Association presided over the meeting. Dr.

J.

E. Spingarn

was

also in

attendance.

On

the platform were seated Francis Garrison and a

number of other white men

and women, some of whom were descendents of abolitionists, and identified with the

The theme of many of the speeches centered

question of the day, "the Negro problem".

upon the rash of legislation being proposed
U.S. Congress

36

itself.

President Roosevelt

Boston Daily Globe. March

8,

in

many

who had

1915.
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state legislatures as well as in the

received and dined with Booker T.

Washington

who was
to

in

House caused much of the

the White

the sponsor of the latest segregation

bill

Rep. Heflin of Alabama

uproar.

introduced

blow up the White House after the controversial

inv itation

Spingarn addressed the issue that confronted the Association
people will never get their

full rights until

marry white people, and those
whites. But at the

Numerous

that

same time any

do are as

When

38

No

to toast the

"The colored

time.

colored people want to

tabooed by the colored people as by the

were united

in their

William Monroe Trotter,

to

man who had "done more

37

support for Booker T.

whom

Charles Eliot, president of Harvard raised a glass

open the way of equal education
elite.

at that

special laws against such marriages are not desirable."

influential white Bostonians

Washington's honor

Brahmin

fully

Congress, had threatened

had been issued. Dr.

they insist on them.

Washington, often out of direct opposition
a troublemaker.

in

at

than any other

they

saw as

an event

in the

in

world to

he was speaking for most of the Boston

to his race,"

Such an enthusiastic response as the one received by Washington

in

Boston represented a major coup not only for Washington himself, but also for his ideas
of accommodation.

Booker T. Washington did not favor negro-white intermarriage.
Albert Jenks by Washington dated

In reply to

have

not

your
said

amalgamation)

letter

December

of November permit

anything
is

4. 191 1.

because

on
I

the

me

have

not

he wrote as follows:

to say that the only reason

you

mention

hitherto

seen

subject

In a letter sent to

1

(negro-white

any

particular

have never looked upon amalgamation as offering
know very few negroes who
a solution of the so-called race problem and
favor it or even think of it. for that matter. What those whom have heard
advantage

in

doing

so.

I

I

I

discuss the matter do object to are laws which enable the father to escape

Schneider, Mark. Boston Confronts Jim Crow: 1890-1920. (Boston: Northeastern
University Press), 1997.

p.

77
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him from accepting and exercising it when he
Those who are fighting race
distinctions are doing so, I think you will find, riot because they want
amalgamation or because they want to intermingle socially with white
people, but because they have been led to believe that where race
his responsibility, or prevent

has children by colored women.

distinctions

exist

they

.

.

.

pave the way for discriminations which are

needlessly humiliating and injurious to the weaker race. Let

do not wholly share

this

me

add that

I

While there may be some serious

view myself.

disadvantage in racial distinctions, there are certainly real advantages to

my

So it would seem that if laws can protect the racial
of the negro and the white Americans, and can also protect the
present unfortunate victim, the negro woman, such laws would be wise,
moral, and desirable. A careful study of the following texts shows that
race, at least.

integrity

aimed to prevent negro-white amalgamation, are
ineffectual. Because they are ineffectual they embody race discriminations
against the negro without fairness. In an un-American way- they
discriminate against a woman in favor of a man. They do not check the
negro-white amalgamation-which is the only justification for their
existence. If effectual legal barriers against negro-white amalgamation are
desirable, they should perfectly agree as to the legal and racial status of the
so-called "negro," and miscegenation of every form and every instance
between negro and white persons must be made a felony in every
39
American state.

present

laws,

if

With Boston generally being the

Booker T. Washington's downbeat
his

fertile

attitude

ground for Washington supporters,

toward intermarriage,

program, had a great deal of support from whites

position of prohibition of intermarriage.

ideas

were taking hold

nationally,

changing. This was, after

all,

the

It

who

many

other parts of

were moving toward a

provided further evidence that Washington's

and was a testament

same

also

like

city that

to the fact that

Boston was

guarded Anthony Burns from being

captured by Federal marshals in 1854. and where William Lloyd Garrison burned copies

of the constitution on the front steps of the State House. Boston was practically sacred

ground for radical abolitionism on which trod the

of Wendell Phillips and Charles

"The Legal Status of Negro- White Amalgamation in the United
American Journal of Sociology, volume 21, issue 5 (March, 1916), 666-678.

Jenks, Albert Ernest.
States".

likes

Ill

Sumner

— indeed,

it

was

the

famed "birthplace of

liberty/* both for

America, and

many

in

ways, for the sons and daughters of the slaves themselves.

The descendents of the most famous
in the abolitionist

supporters, even

American history and

abolitionist in

a legend

mythology of Boston, the Garrisons, were by and large Washington

if,

as

abandonment of civil

some

historians contend, they didn't support his position on the
40

rights.

They wrote

letters

and editorials

Washington's positions and helped finance Washington's
also participated in

backroom deals

to secure his position

that supported

trip to

Europe. The Garrisons

among

affluent whites and they

recognized the legitimacy of his leadership over other Negro leaders.
Francis Jackson Garrison, the youngest son of William Lloyd Garrison was, like

his older brother, an ardent supporter

of Washington. This

particularly stung Trotter's pride since their father. William

If anything, this

shows the complexity of racial

politics in

fact alone

must have

Lloyd Garrison, was

Boston and the extent

his hero.

to

which

things had changed from the antebellum period.

When
Boston

William Lloyd Garrison,

abolitionist,

gave a speech

in

Jr..

1908

the eldest son and

in

namesake of the

which he spoke about

fiery

civil rights for

Blacks, Trotter used the piece in his newspaper to contrast against Washington's

Garrison fired back

in a letter that

American, black or white

.

.

.

Washington was "the most remarkable

How easy

for colored

men

living

with academic advantages,

secure in the stronghold of anti-slavery sentiment, to affect disdain and engage

speech."

40

See:

line.

in bitter

41

Mark

R. Schneider.

"The Colored American and Alexander's: Boston's Pro-Civil

Rights Bookerites." Journal of Negro History 80, no. 4
41

Schneider. 77.
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(

1

995):

1

57-69.

By

the 20th century, the fervor surrounding the issue of miscegenation reached a

fever pitch as

states,

since

what had

largely

many of which had

been a Southern phenomenon began to spread to Northern

also once had anti-miscegenation laws

on the books but had

abandoned them. Between 1912 and 1927, the N.A.A.C.P. took the

first

fighting off this rash of attempts to enact miscegenation legislation in at least

northern states.

5 largely

42

This movement swept the nation
marriage between the

first

a nineteen year-old white

first

1

steps of

1912 following the high profile

in

Negro heavyweight champion

woman,

Lucille

prizefighter. Jack Johnson,

Cameron, only months

white wife, Etta Johnson, committed suicide.

43

interracial

after Jack

and

Johnson's

Within one week of Johnson's

marriage to Cameron, a constitutional amendment to ban interracial marriage was
*

proposed

in

Washington, D.C.

44

*

The amendment was proposed by Representative

Seaborn A. Roddenberry, a Georgia Congressman
pass an

amendment

Caucasians

...

that stipulated that marriage

[be] forever prohibited."

In a Boston Daily

Globe

article

who

exploited the high profile case to

between "persons of color and

45

appearing December 12, 1912, the Congressman

from Georgia excoriated municipalities and

states that

allowed such an infamy to pass

offering a denunciation of the legal procedure under which, "a brutal hearted African can

walk into an office of the law and demand an edict guaranteeing him

"

43

See Joseph R. Washington, Marriage

in

Kennedy, Randall. Interracial Intimacies: Sex, Marriage,

York: Pantheon), 2003, 79-83.
Ibid.

Kennedy, Randall.

wedlock

Black and White pp. 74-84 (1970)

44
45

legal

83.
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Identity

,

to a

App. 41.

and Adoption, (New

An

white woman."

article

appeared

newspaper The

the black

in

New

by T. Thomas Fortune, the dean of Negro journalists, warning of the
Congress

to prevent intermarriage

several other state legislatures

between whites and blacks.

loomed

47

York Age published

arrival

of a

Headlines about

New York Age

large in the pages of the

bill in

bills in

as well as

several other black newspapers that winter.

A
state

began

interracial

to call for

miscegenation legislation.

marriage bans were considered

Massachusetts Governor Foss
reporter, "Massachusetts,

am

in

a "defense

which

quite clear.

across the country as state after

Efforts to re-invigorate the dormant

in several

Northern

state legislatures.

reported to have casually remarked to a

New

York Age

I'm sorry to say. has not such a [anti-miscegenation] law. but

mechanism against being subjected
Illinois suffered as a result

Although many

was

is

48

favor of placing such a law on her books."

criticism

move

surge of anti-Negro sentiment began to

critics often

Even though

it

4"

Historians have characterized this as

to the type

of situation and attendant

of the Jack Johnson fiasco."

claimed otherwise, the position of the N.A.A.C.P.

defended the right to inter-marry

intermarriage between the races.

I

As quoted

earlier.

W.E.B.

Du

it

did not advocate

Bois. editor of The Crisis

wrote extensively on the issue of intermarriage, devoting a great number of pages to the
topic in the years he served as editor of the N.A.A.C.P. national organ.

has been mentioned elsewhere, there was
46
47

48

Boston Doily Globe December

The

New

See The

12.

in this

writes.

"As

in state legislatures

1912

York Age, December 19. 1912.
Crisis.

year a proliferation

He

1.

9(1914) which circulated

a questionnaire to

members of Congress

containing a question regarding support for an interracial marriage ban

in

the District of

Columbia.
49

The
50

New

York Age, Dec. 19. 1912,

4.

See

also.

The

New

York Age, Dec. 12. 1912.

4.

Martyn. Byron Curti. Racism in the United States: A History of Anti-Miscegenation

Legislation

and Litigation. (Ph.D.

Diss. University of Southern California. 1979). p. 909.
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of efforts to enact laws forbidding intermarriage'*
to insult

and degrade

us."

The

results

what he called "a determined

in

of a questionnaire put to state congressional

delegations entitled

"Where does your congressmen stand?" were published

The Crisis

One of the

in

1914.

against intermarriage.

Du

questions

October

Anne Rochester

The

13,

1910 essay

"Marrying

entitled,

and clear essay

to the then rather

entitled, "Social Equality

state legislatures

to note, as has

Of Black

Folk."

new magazine

Du

Bois

being

and Racial Intermarriage."

52

Advancement of

fact that the Association, in 1913, defeated in several

proposed laws prohibiting Negro

been pointed out elsewhere

~

white intermarriage.

in this study, the

the association defends the right to intermarry

it

It is

disclaimer that

these types of statements from the national association which

the races.

51

fourth annual report of the National Association for the

Colored People called attention to the

makes

is

interesting

ever present

clear that although

does not advocate intermarriage between

The chairman of the Board of Directors,

in its fourth

1913 signed by Oswald Garrison Villard and W.E.B.
Association on the legislatures of the states where

-

divided.

an issue of

of the new laws

in regard to the issue

The Massachusetts delegation was

also contributed a very frank

in

was

in

Bois wrote extensively on the issue of intermarriage, devoting an entire essay

to this subject in a

edited by

effort

Du

bills

annual report for the year

Bois, spoke of the influence of the

were introduced prohibiting Negro

white intermarriage as follows:

The National Association

for

earnestly protests against the
races, not

51

52
"

The

Crisis.

the

bill

Advancement of Colored People

forbidding intermarriage between the

because the Association advocates intermarriage, which

it

does

Sept 22, 1914

"Social Equality and Racial Intermarriage,"

World Tomorrow (N.Y.), March, 1922,

Vol. V, pp. 83-84.
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-

not. but primarily

become

menace

because whenever such laws have been enacted they

whole institution of matrimony, leading directly
and the degradation of the negro woman. No
man-made law can stop the union of the races. If intermarriage be wrong,
its prevention is best left to public opinion and to nature, which wreaks its
own fearful punishments on those who transgress its laws and sin against
it.
We oppose the proposed statute in the language of William Lloyd
Garrison in 1843. in his successful campaign for the repeal of a similar
law in Massachusetts: "Because it is not the province, and does not belong
to the power of any legislative assembly, in a republican government to
decide on the complexional affinity of those who choose to be united
together in wedlock; and it may as rationally decree that corpulent and
lean, tall and short, strong and weak persons shall not be married to each
other as that there must be an agreement in the complexion of the parties."
We oppose it for the physical reason that to prohibit such intermarriage
would be publicly to acknowledge that black blood is a physical taint,
something no self-respecting colored man and woman can be asked to
admit. We oppose it for the moral reason that all such laws leave the
colored girl absolutely helpless before the lust of the white man. w ithout
the power to compel the seducer to marry The statistics of intermarriage
in those states where it is permitted show this happens so infrequently as
to make the whole matter of legislation unnecessary. Both races are
practically in complete agreement on this question, for colored people
marry colored people, and white marry white, the exceptions being few.
We earnestly urge upon you an unfavorable report on this bill.
a

to the

to concubinage, bastardy,

.

Albert Ernest Jenks. writing in the American Journal ofSociology in March of
1960. characterized the statement excerpted from the Report of the National Association

for the

that

Advancement of Colored People, signed by

Dr.

Du

Bois. as stating specifically

he did not advocate negro-white intermarriage. Jenks writes.

laws framed to prevent such intermarriages because,
directly to concubinage, bastardy,

of the "moral reason that

all

among

**[h]e

says he opposes

other things, they 'lead

and the degradation of the negro woman." and because

such laws leave the colored

the lust of the white man.***
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girl

absolutely helpless before

Du

Bois devoted a great number of pages of The Crisis to the issue of

The

intermarriage while he served as editor of the publication for the N.A.A.C.P..

editorial

on the subject

characteristic of the kind

is

Bois, the journalist, cultivated at the

Crisis dealt a hefty

issue

blow

helm of the

of witty and sardonic

to Southern apologists for race prejudice

was presumptuous and

insulting to

many

blacks.

As

Du

style that

The February, 1913

Crisis.

first

issue of The

whose stand on

the

has been mentioned elsewhere,

there was, in this year, a proliferation in state legislatures of efforts to enact laws

forbidding intermarriage in what

degrade

"We

us."

are

opposed

anxious to marry white men's

let

our

sisters alone."

Bois saw as "a determined effort to insult and

to such laws,"

sisters,

to intermarriage

Du

but because

"The Next Step."

had been defeated

the District of Columbia; he says this

will strike again

Du

Bois writes, "not because

we

are

are determined that white

men

shall

Du

Bois observed that

racist

Northern and Western

in eight

came through organization and

measures

states

struggle.

and both organization and struggle must be continued.

and

in

The enemy

54

Bois again argued against laws forbidding intermarriage when he offered a

recent case to

show why-that of a white man

sought to adopt his daughter, a light-colored

in Indiana,

girl

court which held that if he adopted the girl this

of

1

7,

near the Kentucky

life

of an innocent

53

Crisis, February, 1913,
54

would "have the same

Crisis: June,

55

girl!"

Vol

.

V, No.

1913 Vol. VI, No.

55

Crisis, April, 1916, Vol. XI.

4. (pp.

180-181).

2.

No.

6, pp.

290-292.
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line,

who had

was forbidden from doing

permitting the intermarriage of races." "Therefore," concluded

ruin the

we

53

In an editorial entitled,

opposed

Du

Du

so by a

results as

Bois, "let us piously

In "

1920,

Du

The Social Equality of Whites and Blacks." signed November.

Bois penned

this rather tentative stand

on the issue of intermarriage:

The demagogy associated with this concept has been harmful for too long;
"social equality means moral, mental and physical fitness to associate with
one's fellowmen." The Crisis

The

right

of two adults to

brings no harmful

results

intermarriage

for this

and certainly

difficulties are manifest

present,

and always has been and will be.
marry each other if they wish is sacred and
from a physical point of view. Its social
is

is

to

if

be rejected.

any

iota of condescension is
Moreover, there is a proper

determination "to build a great black race tradition of which the Negro and
the world will be as proud in the future as

world." For these reasons, only,
interracial

marriage

in the

The

has been

it

in the ancient

Crisis "advises strongly against
6

United States today."

In the March, 1926 issue under "Opinion." Dr. Elizabeth Leonard of

Broken

Bow. Nebraska, president of a woman's club which had spent two weeks studying The
Souls of Black Folk, asked for

Du

Bois replied

that,

"no race

Du
is

Bois'

permanent; that probably marriage within one's

group has the best chance of success;
themselves to decide and no one
inferiors

and

it

is

views on intermarriage and on race assimilation.

that

marriage outside

else's business; that

a matter of self-respect, usually, for

that the basic point

is

where

them

to

it

is

own

a matter for the people

a people are treated as

marry within

their

own

not "to insult or degrade other groups or deny them the

group;

same

57

rights."

The dilemma of intermarriage reared

Many Negro

Crisis.

its

ugly head

in practice as

leaders expressed the extreme form of the debate in nationalistic terms.

November. 1920, Vol. XXI. No.

I,

pp. 16-17.

The January. 1920,

Crisis under the section, "Opinion" (pp. 105-1 10) also noted that,

Palmer

is

Crisis.

"

issue of the

Attorney General

attacked for reporting any effort to legalize Intermarriage. Crisis, January,

1920, Vol. XIX, No. 3
57

well as ideology.

.

March. 1926, Vol. XXXI, No.

5, pp.

215-218.
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According to August Meier author of Negro Thought

member of the North

in

America, John H. Smythe, a

Carolina Constitutional Convention of 1875 and minister to Liberia

1875-85 was an outspoken opponent of intermarriage. "Indeed, related to
racial pride

and

solidarity,

were

attitudes

citizens, but

race pride.

They have

have opposed the practice
in fact

Bois writing on intermarriage

had the right

when

it

to

as an insult to their dignity as

in specific instances

on the grounds of

been ambivalent toward the idea of ultimate amalgamation,

and they have carefully distinguished between

Du

of

on the question of intermarriage. Generally,

Negroes have regarded the prohibition of intermarriage

men and

this matter

civil rights

in the

and "social equality."

Independent

in

58

1910, "held that a person

choose his spouse, that the prohibition of intermarriage was not justified

arbitrarily limited friendships,

and

that

where

satisfactory conditions prevailed,

race mixture had often produced gifted and desirable stocks and individuals, such as the

Egyptians, and Hamilton, Pushkin, Douglass, and Dumas".

On

the other

hand however,

he believed, that persistent widespread intermarriage would be "a social calamity by
reason of the wide cultural, ethical and traditional differences."
In the January, 1927, issue,

59

an unnamed individual affirmed

in

Independent that the N.A.A.C.P. advocated intermarriage. As usual,
equivocate, 'it does not,"

58

Du

an issue of The

Du

Bois did not

Bois responded resolutely. "Despite everything

we

Meier, August. Negro Thought in America, 1880-1915; Racial Ideologies in the

Booker

T.

Washington.

Ann

Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1963.

59

ibid.
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still

Age of

maintain that English dukes should have the right to marry Americans. But
"advocate*

it.

We

have too much respect

In addition to

championed

full

for

Americans."

not

60

W.

being a respected writer, Charles

we do

Chesnutt. a successful lawyer,

equality and advocated intermarriage. Indeed he writes in The Future

American. "The popular theory

is

that the future

American race

will consist

of a

harmonious fusion of the various European elements which now make up our now
heterogeneous population. The result
the

component elements."

A

little

the

In this

is

to be

something

infinitely superior to the best

passage, he recounts a story relevant to this study:

incident that occurred not long ago near Boston will illustrate

complexity of these race

brothers, by the

name, we

Three light-colored men.

relations.

of Green, living

will say,

suburb, married respectively a white, a brown and a black

woman

of

with the white mother became

known

a

in

Boston

woman. The

as white, and associated

with white people. The others were frankly colored. By a not unlikely
coincidence, in the course of time the children of the three families

same public school. Curiously enough, one
afternoon the three sets of Green children - the white Greens, the
brown Greens and the black Greens - were detained after school, and
were all directed to report to a certain schoolroom, where they were
found themselves

in the

assigned certain tasks

more

at the

blackboards about the large room.

Still

curiously, most of the teachers of the school happened to have

business

in this particular

room on

that particular afternoon,

and

all

of

them seemed greatly interested in the Green children. 'Well. well, did
you ever! Just think of it! And they are all first cousins!' was remarked
audibly. The children were small, but they lived in Boston, and were,
of course, as became Boston children, preternatural ly intelligent for
their years. They reported to their parents the incident and a number of
remarks of a similar tenor to the one above quoted. The result was a
complaint
teachers.

to

A

the

school

authorities,

and a reprimand

curious feature of the affair lay

the complaint emanated.

One might suppose

in the
it

to

to

several

source from which

have come from the

white Greens; but no, they were willing that the incident should pass

Crisis.

January, 1927, Vol

November, 1927
it

issue.

Du

.

XXXIII, No.

Bois

states.

"A

3. pp.

127-131. In that same year,

in the

law to ban intermarriage has Georgia worried;

does not bother Black people, but white people have to prove they are white!"

120

unnoticed and be promptly forgotten: publicity would only advertise a
fact

which would work

enjoyed the

affair;

known

being

The dark Greens rather
they had no objections to

to their social injury.

they had nothing to lose;

as the cousins of the others, and experienced a certain not

unnatural pleasure in their discomfiture.

brown Greens. The reader can

The complaint came from

figure out the psychology of

it

the
for

himself.

The Colored American featured

regular coverage of this issue.

American Magazine appeared monthly
Boston beginning
house located

November

in

in

May

until

New York

for the first time in

August 1904 when

it

and was published under

1909. Cause of a subject that

It

was published

that

was covered

venue from September

at great length

interests

class illustrated

of the Negro race."

It

was

monthly

in the

me grow who was

was

to

marry across

Intermarriage, as

explained,

was

Edward

E. Cooper, editor

and the right of outsiders to object

persons

who

upon eating onions,

change "individual

away from

etc..

It

arrived.

As with most
the feeling that

of the Washington Colored American

"The law should have nothing

against,

agitation" will

to

racial lines.

a personal preference.

insist

904

succeeding

who had

the issue of intermarriage.

other coverage of this issue. African- Americans were steered

was acceptable

1

world devoted exclusively to the

a savvy journal dedicated to those

Naturally, one of the often covered topics

in

included

areas of human endeavor in business the arts education medicine politics

was "the only high

it

1900.

changed hands to a new publishing

information for a forward thinking newly arrived educated

in all

May

The Colored

is

to

do with

it.

just about as binding as one's opinion

garlic, or

61

tastes."

Colored American, 15 October 1898.
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limburger cheese

.

.

.

for or

of

and no amount of

An

editorial

the tone for

many of the

public opinion that

possible,

is

appeared

January 15, 1914 issue of the

in the

debates which would occur that year.

makes

the marriage of two persons

not only in moral bulwarks

all

who

It

New

York

Age w hich

stipulated, "any

desired difficult,

if

set

law or

not a

the time for a moral relations and conditions.

The bar against

the intermarriage of blacks and colored and white and colored people in

of the Southern

states

works

in this

way. to the general demoralized a should of the social

organism; the colored people being more
latter will find

a

way

at a

disadvantage

to reach colored people while the

reach white people; Boulware one-party fines

Love

a while.

last set

marry

than the whites, as the

former have yet found a way to

away now

part

the other party will find one after

of the public health movement of its day. This was the

movement which sought

society and civilization.

to

now

locks and bars and laws and public opinion alike, and has always

done so." This issue became
height of the eugenics

all

In

to filter out the less desirable elements

of

Wisconsin, for example a law required that two people desiring

shall first obtain a prescribed certificate

from

a reputable physician that they

undergone a physical and mental examination and found sound enough

in

had

mind and body

legally be joined together.

As

early as 1914. the issue of interracial marriage

was on

National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.

A

the agenda of the

questionnaire entitled

"[w jhere does your congressman stand?" was circulated by the national organization with
a letter dated

results

September 22, 1914 signed by

of the survey were published

reads "regardless of w hether

6

New

in

J.

E. Springarn.

chairman of the Board. The

an issue of The Crisis. Question number three,

you advocate

racial intermarriage,

York Age, January 15. 1914.

122

w ill you

oppose the

to

passage of a

lot

enactment by
children?"

6

making such marriage

states

in the District

of Columbia invalid, since the

of such laws has led to the degradation of Negro

One hundred and

gave favorable answers to

all

thirteen replies

were

sent back.

Of the

Out of that number,

the questions.

from Massachusetts gave favorable response, while another

women
1

and

13, forty-nine

six elected officials

six either did not

answer or

gave an unsatisfactory response to the question of intermarriage.
It

factors

would be the

last

major campaign waged by either organization as several

pushed them both from the national scene. By the end of the 1920s,

the chapter began a sharp decline as shifting national priorities

left

activities

of

the chapter and the

organization as a whole outside of the loop. According to Schneider, Boston's

progressivism was exhausted by the end of the 1920s, a period he has characterized as
"the decline of the abolitionist impulse"

chapter.

64

which saw the near collapse of the Boston

Another major factor was competition from other

most notably

Trotter's National

Equal Rights League which competed for the hearts and

minds of Black Bostonians. Trotter's
the ranks of the N.A.A.C.P.,

organization.

efforts

drove many African Americans away from

which he regarded

at best as a

went on

organization, the National Equal Rights League, which

and more importantly

in fighting

position with regard to civil rights and the

63
64

The

white ally to his

own

65

In addition to his role as a journalist. Trotter

racial uplift

civil rights organizations,

Booker

to

found a radical political

was dedicated

T.

to the general

Washington's accommodationist

Tuskegee machine tooth and

nail.

It

was

Crisis, 9 (1914).

Schneider, Mark. "The Boston N.A.A.C.P. and the Decline of the Abolitionist

Impulse." The Massachusetts Review. Vol.

1,

Issue

NA.

also

intended to be an alternative to the N.A.A.C.P..

Part

of the stated rationale

new

for the

group, which was emblematie of Trotter's unapologetic. uncompromising style, was the
feeling that there

whites. Trotter

needed

was

to be a black-led group, unlike the

a detractor

N.A.A.C.P. which was

led

by

of the N.A.A.C.P. for several important reasons.

Certain characteristics distinguished Trotter's organization, the National Equal

Rights League and the N.A.A.C.P.. While the League planned to participate

and lobbying, the N.A.A.C.P. remained relatively

apolitical.

however. Trotter's organization did not have a legal defense

was

a strong voice in the

in elections

Unlike the N.A.A.C.P..
initiative.

What

it

did have,

form of the Guardian, which served as an effective

consciousness-raising instrument and gave coverage to the League's meetings. Although
Trotter's efforts at organizing

were largely unsuccessful, compared, say

to his journalism,

he took the strong position that African-Americans needed organizations with black
leadership.

By

the 1930s, that view

would begin

to hold

sway

in

Boston, even though the

N.A.A.C.P. by then would be black led and Trotter would have long since passed from
the scene.

Although by no means the only organizations dedicated

to racial justice in

Boston, the two major options that Black Bostonians had for leadership were the

N.A.A.C.P. chapter and Trotter's National Equal Rights League. Both groups organized

mass meetings and
to the

rallies to protest national, state

and

Negro. That included the anti-miscegenation

local legislation that

bills

was harmful

now under consideration

in

Congress. The local branch of the N.A.A.C.P., as well as the national organization,

moved

swiftly into action

when

a bill

was introduced

nationally in 1912. and then in the district of

first

to

outlaw interracial marriage

Washington D.C.

124

in 1915.

On March
all

in

8,

men and women from

1915, approximately 400 African-American

over Greater Boston, along with a few hundred white people, attended a mass meeting

Tremont Temple. The meeting was

any kind, or under any pretext,

minimize or contradict, the
independence."
meeting. Dr.

J.

On the
and

66

Congress or

in

spirit

called to protest against "Jim

legislatures, or

Crow

legislation

any act that would

of justice and equality promulgated

in the declaration

of

Moorefield story, president of the Association presided over the

E. Spingarn

was

also in attendance.

platform were seated Francis Garrison and a number of other white

women who

of

men

The theme of the speeches

identified with progressive race relations.

centered upon the rash of legislation being proposed. In his comments. Dr. Spingarn

addressed the issue head on.
rights until they insist

that

do are as

fully

He

stated, "[t]he colored

No

on them.

people will never get their

colored people want to marry white people, and those

tabooed by the colored people as the whites. But

any special laws against such marriages are not desirable."

At a January

15,

for colored persons in the District

same time,

67

of Columbia".

68

bill

and the

The proposed

Senator Henry Cabot Lodge, "to use his influence against both
intermarriage would be against the interests of morality."

The N.A.A.C.P. chapter
anti-miscegenation legislation

Boston Daily Globe. March

also held several

in

8, 191 5.

Ibid.

Boston Daily Globe. January

bill for

separate cars

protest planned to ask

bills...

that prohibition

16, 1915.

69
ibid.
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of

69

mass meetings

to protest the

pending

Congress. At a meeting on the evening of February

67
68

at the

1915 meeting, the Boston branch of the National Independent

Equal Rights League voted "to protest the intermarriage

66

full

8,

1915, the chapter adopted an important resolution.

meeting

The committee drafted

intermarriage

bill

"would

clear

from the minutes of that

concerned them most were the anti-intermarriage

that the issue that

before Congress, which would have

illegal.

It is

made

intermarriage

in the District

bill

now

of Columbia

a resolution to be sent to Congress, declaring that the anti-

establish a dangerous precedent

violation of the spirit of the Constitution.""

of race discrimination,

in

70

The Boston branch was challenged again

in

when

1926,

the U.S. Senate attempted

Butler Wilson, president of the Boston chapter

to pass another anti-intermarriage bill.

appealed to the Massachusetts congressional delegation. Having corresponded with both
senators of Massachusetts, Butler eagerly reported to Johnson that neither

support of the

71

direct challenge to their leadership to date, the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts attempted
1927.

Court.

On
Its

in

bill.

what would be the most

In

would be

January

1

8"'.

House

bill

to pass a statewide

#712, was introduced

in the

stated objective, "prohibiting the Intermarriage

ban on intermarriage

in

Massachusetts General

of whites and persons of

African descent, and prescribing penalties for violation thereof."
Several measures were taken by the Boston N.A.A.C.P. to organize black

Bostonians to defeat the

Weldon Johnson
is

making

bill.

to Butler

A

letter

from the National organization's secretary. James

Wilson dated February

a concerted effort in the

New

England

5.

1927 warned that the "Ku Klux Klan

states to

have four

bills enacted...

one

of them an anti-marriage law discriminating against colored people." He concluded.

70
71

Boston Daily Globe. February
Butler R. Wilson to James

8.

1915.

Weldon Johnson. February

8,

1926.

Box

N.A.A.C.P. Papers, LC.
72

House

Bill

No. 712 1927

(Bill to prohibit intermarriage)
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(

1927).

I-G-88,

"I

suggest our Boston Branch look into this whole matter at once... These measures cannot

be passed

if

the N.A.A.C.P. in each state

responded the same day, writing

me any

statistics

"I

moves

to prevent their enactment."

should be greatly obliged to you

on intermarriage or any information

73

Wilson

if you will furnish

that will help in opposition to the

74

bill."

As

"the vile bill," as

state legislature, in

Affairs, Boston's

it

was

called

by the Philadelphia Tribune, moved through the

and out of various committees, including the joint committee

two most prominent race organizations mobilized the rank and

strongly protest the racist legislation at an

serving as chairman for a

open hearing on the

in

Legal

file to

With Butler Wilson,

bill.

number of organizations working together

as a united front, the

branch president opened up by charging the Klan with "the blood of the lynched and

summarized the objections

to the bill." In a rare occasion

Equal Rights League "presented a petition with

Boston secretary,

who

called the

organization," declaring that

it

bill

was

1

of cooperation, the National

500 signatures

in

opposition" through

"the illegitimate child of an illegitimate

drafted, "not in Massachusetts, but in Georgia,

contrary to Massachusetts traditions, and that no

was

amount of legislation could keep the

races apart."

A

stormy session concluded the Conference of Governors assembled

Richmond. Virginia, December 6

th

1912.

The

discussion regarding the recent marriage of the

7

James Weldon Johnson
N.A.A.C.P. Papers, LC.
74

day of the meeting resulted

Negro

fighter Jack

Johnson

to a

Wilson, February

5,

1927.

Box

I-G-88,

Weldon Johnson, February

5,

1927.

Box

I-G-88,

to Butler R.

Butler R. Wilson to James

last

in

N.A.A.C.P. Papers, LC.

The Philadelphia Tribune. March

5,

1927.
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in a

white

its

woman.
there

Lucille

Cameron, and the need

a necessity for

is

more

stringent laws prohibiting the alliance such as that of Jack

Johnson, the Negro pugilist, and Lucille Cameron, a white

Governors

in

attendance

who

on her

it

Thomas

who

fortune

girl.'*

was

the opinion of

discussed the controversial subject. Governor Foss of

Massachusetts remarked. "Massachusetts.
favor of placing

"That

for legislation to prohibit such activity.

statute books."

1

am

An

sorry to say, has no such law, but

I

am

unsigned editorial, possibly written by T.

served as associate editor of The

New

York Age

at that time,

commented:

It

is

regrettable that this question of the marriage of blacks and whites

should have arisen
it

in

is

at this

time and with Jack Johnson as the storm center:

not a redeeming feature even that

all

Johnson's class as "big-game sports" and to

man

marry a white

to

woman

women

mix-up are
outlaw the right of a black

of the

the

in

by state or federal legislation

is

to "abridge

the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States."

prohibited to the states by the 14th

There

we do

amendment

which

is

to the federal Constitution.

not minimize the importance of this matter

is

sufficiently

demonstrated by the violet and brutal speech made by Congressman

Roddenberry of Georgia
bill to

House of Representatives in support of his
on Wednesday of last

in the

prohibit the marriage of blacks and whites

week we do not need
personal matter, but

to favor the marriage

we do need

whites shall be free to marry

if

to stand

of blacks and whites as

by the principle

that blacks

a

and

they so desire, without legal or sentimental

do it. It may be best ... for the people
to marry within their race lines but what are the race lines of the Negro
people and what legal statute can run a truthful division between the white
and black lines? The effort to do so has always worked hardship to the
restriction as other races are free to

persons

in

pastimes.

The same
Congress

New

grave injury to the

state,

not only in the present but in

all

76

issue contained a headline that trumpeted the arrival of a

to prevent intermarriage

bill in

between whites and blacks. "As was expected." the

York Age, December 19. 1912.
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in

article

attacks

began, "Southern Democrats

on the Negro

Cameron

up

get into print except by

in

racial strife.

Washington

a bill to

between whites and blacks."
During

this

to

make just laws

much

amend

to the disgust

for all citizens instead

Congressman Roddenberry of Georgia got

week by introducing

making savage

of Congress have taken advantage of the Johnson

in the halls

incident to and their views on the race question

of legislatures or

stir

who seldom

~

of hundreds

of seeking to

into the limelight last

the Constitution so as to prevent intermarriage

is

77

marathon outburst which

Roddenberry warned, "nothing

said to have lasted for hours

is

will contribute

more

to the popular

and hours,

development and wise

administration of the Republican government than for the people in their legislatures to

have an opportunity, by the adoption of this resolution, to provide that for ever thereafter
shall

it

be contrary to the fundamental law of the republic for a Negro or a part Negro or an

African or a part African to intermarry with a white person a Caucasian or a person of like
description."

78

In an article appearing in the Boston Daily Globe on

Roddenberry

refers to Jack

Representatives.

7

^

In

Johnson

in a

December

dramatic speech made

in the

12, 1912,

House of

one of the many sensational features of the speech, Roddenberry

declared that "no brutality, infamy or degradation and

all

the days of Southern slavery

possess such villainous characteristics and atrocious qualities as the permission of that

marriage by the laws of this country. In Northern
carried on, but the white girls of this country are

77

Ibid., 1.
78

79

The

New

York Age, December

Boston Daily Globe December

19, 1912.
12,

1912
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cities,

made

not only

is

the white slave traffic

the slaves of an African brute

sanctioned by the laws of the state and solemnized by form of the marriage ceremony.

In

the fellowship between the blacks of the whites in the South, the blacks respected the

superiority of their former masters and

the thought of

A

matrimony w ith

January 23. 1913

would commit

a Caucasian girl."

article

appearing

self-destruction before entertaining

80

in the

New

York Age was graced by the

The

headline "Bills Against Intermarriage Being Introduced."

legislatures, the introduction

of bills

in

the legislatures of several northern states prohibiting

marriage or cohabitation between whites and blacks

throughout the United States[.]

[I|n

its

nature and scope and

unemployment
Rights.

in

organizations emerged,

more dedicated

agenda. As the 1920s

some of which were more

to dealing with the pernicious effects

Monroe

Trotter's National

made

decade of its existence, the

civil rights

the politically radical 1930s, such as the

Rivalry with William

effort will be

purpose to degrade the Negro/'

for the first

preeminent organization with regard to the national

many new

being resented by the Negro citizens

ulterior

The Boston N.A.A.C.P. chapter had been,

to a close,

is

no uncertain terms a determined

defeat each of noxious measure which has as

drew

article stated, "[i]n various

radical in

of

League of Struggle

for

Negro

Equal Rights League

contributed in no small part to these changes. Shifting national priorities and the

changing Boston landscape

saw

left

the chapter without a clear agenda. This period,

the near collapse of the chapter,

was marked by

uncertainty and an extinguishing of

Boston's progressive flame. By the 1930s, both organizations began to

with African Americans

and died

in

in

which

fall

out of favor

Boston, as Trotter became less relevant on the national scene

1934, and the chapter faded into a period of obscurity.
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to

In the end,

it

is

unclear

how

fight against anti-intermarriage legislation in Boston.

seemed
it

to gravitate to Trotters National

seems

fair to

was

extensive African American involvement

Since more African Americans

Equal Rights League,

at least in the early years,

say that African Americans in Boston were tentative,

at best, to the

activities

of the Boston chapter of the N.A.A.C.P., including the fight to keep

marriage

legal.

However, the record shows

fighting this issue, if only to steal thunder

in the

that Trotter's league

was just

major

interracial

as involved in

from the Boston N.A.A.C.P. chapter on a

controversial issue.

Although the question

is

a complicated

one

that defies

any easy characterization,

one can surmise from the language used by both organizations, especially

Du

Bois'

writing in The Crisis and Trotter's in The Guardian for that matter, that the issue of

intermarriage represented a

dignity to have to

hand, and yet

Again

it

deny

was an

to quote

dilemma

for African

their intentions to

want

Americans.

It

was an

to intermarry with whites,

issue that they had to fight against for that exact

Du

Bois,

who

intermarriage and the problem that

it

affront to their

on the one

same

reason.

perhaps best understood the dilemma of

posed for African Americans, "[f]ew groups of

people are forced by their situation into such cruel dilemmas as American Negroes.
Nevertheless they must not allow anger or personal resentment to dim their clear vision.

Take, for instance, the question of the intermarrying of white and black folk;
question that colored people seldom discuss.

It is

about the

over which they are disturbed, because they so seldom face

last

it

it

is

a

of the social problems

in fact

or in theory... White

people, on the other hand, for the most part profess to see but one problem: "Do you want

your

sister to

marry a negro?"" He continues, "Note these arguments,

131

my

brothers and

sisters,

insult

we

and watch your

This

w inter

and degrade us by such non-intermarriage laws.

are anxious to

men

state legislatures.

shall let

The

Crisis.

marry white men's

our sisters alone."

sisters, but

lS1

February 1913.
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will see a

We

because

must

we

determined attempt to

kill

them, not because

are determined that white

CHAPTER 4

BREACH OF PROMISE:
PASSING

In

1

AND THE VAN HOUTEN CASE IN BOSTON

894 Anna Van Houten sued Asa

promise" case

in

Boston

after

Morse

P.

in a controversial

"breach of

he withdrew his proposal of marriage upon the discovery of

her black ancestry. Morse contended

it

was

a

promise that he was not bound to keep

because Van Houten was passing for white and had misrepresented herself by concealing
her true identity.

The case caused

quite a

stir in

the delicate social and racial hierarchy of

Boston and was watched very closely by the press
detail

of the scandal. While many

in the public

who

fed the public's appetite for every

sympathized with Morse for having been

was not

deceived, the court concluded that the concealment of her race

breach of promise had indeed been committed.

As

a result.

a factor

Van Houten won

and a

her original

case as well as a sizable settlement. However, the verdict caused a public outcry.

The

case was successfully appealed and eventually overturned using a legal argument that

claimed race constituted valid grounds for a breach of promise.
This chapter examines the

Van Houten

case and what

it

reveals about Northern

anxieties over passing and interracial marriage in the late nineteenth century in cities like

Boston.

The case provides

nature of race at the very

scientific

light

a unique glimpse into the public's beliefs about the physical

moment when

understanding to one that

is

those views were beginning to shift from a

more

socially constructed. Finally, this case sheds

on the phenomenon of passing which gave way
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to a

new

legal construction

of race

thai

to

allowed for different kinds of evidence, such as photographs and witness testimony

prove the racial identity of an individual.
Passing can be defined as an attempt to be accepted as a

denying one's

own

member of a group by

ancestry or background. However, the act of passing takes

different meanings.

The Oxford English Dictionary defines

accepted, or representing oneself successfully as. a

religious, or sexual group."

known

1

It's first

it

as,

member of a

"The

fact

many

of being

different ethnic,

usage, according to the entry,

was

in

1926

by C. Van Vechten.

Although passing

is

often a voluntary act of an African

be accepted as white by the members of the society, passing

act.

According

to

Golhamer and Goldhamer. "There

inadvertent or non-voluntary passing.

Owing

is

is

American who intends

sometimes an involuntary

a considerable

amount of

to the fact that mulattoes are

sufficiently light to be taken for white without

any

effort

sometimes

toward deception on their

often happens that they are accepted as white without any question by the white

of the community. The Negro

such instances finds

in

advantageous, to refrain from making any correction."

For

this reason, a vast majority

where most of the denizens

hail

reliable

numbers

it

members

more

?

for white

happens

in large cities

as to the

is

amount of African Americans

to pass for white since the act itself when carried out successfully defies

1

Oxford English Dictionary, 2
"

of such passing

part,

from other areas and where the person's background

unknown. Although there are no

who choose

less embarrassing, or

it

to

Van Vechten,

Carl.

nd

ed..

Nigger Heaven.

s.

v.

"Passing."

New

York.: Harper

3

&

Row.

1971. 286.

Goldhamer. Louis Wirth and Herbert. "The Hybrid and the Problem of Miscegenation."
In Characteristics of the American Negro, edited by Otto Klineberg. New York. London:
Harper & Brothers. 1969.
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.

systematic observation and study, there are

many documented

Negro ancestry has been discovered. Many times

this occurs

cases of individuals whose

through unintentional

incidents such as annulled marriages, breach of promise to marry and high profile

divorces.

An example

of this

is

the famous Rhinelander case in

Instances where individuals

were "outed" and

who have

New York.

4

established themselves in the white world

their true racial identity revealed traced

back to ancestors

who were

recorded as Negro. That kind of incident can have an impact that transcends mere social

embarrassment or personal shame.

It

can have a pernicious effect on real

and financial outcomes. The effect

is

particularly disastrous for the offspring of someone

who

are quickly severed

all

relationships, personal, professional,

upon the discovery of racial

Although passing

is

ancestry, there are cases in

which passing

In an insightful essay in

Maria

used as a

is

P. P.

and financial

betrayal.

often associated with the personal

shame of hiding one's

tactic to further the goals

true

of the

Root's anthology on Mixed Race, G. Reginald

Daniel outlines examples in which passing

He

chances

has chosen to pass. If they have always thought of themselves as white, and had

associated only with white people,

race.

life

is

used

in

ways

that are not self-deprecating.

provides a definition of passing that subverts the traditional notion of this

phenomenon. He

writes,

African descent, passing

"underground

"When compared
is

tactic," or a

against racial inequality by individuals of

a form of opportunism." Passing

is

also considered an

"conspiracy of silence," and a form of "racial alchemy that

See Elizabeth Marie Smith's doctoral dissertation, 'Passing' and the Anxious Decade:
The Rhinelander Case and the 1920s.
Jersey -

New

Brunswick; 200

New Jersey:

1
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Rutgers State University of New

seeks to best oppression

at its

own game by

subverting both the comportment line
s

between dominant and subordinate and arbitrary

Although the

as the

WIN

tribe in the

Negro ancestry
for racial

literature suggests that passing

phenomenon of group passing has

action, the

and ethnic

between white and black."

is

almost always an individual

Groups such

also been well documented.

Blue Hills of Virginia were noted for their White. Indian and

Other groups

.

line

like the

Lumbee

Indians of North Carolina have struggled

identities in their efforts to

be accepted as a viable Indian

6

tribe.

Conversely, groups with ambiguous racial origins such as the Cajuns of Mobile

County. Alabama

mixed up."

7

insist that

they are whites.

These groups have gone so

They proclaim

to

be "jus white folks,

far in their efforts to lay

all

claim to a white racial

identity as to preferred illiteracy for their children rather than permit

them

to attend

racially integrated public schools.

Passing

direction.

in

not limited to African Americans.

In his classic

cases of whites

who.

is

work. The Negro Family

who have

in the

can also happen

in

the opposite

United States. Frazier documents

attempted to pass for black, noting the case of two white girls

order to avoid separation from their black half-sisters, identified themselves with

the black

community.

We

find this

same phenomenon occurring w ith main of the white

grooms or brides who marry across color

5

It

Root. Maria P.

P.

Racially

lines

Mixed People

in

marking

that person for all intents

and

America. Newbury Park, CA: Sage

Publications. 1992. 92.
6

Sider. Gerald

M. Lumbee Indian

Histories: Race, Ethnicity

Sourthem United States. Cambridge: Cambridge University
7

and Indian

Identity in the

Press. 1994.

Goldhamer. Louis Wirth and Herbert. "The Hybrid and the Problem of Miscegenation."
of the American Negro, edited by Otto Klineberg. New York. London:
Harper & Brothers. 1969.
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purposes as black themselves. Indeed most of them are only able to seek and find refuge
after

having married outside their race,

According

to

in the

black community.

Wirth and Goldhammer writing

in Characteristics

of the American

Negro, "Passing may be motivated by a considerable number of considerations, ranging

from a desire

to enter completely into the white

world and to escape the humiliation of

being subjected to racial discrimination and to attain the economic and cultural values
possessed by the white group."

Although as previously
of passing,

examples

we

can

still

in literature.

as a central theme.

draw

stated,

no

widespread nature

several tentative conclusions as to the nature of passing from

The 920s were

The

reliable figures exist as to the

1

a prolific period for novels that dealt with passing

so-called passing novel depicts a story in

protagonist suffers a tragic end because of passing.

As

which the main

stated earlier, while certain

scholars have characterized passing as a strategy used by

some African Americans

to

subvert racial oppression, most works offer a plot in which the subject passes for personal

gain never to return to the race again.

With the publication of Quicksand
herself as a fiction writer and

who

1928. Nella Larsen quickly established

was widely praised by luminaries such

said she had written the best piece of fiction that

the heyday of Chesnutt.

artist

in

It

was only

of the Harlem Renaissance

—

later in life that

tragically

as

137

Bois

Larsen was recognized as a primary

found dead

303.

Du

Negro America has produced since

in

her apartment

was just being rediscovered along with other major American women

Ibid.,

W.E.B.

when

writers.

her work

many

Larsen used

experiences, especially

in

in

sources for the writing oi

the protagonist, did not care for the South,

left to

pursue a

life in

New

own

life

York. Larsen. like

and Larsen served as head nurse

Hospital and Nurse Training School

In descriptive

novels, namely, her

Quicksand. Like the protagonist. Helga C rane, Larsen worked

the South, although as a nurse, and also

Andrew

lier

at

Tuskegee

the John A.

Institute.

and vivid prose. Quicksand offers the reader

complex and diverse world of hues, tones and

at

a

glimpse into the

nationalities that colored

Harlem

in the

1910s and early 1920s, as well as the simple and honest view of the world that

predominated

in the

South. Her use of imagery

in

her ascent from the South, where she

describes having to shake the dust off her boots, gives the reader a vision of her

impression of the rough and tumble political reality that symbolized Southern
In her interview with Dr.

Anderson, she

is

given a sermon which although

have been exaggerated because of his ulterior motive to convince her
also the author's

black Southern

real

way of contrasting,

life

as she

saw

it

—

its

life.

to stay,

may

was perhaps

both symbolically and actually, the undertow of

backwardness, corruption and need

to conceal

its

motives when compared with the more modern and maybe forthright North.

It

may have
theme

immediately becomes clear that Crane
perceived the South as being a

that

bit

is

a

demure

low and beneath

ladylike schoolteacher

her.

Here

is

a

who

common

pervades the story, where the protagonist, although spurned and scorned

herself for being the product of a questionable (at best) and most likely illegitimate union

of black and white parents, looks down on others for being beneath
first

her.

This

is

but the

of many tragic themes that make up the tapestry of pathetic and stereotypical

elements of the tragic mulatto theme.
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Although some may argue
milieu

that to categorize

Quicksand within the

tragic mulatto

a facile and perhaps obvious interpretation, closer examination reveals not only

is

some of the most obvious elements of a
time, a critique of the society

typical tragic mulatto theme, but at the

which makes the

fact

of being a mulatto a tragedy.

Although her character undergoes many of the

—

tragic mulatto's travels through life in this time

loving interracial relationship,

little

or no

same

trials

and tribulations

that

mark

the

the product of a purely sexual e.g. not a

knowledge of her white

father, rejection

by her

white family, a kind of mania about race, misunderstanding by fellow blacks, rejection by
whites, et cetera.

Crane

However through her

struggles, moral rectitude,

and sexual repression,

once a negation of the myth of jezebel, and therefore triumph over tragedy.

is at

Perhaps this

is

symbolized most strongly

marriage by Axel Olsen

in

in

her rejection of the proposal of

her final "pilgrimage** to Denmark. His sexual offer might be

tempting to her not because of physical pleasure, but because behind

—

marriage

man, which

to a white

womanhood, which

is

moment of irony and

is

indignation, Helga retains her respect and dignity and at the

make such suggestions

were a gentleman, introduced
benefit of the doubt.**

to

me

by

my

However,

"But you

sale.

all

care to be owned.

I

my

And

same

country the men, of
thinking that you

chose to think myself mistaken, to give

Olsen unveils the crown jewel, the

perhaps her most shining moment, declaring

in

Herr Olsen, I*m not for

to decent girls.

aunt,

after

proposal of marriage, she rejects him

see,

to

questionable because of her background. However, in a telling

race, at least, don't

you the

stands the offer of

supposed to purify and affirm her claim

time "claims** her birthright by stating, "Because Herr Olsen, in

my

it

Not

Even by you." Through

to you.

Not

to

this epiphanal
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any white man.

I

don't at

moment of self actualization

and race pride. Helga
mulatto or American

at

once claims her

woman

— but simply

as a

Another example of tragic mulatto syndrome

tragic mulatto role,

which finds

its

woman, making

women's

contribution to both African-American and

Man by James Weldon Johnson. He.

and her pride as not only a black,

identity

is

like Nella

culmination

this story an

important

literature.

The Autobiography of an Ex-Colored
Larsen's protagonist

at the

relegated to the

is

end of the novel. As the

protagonist states:

I

argued that

to forsake one's race to better one's condition

was no

less

worth) an action than to forsake one's country for the same purpose,

made up my mind

I

would neither disclaim the black race nor
would change my name, raise a
moustache, and let the world take me for what it would.
All the while
understood that it was not discouragement or fear or search for a larger
field of action and opportunity that w as driving me out of the Negro race.
knew that it was shame, unbearable shame. Shame at being identified
9
with a people that could with impunity be treated worse than animals.
finally

claim the

white race:

that

but

I

that

1

.

.

.

I

I

W hile

the protagonist ultimately settles for a

world he rejects

is

life

as a white

man. the African-American

experiencing a rebirth, giving birth to a new Negro. African-

Americans of every hue. shade and complexion w ould effectively close ranks,
around an inverted version of the one-drop rule that made anyone

w ith one

rally ing

drop of black

blood black, no matter how white they happened to be. Johnson's protagonist laments
the last few pages as he watches from afar an

has rejected for a white fantasy.
variation on the

to

assume

theme of the

It

emerging militancy among the people he

would be easy

tragic mulatto.

that the protagonist understands

On

to dismiss this as

the other hand,

something

9
Ibid..

in
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that

we

it

merely another

might also be a mistake

don't.

Is

the practical joke

1

on

us, all

people

who

continue to think within the narrow confines of black and white?

Does he possess some kind of secret

He

transcendence of race?

folk

knowledge

a colored

man

unfit?"

man.

Many

Do

I

more than once

a night

when

I

returned to

me

my room after an

as the capital joke

At the end of the novel, the protagonist laments,

men who

Interesting

is

his use

felt like

I

not

declaring

I

was

enjoyable evening,

"I

race.

I,

too,

might have taken part

small but gallant band

"It is that

in a

.

I

10

playing".

are publicly fighting the cause of their race.

making history and a

some remade

not disprove the theory that one drop of Negro blood renders a

laughed heartily over what struck

of colored

can only be gained through the

writes, "I frequently smiled inwardly at

altogether complimentary to people of color; and

am

that

.

They

work so

men who

are

are

1

glorious".

of the expression "making a race". This phrasing

in itself suggests

something about the "construction of race" and the slow passing of the mulatto and other

mixed race individuals

into the ranks

of the

New Negro— black would become brown

and a "new race" would be made. The longing for a black

identity

by the end of the

novel anticipates the coming of the Harlem Renaissance. Here of course
imitating life since

James Weldon Johnson worked

would become

Negro national anthem,

As

the

"Lift Ev'ry

his character chose not to, but so

authors did, the

new Negro

many

of art

N.A.A.C.P. and wrote what

Voice and Sing."

other light-skinned

to the

one-drop

rule.

it

Negro

was increasingly clear

The new Negro was not

Johnson, James Weldon. Autobiography of an Ex-Colored Man.

197
11

Ibid.,

a case

writers and

sacrificed any possible claims to whiteness, lightness or

"mulatto-ness" for a black identity. By the 1920s,

would adopt, indeed cling

for the

is

211
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that blacks

black, but rather

New

York: 1927,

"brown" and he spawned an

entirely

new consciousness among

blacks from the lightest

and brightest to the blackest and the darkest.

Jean Toomer's

(

'ane, like

Autobiography of an Ex-Colored

panoramic view of the black experience, intersecting stories of the
of the trek North and

its

promise and

mulatto actually turned out to be

its

perils.

into the

way

to re-affirm his

author. Jean

American

writer.

It is

were more imitative
it

at

in

in this

Toomer. who had used

artistic obscurity.

Cane

is

his

indicative

period to explore the meaning of being an African-

earlier

modes of literary

expression, which

nature and looked for direction from European traditions.

Toomer does

this case, the author's quest to wrestle

literary subterfuge.

tragic

Toomer. who never published as

and

literary

once a break with

should be mentioned that

make sense within

South with tales

black roots, like Johnson's protagonist, sadly faded

white world, and subsequently,

of the struggle of many writers

course

own

rural

offers us a

With no clear protagonist. Cane's

successfully as he did with Cane, one of his earliest efforts.

writing as a

Man

this as well as

own

with his

he

is

not a folk

interracial juxtaposition

Of

artist. In

can only

the safe confines of literature, disguised in the garb of characters and

It is

this spiritual, personal

journey that makes the writer's effort so

meaningful and so resonant with the question of racial identity for us

in this study,

both

within and without the black experience.

Now
quite a

stir in

let

us examine in depth the

Van Houten case

in

Boston. This case caused

the delicate balance of social and racial hierarchy in Boston as well as a

reversal of fortune in the courts.

The case was watched very

the public's appetite for every detail of the story

much

closely by the press

like the

drama

who

that filled the

fed

pages

of the romance novels on passing such as Nella Larsen's Quicksand. Like the protagonist
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of that story, Anna Van Houten was cursed by her

racial treachery

and

in the

end

despised for her deception.

When Anna
like so

many,

in

D.

Van Houten moved from

Seattle to Boston in 1893, she

came,

Newly divorced from her previous

search of a chance to start over.

husband, after a brief courtship, she met, and married, Bostonian, Asa P. Morse. All

seemed

to be in order.

Anna had

described her parents to him as "both of the best white

families in Charleston, South Carolina. " She had

her sister, and her sister's children. But

a white family, but a

Asa
Haverhill,

Porter

N

Anna had

1st

the son of Daniel

settled in

Newbury

According
bookkeeper
trade. In a

in the

in

1635.

For

He was

and other local

who came from

house of Hayward and Morse,

years he

Marlboro, Wiltshire, England,

for their plantations/' In

in real estate

He

in the

West India

to begin business for himself, supplying

1

845 he relocated to

operations and the banking business.

was connected with banks of Cambridge

Institutions.

a lineal descendant in

who were engaged

a director of Cambridge hospital, the

Boston Globe. March

was

in

"Mr. Morse came to Boston In 1840 and worked as a

to his obituary,

West Indies with goods

many

not from

12

Cambridge and became involved

trustee.

and Sarah Morse and was born

few years he had accumulated enough

parties in the

Anna was descended

1818. According to family records, he

the seventh generation of Anthony Morse,

and

a secret.

parents,

Negro one.

Morse was

H. Sept

shown him photographs of her

Cambridge

as director and

fire

Insurance

13

it

company

served on the Cambridge school board for 15 years, and

19, 1906.
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for

20 years was president of the

the Central trust

company.

Morse was
aldermen

in

ambridgeport national bank, which eventual!} became

14

active in local politics and

1866 and 1873.

chairman of the

C

joint

In

was elected

1879 he was a

to the

member of the

Cambridge board of

state senate, serving as

committee on prisons and on the committee on claims. Morse was

reelected to the General Court in 1880 by a landslide victory.

Morse's

first

marriage was to Dorcas Louisa, daughter of Thomas W. and

Elizabeth (Wells) Short on July 13th 1845. Mrs.

Of this

Morse died of unknown causes

in

1861.

union there were three children. Mrs. Charles W. Jones. Miss Velma Alaria and

Arthur Porter Morse, the

Morse proposed

last

to

16

being deceased.

Van Houten

shortly after they

met

in

1

891

.

Although he broke

off the engagement for other stated reasons, most sympathizers at the time believed

done because she neglected to inform him of this

fact before the nuptials

and

it

was

that this

constituted fraud and thus voided the engagement.

In

1

894 Anna Van Houten sued Morse

promise of marriage. Morse contended

it

was

in

a

the Massachusetts courts for breach of

promise he was not bound

to

keep

because Van Houten had misrepresented herself by concealing her African-American
ancestry

.

Van Houten denied

Charleston. South Carolina."

her

sister's

children, to

the charge, claiming to be "of the best white families in
17

and offered

in

evidence photographs of her parents and

which Morse took exception. The Massachusetts Supreme Court,

while finding the photographs admissible, considered them of

"ibid
15

ibid.
16

iwd.
17

Van Houten

v.

Morse. 162 Mass. 414 (1894).
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p.

419. 422n.

little

value, for the

defense's investigation convincingly demonstrated that Miss

Van Houten's

father

"was a

colored barber and an octoroon... and that her mother had negro blood in her veins, and
I

o

was about one eighth negro."
Mrs. Van Houten's

were written
interesting.

rendered in

in

Mr. Morse were also presented into evidence. They

letters to

1890-1892. The English

is

good and her description of events

on the basis of this evidence

It is

Van Houten's

The

favor.

writer

that the first case

sometimes asked

is

for

tried

is

quite

and a decision

money. The

letters

always ended with 'Move"' as she thanked Morse often for his kindness and hoped her
notes brought him good cheer in illness.

Although

was born

details about

in Charleston,

went

to a

to Portland,

Boston.

"Soon
I

came

that

Van Houten

the

they

name of Smith and

moved
she

left

1

to

infant.

San Francisco. At

Marysville,

8 or 20 years old and

Oregon, where she married Mr. Van Houten, a prominent citizen
politics.

They

four and a half years. She lived with

trial,

seems probable

town outside of San Francisco, when she was about

involved in banking and

the

it

man named Smith and

Van Houten was known by

California, a

are unclear

South Carolina. Her father died when she was only an

Her mother then re-married
the time.

Van Houten

after,

to

I

commenced

Boston

The case went

1

him

until

Cheney and Spokane, Washington
about

1

888.

Van Houten

of 1 889."

for

recalled during

divorce proceedings, and after the divorce

in the fall

to court in

lived in

came

to

19

893 when Van Houten sued Morse for breach of

promise on the basis of his recanting the marriage proposal. The case came before the
court in

Van Houten

v.

Morse, Massachusetts, 1893. After a deliberation of nearly four
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hours, the

Anna

Supreme

judicial court returned a verdict

Van Houten.

D.

weeping

woman

in

her suit against

Asa

P.

awarding $40,000

in

damages

to

Mrs.

Morse. Newspaper reports described the

shaking hands with the jurors and thanking them. At the time the case

became somewhat of a scandal w ith

the press feeding the public

w ith

court transcripts

and descriptions of the events as they unfolded. Once the verdict was announced

it

caused a great hue and cry and the defense promised to appeal.
Sixty thousand dollars

was

recover so an award of $40,000

At

trial,

the

sum which

was considered

the plaintiff originally sought to

quite a victory.

the judge instructed the jury that, as a matter of law.

The

trial

lasted a

week.

Anna had been under no

obligation to reveal everything in her past to her betrothed, and that

mere reticence

regarding her black ancestry was not fraud.

Asa

P.

Morse, the defendant, was 75 years of age.

Cambridge Port National Bank and was involved

in

many

both houses of the Massachusetts Legislature. Morse

living.

was

He was

social causes.

a

She and her ex-husband, a

were divorced

in

she accepted on

1889.

May

The

14,

1

.

attractive

state senator in the legislature

plaintiff claimed that the defendant

891

He bought

He

served

in

widower w ith two daughters

Houten was 33 years of age and was described as "quite

feature."

president of the

of form and

of Washington

State,

proposed matrimony and

her a $500 engagement ring and a wedding

dress.

20

Boston Globe. March

19. 1906.

This case

in detail in

1

is

described

Frank Sweet's Legal History of the Color Line: The

Notion of Invisible Blackness. Back-in-Tyme Publishing. 2005. However. Sweet states
incorrectly that Anna Van Houten and Asa Morse were married. They were never
actually married.

The breach was of a promise

off before any marriage ever took place. See also
(1894).
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The engagement was broken
Van Houten v. Morse. 162 Mass. 414

to marry.

According

Morse abruptly

to

Van Houten's

in early

1

892.

story, all relations

Morse gave

were

finally

broken off by Mr.

as his reason the fact that she had deceived

him about the circumstances of her divorce from her ex-husband. The lawyers
defense argued that

was forced

therefore

fact told

Morse

of course

is

to seek a divorce

that she

her divorce were

this

Van Houten had claimed

was

would become

to have been abused by her ex-husband and

from him. Van Houten countered

a divorced

woman and why. What

clearer as the case progressed.

the issue of race,

for the

that she

had

in

exactly the reasons for

Lurking behind

which most observers agreed was the

all

of

true reason for the

breach of promise.

The main
ever

made

thrust of the defense's

to marry,

argument would be

that there

was no promise

and therefore Van Houten's claim of a breach was

defense claimed that the only promise to marry,

if there

was

a promise,

invalid.

The

was under

conditions which were never fulfilled; that she never told the defendant that her husband

secured a divorce from her; that she concealed important facts about her parentage and
early

life.

Because many financial transactions occurred between the two, a mass of

documents was introduced as

them was considerable.

It

to business relations.

The business transacted between

included mortgages, promissory notes, and other promises to

pay for Van Houten's expenses by Morse.

On

the plaintiff s side.

Van Houten

parents and her sister's children, claiming

Carolina.

Morse

testified to

offered in evidence photographs of her

them

having checked

compliance to the protests of his daughters

to

be from a prominent family

Van Houten's background

who
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did not want

him

to

in

South

himself, in

marry Van Houten.

He seemed

satisfied with his

own

investigation.

It is

not clear

when he found

out this

new information.
The Massachusetts Supreme Court, while finding
considered them of little value since Morse's attorney

Negro ancestry and had taken several depositions

McGowan

quite a

stir in

discovery found that she had

attesting to this fact.

One

Jesse

Miss Van Houten's father was a Negro.

in particular testified to the fact that

The case became

in

the photographs admissible,

a scandal in the racially turbulent

decade of the 1890s causing

the upper ecehelons of polite Boston society because of the social position

of Morse. The case caused

many melodramatic

was covered so aggressively by

the press,

it

outbursts on both sides. Since the case

attracted a great deal of attention, filling the

courtroom with daily spectators and eager observers.
In the original ruling

on the case, the court stated

Commonwealth of Massachusetts

that prohibited

that there

basis that

their fiancee their

Van Houten won damages

In the brief

into an

tell

whole

life

does not

that the law

story during courtship.

It

was on

this

for $40,000.

of the court's decision, the judges wrote. "If a man and a

engagement

in the

unwise marriages or even marriages

between people of different cultures. The court instructed jurors
require a person to

was no law

had some negro blood

to marry, the facts that she

her motives were mercenary, or that there

was

a

in

want of affection on her

woman

enter

her veins, or that

part, or

an

incompatibility, resulting from disparity of age, difference in character and dispositions,

and other causes,

Van Houten

v.

w

ill

not justify him. as matter of law, in breaking the contract."

Morse 162 Mass. 414 (1894).
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If a

woman, who contemplates

entering into an engagement to marry, undertakes,

without inquiry from the man, to state facts relating to any circumstances in her history or

life,

or to her parentage or family, or to her former or present position, which are

material, she

is

bound not only

which she

to state truly the face

narrates, but also not to

suppress or conceal any facts which are necessary to a correct understanding on his part

of the facts which she

and, if she willfully conceals and suppresses such facts, and

states;

thereby leads him to believe that the matters to which such statements relate are different

from what they actually

she will be guilty of a fraudulent concealment, which will

are,

avoid a contract to marry subsequently made."

The defense argued

that, "If

mutual promises to marry were made, and the

defendant was influenced to do so by the fraud or deception of the plaintiff as to her
lineage, character, traits of character, or property, or former condition in

does not bind him."

in

the

first

Ultimately that argument would win out

890, that she

first

moved

options as to a place to

was

into a simple

who

reception

promise

in appeal, but the

judge

there that she

at the Curtis

it

was on September

building on

1,

Mount Vernon

Boston alone and without many contacts, she had few

first

met Asa

Curtis.

P.

Morse, a prominent and wealthy banker from

to the Curtis building

also lived in the building.

room of the

room

testified that

live.

Cambridge. Morse had come
a client

Van Houten

to court records, Mrs.

Street in Boston. Arriving in

It

his

case cast aside that argument.

According

1

24

life,

life,

He

Van Houten

took an interest
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in

on business
first

to see about a loan

encountered Morse

her and after

some

from

in the

polite conversation

asked

if

he could

visited, the

call

on her again. According

time he

to court transcripts, the first

room was being carpeted and so they had

This

tea in the courtyard.

may have

been an excuse, however, considering Van Houten's pretensions to a Victorian
sensibility.

The next time he came

always came to

my

For their
theater.

On

room." the

first

it

th

September

of Cambridge. She
said

outing,

was too bad

8

.

plaintiff testified.

little

invite

"At his

his wealth as a

home

in

home while was

woman

1

like

me

to

him

in.

have

st

I

Morse

,

Cambridgeport. a neighborhood

looking

all

invited her to the

at

some foreign views he

these burdens to best. His

all."

way

to court

Van Houten. There were

several

monetary promises as Morse sent Van Houten money on several occasions.
$5,000

in the

"He
September.

often gave

He was

would soon have
he charged, for

me

bouquets. The

to lend

me

$5000, but

first

I

time he came into

didn't

know w hat

I

my

property.

didn't

never would have to pay

it

back."

6

lh
,

she went with him to the

deceased. According to

27

v.

v.

monument

Van Houten, while on

the

Morse. 162 Mass. 414 (1894).

Boston Globe. October

Van Houten

to erect a

5.

1893.

Morse. 162 Mass. 414 (1894).
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I

told

rate

him

make any

it

Cambridge. Morse went there

Van Houten

He

said

all

On November

26

He

sent

middle of September.

going to ask. He then said he should ask ten percent.

25

he

•'After that

25

which took place September

shoulders were broad enough to carry

Morse used

room, she did

he invited her to his

testified,

for a

to her

I

my room was

in

of interest he was
couldn't pay that, for he

me what

difference to

rate

27

Mount Auburn
for a relative

lot.

Street

cemetery

who was

in

recently

he put his arm around her waist.

She pushed

it

away.

feel confident that

He

said he didn't want her to feel offended.

that she rejected his

advances and

was

unclear whether or not this

"I

stayed

at

that

it

was Morse who rushed

which was

One mortgage

mortgage for $18,500 dated April

to

the courtship.

It is

at the heart

1891.

The

saw him

Beyond

this

however

of the case.
in

for $5,000 dated

1st,

I

Van Houten* s name through
November

interest for

his

16th 1890, and a

both loans was eight

Behind these seemingly innocuous financial transactions lay a more dangerous

pattern of dependency in

which Morse considered Van Houten a piece of property which

could be bought and sold like any commodity. However

Van Houten may have been

hustling

Morse and merely

willing to be treated in this way. "Mr.

marriage. Mr.

to take care

Morse

said that

its

a purpose to

letting

him believe

from him. He was
other words

I

it

let

must also be considered

him believe

belonged to him, also

my

property, and that he

racial overtones, the relationship

Van Houten "s
that she

after all quite

Van Houten may

was

that she

that

was

had various conversations about

inception. But this piece of testimony

was

that there

I

Morse and

of me." Beyond the obvious

very unequal from

merely

wanted her

to give the impression

Between December and June

Apparently Morse arranged two mortgages

percent.

wanted

Clearly a courtship had developed.

"

a financial relationship

influence at the bank.

clearly

said he

actually the case.

the Curtis until June.

frequently," she testified.

was

Van Houten

she had a protector.

He

was going

seemed

more than any

to

be

other suggests

actions that gives her agency. Perhaps she

was

his property in order to receive financial benefit

wealthy and she was the object of his affections.

In

not be the tragic figure she allows herself to appear to be.
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Apparently Morse said something to that effect to her every time she met him.

On May
wife.

made

14th. 1891. he

She

a formal proposal to her.

reluctantly accepted. There

Morse. She feared that

he found out

if

Van Houten immediately

Van Houten

note advising

stated that she

to tell the

man

The

all

her past

come

receiving the

to explain her

life

many

plainly,

if

letter.

retract the proposal.

Addie W. Dennison.

past to Morse.

Dennison

got a worthy man. She advised her

and candidly.

plaintiffs lawyer introduced the letter into evidence most likely to

a

good

faith effort to

seek the counsel of friends

clean with Morse, which she claimed to have done.

advice of friends.

I

made known

to

tell

Dennison wrote back a cautionary

somewhat checkered
at last

she would be his

secrets that she needed to

of the details that he might

was glad Mrs. Van Houten had

Van Houten had made
to

all

still

her

sent a letter to her dearest friend.

Upon

explaining the good news.

were

He asked

"I

who

show

that

advised her

had previously taken the

Mr. Morse the contents of a

letter

I

received from

:t>

Mrs. Dennison on February

The

letter

1

1th 1891."

was read aloud

in court. "I told

experience and had sought advice

made charges and given
made my

life

miserable."

"Mr. Morse said

dependent

on June 24

I

,h

it

was on him
1891. Mr.

it

at this time.

I

Mr. Morse
told

I

had had a sad married

Mr. Morse that Mr. Van Houten had

out to the public that he couldn't live with me, meanwhile he

30

made no

the

He had

difference.

cared for

me

right along.

more he would love me." Van Houten made

Morse gave her $20

was away. Morse corresponded with her

to

The more

a trip out west

buy a dress before she went. While she

frequently.

30
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Several letters were introduced into evidence that were alleged to have been

Morse from Saratoga Springs where he vacationed

written by Mr.

Van Houten when

she

was out

west.

The

who

at the train

and would be

when she came home. These

helped to sustain the defense's claim that Morse was a loving, supportive fiancee

attempted to support his partner.
Apparently, according to

Morse was there

stated that

did not meet

me at the

to

Van Houten's

meet her upon her

but met

train,

testimony, the assertion

me

return. "I

in the street

introduced

me

kissed

On

to a

a

good many times."

Morse

a Friday evening

He

true as she

We walked to the

to a reserved

room. He

Mrs. Herrick and another person as the lady he was going to marry.

asked him to

private. "I

marriage.

me

was

went to Saratoga, Mr. Morse

and kissed me.

Temple Grove house where he introduced me and took me

He

July 1891, to Mrs.

letters said the writer "felt lonely'"

"glad to see her" and promised to meet her

letters

in

said he

my

31

told

Van Houten

that

room. Sitting on the sofa

wanted

to be married

we

he wanted to talk with her

in

talked about the question of

and didn't wish a long delay. Oct 15th, was the

date he fixed for the wedding."

"Next morning while out walking

T want

in.

to

buy you a pledge of our

We went to another jewelry
much.
is."

31

At

We entered.
this point the

The

store

price

we

love."

passed a jewelry

We went

and looking

at the

in,

He

said

I

was

to step

but did not decide to buy there.

window

was $500. Mr. Morse

store.

I

saw

a ring

put the ring on

I

my

liked very

finger; there

it

witness held up her hand in court which sparkled with jewels. "Mr.

iwd.
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Morse drew
bank."

a

check for $500 saying

it

was given

trial.

Mrs. Van Houten took the ring

to the general

jewelry store Mr. Morse took

Morse claimed he was
life,

guess I'm good for

that.

I'm president

ot that

33

During the
and

I

her father

with diamonds from her finger

counsel and jury for inspection. "As

me

by the arm and said,

we walked

'Now you belong

old to marry and worried that

Mr.

lonesome

34

the very beginning. Morse's daughter disapproved of the union.

was too

out of the

to me."

getting rather old to think of marriage. But he had led a

and he thought he would be happier married/"

From

set

someone might only be

She

felt

interested in

him

because of his wealth. Morse clearly loved his daughter and spoke of her often, only
revealing the disapproval

He

told

little

by

little.

Van Houten. "My daughter

of papa, for papa has got someone
talk

he had

w ith

his

daughter

in

can't say

to take care

August.

now

she remained single on account

of him now."

He asked

35

Mr. Morse told her of a

her what she thought of his getting

married again. The daughter became angry. She wanted to know

about

how much he

truly

knew

Van Houten.
Morse

told his daughter that he

had investigated and found Van Houten was a

"proper person of means." Both were angry, he said.
the daughter overtook him. put her

As he

arm around him and

hard on him. That was the afternoon that Mr. Morse

33
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started to return to Boston,

said perhaps she had been too

may have had had

his first feelings

of doubt. He telegraphed and said
but

Van Houten

the following

Monday

would on Tuesday.

Van Houten
me.

that he couldn't see

saw him

continued, "I

He went to my room, sometimes

live at his suggestion.

He went

house was $2 1 a week.
matter of a few weeks.'

interest.

He

said,

I

me

till

money

is

lent to

every afternoon.

8pm.

to look for rooms.

couldn't afford that.

said this

I

staying from 2

I

went out

One room

He

said, 'Yes

me

at eight

at the

percent

kissed

Lexington to

to

you can.

He

Massachusetts

It's

only a

compounded

36

'Never mind the eight percent/"

Van Houten
went with her

said

I

with

later at his office

stayed at the Massachusetts house four and one-half days. Morse

to see another

room,

house

at the Russell

in

Lexington and chose for her a

$15 room. Van Houten lived there for nine weeks. After the relationship went bad Van

Houten claimed
to visit often.

that she

He would

was charged

arrive Saturday

visited every Saturday but one,

"We went
want

me

Also

didn't

what

my room was
"My

to walk.

to take

for if

it

to

to breakfast.

He was

Monday. He used

to

until

want

didn't

me

sewing down

wasn't to stay

He would
with

Morse used

Lexington.

pilot her out to

He

Sunday.

reveals Morse's obsessive nature and inclination toward

apartment was on the third

other times one downstairs.

down

He

my

mornings and

and remained

The following testimony
jealousy.

eight percent for the loaned rent. Mr.

me

to

be intimate with others

to the social

in the

house.

room. He wanted to know

37

in."

floor.

tap on

Sometimes he had

my

almost every

unburden himself to

me

36
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door and wait

moment

a

room

until

in the

I

adjoining, at

was ready

to

go

daytime from Saturday

about his daughters;

tell

me how much

opposed they were

to his marriage. Said they

wanted

to

know why he hadn't arranged

deed

all

my

his

property before being engaged."

November Mr. Morse wanted me

"In

had been advised
betw een

was

that that

me and my

in his

was just not

right.

troubles in the West.

to

He

He

said he

property to him.

wanted

said he could

do

a dark

it

eloud to

better if all

him

told

I

come up

my

property

hands".

Apparently Van Houten signed over the deeds to some

lots

she

Spokane. Washington. Morse claimed to have put up a building on two

and was

I

to put

more money

into

them, the proceeds of which were

owned
lots in

all to

go

to

in

Spokane

Van

Houten. She was to have $100 a month.

Van Houten

testified. "I

was

to

have no claim on

Morse now has deeds of my four pieces of property." At
council for defense stated that no such deed

Due
was forced

Mr.

died.

this point in the trial, the

was ever executed.

to an incident involving a confrontation

to leave Lexington.

when he

his estate

between Van Houten and Morse, she

From Lexington Van Houten went

to the Parker

house

in

Boston. Mr. Morse accompanied her to the hotel. She stayed several days and Mr. Morse
paid the

bill.

She next went

She added
and three boys

to

Ashburton place, also

to her testimony.

"Why

did

sat at a table in the hotel there.

in

Boston.

leave Lexington?

I

The

party

A

clergyman, his wife

was laughing one day and

I

looked over and smiled. Mr. Morse flew into a passion. Spoke of the idea of my smiling
at

any one when he was present. He

left

the table and

went

to

my

room. He accused

of flirting with the minister. He fussed and fussed and fussed. He wouldn't accept
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me

my

explanation.

paper

in the

The minister was

keyhole. Finally he

According

He

door.

at

him.

When

to

Morse not

told Mr.

room.

And

testimony, the next morning Mr.

it

seemed

had smiled

to ask the minister if she

make himself ridiculous and

"The next time

in

I

would characterize

went

assured him he was wrong.

it

was merely

my

photograph and a

the Parker house in the presence of Mr.

letter.

Ordway, handed me

a

was

in

The

Morse and

was going away

to

It

stated that

I

I

wrote him that

I

— October

"A week

later

I

1

5th.

met him

that night to

my

up

The

letter

Clergyman he wanted

had told the

truth

He

and

40

The breaking of the engagement was on the day she was
married

torn

could keep the ring as a token of friendship.

Keene (New Hampshire).

nothing but the truth."

letter

at his request.

said that because of my smiling at that blue nose as he called the

engagement broken.

the beginning of an on

the rest of the relationship.

to his office his bookkeeper, Mr.

which contained

large envelope

room 76

end of the engagement,

to be the

again, off again pattern that

went

Morse tapped on her

he went away on the train he appeared distant and not so willing to kiss me."

Although

the

wad of

39

wink and was going

to

Mr. Morse got up and put a

left.""'

Van Houten's

said he hadn't slept a

"I

in the next

However,

it

at his office.

room.

He

anything more of Lexington."

was not

He

said he

to

to

have been

be and the couple reunited soon

kissed me; said he had accused

wanted

41

39
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me to come

me

to Boston; didn't

after.

wrongly.

want

He

Morse took Van Houten

When

boarding place.

to the Parker

house to stay

those letters were torn up in her

she found a proper

until

room

at

the Parker house, he said

he didn't want to have any evidence of an unpleasantness between them, for

when

they were

man and

wife she might bring them up.

Ashburton Place. Mr. Morse wanted her

and examined materials

to

make

got samples of the color desired and

Morse was

in

want her

to

own handiwork
"I

many

They decided

that her

to Mr. Morse.

She purchased the dress

was made.
the dress arrived and he paid for

it.

M on them; he didn't want any with V on them.

a better one.

dated

with a lame ankle and

I

sent the watch

me to

away and he bought me

November and December of

1891.

get rid of

another."

42

it

went

to

43

illness,

and he

Counsel

and January of 1892 which
laid

up

want

to

and kept hoping "Dear A" was not lonesome as he

to see her at the first opportunity.

One
know."

He

wish to give away so she sewed over the Vs.

began with "Dear", ended with "Much love" and signed "M". The writer was then

promised

He

keep anything marked Van Houten. She had some underwear of her

that she didn't

letters

at

Later she went to a dry goods store and

had a watch Mr. Van Houten gave me. Mr. Morse told

would buy me
read

it

years

dressmaking establishment on Boylston

the dress.

Van Houten's room when

told her to get handkerchiefs with

didn't

to a

showed them

and showed him the trimmings before

she was a guest

to be ready to be married.

wedding dress should be brown. They went
Street

When

in after

letter said.

The

letter

"Give

me

seemed very

all

the information about yourself: that

solicitous about the health of

Van Houten "s room one morning and

said they

158

is

what

I

"Dear A." Mr. Morse

would have

to

postpone their

He

marriage.

said his daughters

had made such a hue and cry about

wait until they were done talking.

shared with

Van Houten

not to be at

home when

On December

that

He

said they

east the charges her

by a man

Mr.

st

1

campaign.

one of his daughters had planned to go to California so as

st

and he

in the

West were

at

1

.

work.

ex-husband had made against

explained,

at the

He was

later president

attitude

He

however, Morse was sick and so they were not married. Morse

,

Van Houten was

had on his back

was

.

On December
He told
He

her.

16

th
,

Morse

told

Van

her that they were sending

said that he

was informed so

in a restaurant.

Van Houten
that

st

1

they were married.

enemies

that her

had better

that they

would be married December

then said they would be married around January

Houten

it

toward

left

me

told Mr.

"I

a poor

wedding.

Morse

man when
It

I

I

to live

He owed $45
Mr.

that ran

is

Van Houten used

with another

had told him everything.

Van

woman

a senator today.

I

said

for the suit

Houten's

helped to build his fortune. Mr.

of a bank and senator and he

Spokane

I

married him.

was my money

elected auditor and thus

changed. Sir

that

he

first

Van Houten

With good fortune

his

by the house with other women,

to ride

for nine weeks.

I

told

Mr. Morse

all

44

this."

Morse received

a letter

from the west which said

that

divorced from her ex-husband and that either Mr. or Mrs.

Morse

told Mrs.

Van Houten

that

he was

Van Houten could

satisfied with the

44
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Van Houten was

aforementioned

officially

claim

letter.

it.

That

was Jan

3,

1892. and according to

kissed her several times. That

letter

was

her testimony

1

me

Van Houten described

to

have

me

sign

it.

a note for over

I

said

I

a bitter

stated.

$3100 about

want

didn't

I

signed

Ordway

to sign. Sir

that

under protest.

protest.

Ordway

Morse

in

May

.

who

I

had better sign

I

his evidence he

testified. "In

sign a promissory note for $64.

Morse asked him

Ordway recounted

last

to

inform Van

that

Morse acted

as

stood on the

day of February, but was prevented
stairs.

Subsequently, she wrote to

June an attachment was put on

notes of $3100 and $64. ...The note for $64 covered

300 covered

Place; that for $1

my wedding

my

board

dress, board balls,

my

property for those

bill at

and the

18

Ashburton

trips

by Mr.

46

George

F.

Ordway, was

to

would

but got no answer.

Van Houten

Morse."

wanted

that

Van Houten.

Morse's house the

from seeing him by his daughter

if

employed by Mr.

is

and said Mr. Morse asked him

Ordway advised

told her that

he did not care about what became of

to

"Mr. Ordway who

Van Houten

he would give her no more money.

Van Houten went

last

signed the note."

I

returned and requested that

She complied under

Houten

it

Van Houten. The

he

meeting between herself and

that time

prevent an open rupture with Mr. Morse and said

testify that

left

892.

Ordway, who was Morse's employee. She
Morse, brought

when he

testimony,

the last time he ever spoke to

he wrote to her was dated Jan 23,

In

Van Houten's

also called to testify for the plaintiff

Mr. Morse's employee from 1888 to October 1890. Also
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in

He

stated, "I

April 1891. and from

was

if

November 1891

& Co.

It

was

to

March 1892.

in the

"I first

summer of 890
1

by Mr. Plummer as a western lady

saw Mrs. Van Houten

that Mrs.

Van Houten came

who wanted

to

of M. Dickey

in the office

in

and was introduced

borrow money. She came

to the office

my

'I

about twice a week.
"In

my

break

to

September 1891, Mr. Morse came into

clergyman

engagement with Mrs. Van Houten
Lexington.'

in

He

.

office

and said to me,

She has been

flirting or

am

going

smiling at a

said that outside the flirting and smiling, he had

no

fault to

find with her.

"I

at his

think

bank

in

Van Houten."

I

saw Mr. Morse

Cambridgeport.

recalls,

"He

said he

said he

the opposition of his family.

should marry her.

was much troubled over

of February of 1 892,
his affair with Mrs.

I

He

had not been married so

said she

next saw Mr. Morse

far principally

on account of

had her wedding gowns ready and
at his

house.

He

sent for

that

he

me. He one day told

he had concluded to break off the engagement for he wouldn't have any peace

home

if

he did marry."

When
a

He

first

47

Ordway

me

the last day of January or the

it

man who was

48

was Morse who was
in

at

called to the witness stand, his testimony

was not of

love but of an indifferent partner in what could best be characterized as

a business dealing. According to observers in the press, one of the peculiarities of the

case

was

the

way

in

which the defendant was

the plaintiff. Although

it

was

first

their legal right to

47
Ibid.

48
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put upon the stand by the counsel for

do

so,

it

resulted in a

somewhat

disjointed testimony beeause the defendant eould not

tell

a running story, but had to

confine himself to answer questions put to him by the plaintiff's attorney.

His testimony contradicted almost everything said by the other witnesses,
particularly Mrs.

asked her to be
there

Van Houten. To

my

wife

in

I

never asked her to be engaged.

*i

never asked her to take her

Mr. Martin said he would get

clothing.

might have shown

it

to Mrs.

Saratoga.

I

gave her a check

Morse kept

to

I

presume

Saratoga board
"1 don't

is

bill.

think

Ordway

I

He added.

pay for

it.

never said

ever

I

was

I

cost

wanted

me

a

I

him

didn't ask

it.

1

never requested her to write

in

in

her account."

Van Houten's expenses and monies

"Whenever

reckoned

is

Ordway

that

I

I

at

Ibid.
50
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gave her $5,

heard the

proposed

engagement.

49

I

I

1

charged her

6 percent. Yes. 6 percent on the

good deal of money and

to break the

for

court as evidence.

in

on the account

ever told Mr.

"I

off her underwear or other

have got the amount charged

I

didn't invite her to Saratoga.

I

was on my hands and had
never told

M)

his testimony in court:

interest

initials

a marriage license.

a careful accounting of Mrs.

The following
it.

I

I

of such things, but

never gave her a ring. She bought a ring

I

borrowed. The account was produced

with

me

Van Houten."

Ohio about her marriage.

friends in

talk

don't think

"I

4Q

Morse continued.

51

any form of words. There was some

were always conditions.

engaged."

the shock of the jury, he testified.

letters read.

to

marry

1

wanted

her.

never told Dr.

I

told

to get rid

Dow

him she

of her.

that

I

was

I

engaged.

1

never asked Mrs.

was

my

she

came

lips to

can't

to destroy letters at Parker house.

complain of her for rolling her eyes around and smiling

business because

remember

was her

I

was

to Saratoga

be kissed

She did

my presence.

destroy three there in

"I did

Van Houten

the

in the street.

first

time.

Yes,

the second time

I

guest.

I

I

have kissed her twice perhaps

No.

would

at a minister.

was not

it

kissed her, but

I

— the morning

me. She presented her

a shock to

any lady under similar circumstances.

kiss

kissed her in the presence of Mrs. McDougall;

It

I

think

knew

it

was

her room.

in

I

never

I

better than to kiss her in the

presence of another person.

door of the room of Mrs. Van Houten.

"I didn't lock the

one occasion, when she was reading a book.

was locked.

If anybody

locked

it,

I

didn't lock

it

was locked only on

It

myself.

she did. She said servants often

I

don't

came

in

know

that

it

without

knocking.
"I did not advise

I

Mrs.

Van Houton

did not call there very frequently.

three times at her request to

my own

I

was

to stay at the Curtis,

invited to call for business purposes.

accompany her

to the theatre.

I

called

pleasure or to pay her attentions.

She wished

me

to loan her

and of course,

money. She

I

some money on her

sympathized with

her.

to

estate in Spokane.

She asked me

if

I

be kissed

I

said

I

at

the Curtis.

couldn't.

couldn't get her

She

some

said she could pay 7 or 8 percent.

"I didn't give her

at

I

Street.

did not go to the theatre for

"She was extremely agreeable. She made the advances

cried,

on Mount Vernon

the Curtis at the time

I

any bouquets

at

the Curtis.

kissed her. She said,
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k

You

I

can't narrate to

you the interview

are very sympathetic'

I

said, 'Yes.

that

is

my

She offered herself to be

nature."

was repeated

the kissing

afterward.

I

She kissed me and

kissed.

had made no advances

to

Mrs.

Yes.

kissed her.

I

Van Houten up

to

the time she offered herself up to be kissed.

"She wanted

go

to

Mount Auburn and

to

did go. There she stumbled and

We went to the greenhouse and

caught her by the shoulders, not around the waist.

bought her the flowers she wanted;
her for the gifts.

I

stranger to me.

didn't put

hadn't

I

didn't charge her with the flowers.

I

my arm

known

I

and

fell

I

I

never charged

around her waist then she was a comparative

her but two or three months.

I

don't

know

that

I

had then

called repeatedly at the Curtis.

"\

don't

know

that

exactly invited her to go to

I

don't recollect her dining there.

o'clock, that

I

ordered

house. Perhaps

I

won't say
"I

never said

I

have a

faint

she hadn't
"1

Mrs.

come

house

me

to

at the

we went

carriage but

It is

photographs that

not

my custom

to entertain.

for

fall

of 890.

I

1

to ride or that

I

we came

back

didn't go with her. Perhaps

to the

I

did but

Van Houten toward
I

I

I

handed her some photographs.

was too bad

it

to take

for a

women who

thought she was a lady.

I

little

woman

1

like her

are comparative

shouldn't have done

it

if

money.

addressed her as 'dear'

Mrs. Van Houten.

my

the

in

that she stayed there that time until 10

impression that to entertain her

to bare her cares alone.

my

in

house

might have.

when looking

strangers to

know

carriage and that

drove her home

I

that

my

don't

I

my

in

many

letters;

I

may have

the end of our acquaintance.

called her "dear' in

my

letters
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I

called her something beside

never called her any thing but

because she was somewhat dear

to

me.

I

never called her

1

did

'dear' in

when 1 wrote
Upon

yours/

He

replied,

signed Mrs.

I

"I said

request.

many

to

I

I

"No,

I

called her 'dear' in letters as a social custom as

Morse was asked

Van Houten's

letters

didn't write to induce her to

the hotel and to Mrs. Herrick.

would never suspect

that

I

I

he also signed

went

I

come

didn't

was taking

tell

to Saratoga, she

to the train to

her.

I

Mrs. Herick

I

was

lonely without her.

would have been glad

was

in his letters

lonely.

Anna.' She was dear

Under

my

he replied,

I

"1

meant alone

to see a gentleman.

we were

train

was

1

late.

engaged. Mrs. Herrick
53

Morse was lonely without Van

might have told Mrs. Van Houten

—company would be

agreeable.

that

I

wasn't writing to anybody else telling them

direct examination, counsel for the plaintiff

it

The

I

was addressing her

I

as 'dear

in a polite sense."

came

straight to the heart

were, asking Morse directly whether or no he proposed marriage.

many of his answers on
stand to

lonely

her.

own

there at her

introduced her to the landlord of

called her attention in a letter to the fact that

I

the matter as

By

meet

came

a lady to a hotel except in a social way."

In response to questioning about whether or not

Houten as he expressed

letters to his teachers

Movingly yours' because she was agreeable.

met her on the sidewalk and kissed

I

if

wasn't writing letters to teachers signing them iovingly

spoke for a room for her.

Afterward,

I

52

teachers."

further questioning,

manner.

in this

conversation.

the stand,

Morse seems

statement of this morning.

I

Ibid.
53

Ibid.
54

Ibid.
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As with

to contradict earlier statements. "Yes,

never asked her to be

52

of

my

wife.

I

No engagement

was

under a written contract.

to take place except

was an

I

was an old

old man: she

woman.
"I didn't kiss

I

meant

after

No.

did.

I

we

reached the hotel.

didn't get

"We went
Saratoga.

I

her while she

mad

at that

was

A

and drew

my

Houten wanted

any advice.

to buy.

that

was

1

I

I

don't

little

pleased.

finger after

"I

it

know

morning.

first

the table as

at

that

I

to select a souvenir

thought

was peculiar

it

to tell the jury that

was

money from

closer after the ring

don't

I

I

walked

I

of
that she

into a jewelry

know what
is

worn

pretty expensive for her to buy.

a rise in her

was bought.

1

don't

I

wore the

finger she

on.

Spokane

know

lands.

Our

But

I

relations

thought that she was pleased
ring on.

that

I

1

don't

know what

ever noticed the ring on her

was purchased.

disagreement.

didn't

to get

asked her on October 6

accounts with

She was going

mean

I

told her the ring

engagement finger

finger an

little

a

kissed her the

I

check for $500 for a souvenir of Saratoga, which was what Mrs. Van

supposed she was going

may have been

yes.

clergyman.

into three Jewelry stores.

didn't give

Oh

clergyman paid as much attention

wanted a $500 souvenir of Saratoga.
store

Saratoga.

in

I

th

or 7

th

to return to

me

the ring. That

had made an agreement with her that

me would
1

if

give her a present. In September.

I

was

after

we had

a

she would close her

gave her the

ring, but she

keep the agreement. The plaintiffs lawyer hereupon pressed for an exact statement

of the understanding between Morse and Van Houten as to a marriage. The answer of the
witness was not very clear, but was to this effect:

I

don't recollect telling Mrs.

opposed

to

my

Van Houten

conditional engagement.
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that
I

my

daughters were violently

wouldn't say whether or not

I

told

my

daughter that

I

proposed to marry Mrs. Van Houten.

I

don't

I don't think my daughter and I had a difference on the subject.
might or might not have told Mrs. Van Houten that I and my daughter

recollect.
I

had a difference. I was at Lexington five or six times. My object was not
to see Mrs. Van Houten but to get away from home and recuperate. I don't
know that I could recuperate better in her society. When I went to
Lexington, I sat at the table with her, walked with her and sometimes had
the adjoining room.
I
couldn't tell whether people would consider us

engaged on conditions. There was a kindness on my part and on her part.
The conditions
I supposed our intimacy would finally lead up to marriage.
were spoken of in my office. She said I had been very kind to her and
wanted to know if it might not lead up to something more permanent. I
told her there was one condition necessary and that was a written contract
stating her position and mine. Yes, that was the whole of her proposal.
This interview I think must have been in March or April of 1891. I mean
to say that this young woman came to my office and proposed marriage to
55
me. I don't know that I made any advances to her."

Of course the most
Van Houten. There were

sensational aspect of this case

knew Mrs. Anna

D.

She

that he

Van Houten

Patterson stated, "She

knew

the true racial ancestry of

several depositions concerning Mrs.

Chas N. Patterson of Spokane deposed
that he

was

had lived

before she

was known

there as

Van Houten's

in Marysville, California,

and

was married.

Anna

Smith.

My

recollection

her in 1864 or 1865. She lived in Marysville at that time. She

left

ancestry.

was then

is

that

I

single.

there before 1875.

"I

next saw her in Portland, Oregon, where

it

was

said she

was

teaching.

well Robert Smith and his wife, reputed to be her father and mother. Her father

barber and her mother had a millinery store.

I

never

55

ibid.
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knew

I

knew

was

a

their nationality or genealogy.

"They were regarded
mother

if]

had not heard

know ledge of the

McGowan.

Jesse

stated. "I

used to

Smith had a

woman

who went by
but had

know

the

Negro blood,

My

first

father unmistakably

a resident

who went

here by the

it

was so

stated, "I don't

as his wife. There

know

that

remembrance of a residence

Marysville. California.

My

mother

is

dead.

prominent family of a distinguished lawyer

Morse contended

name was

Fell

and

in his

that she

testimony

was born

mother was of English descent."
throughout the

name of Smith who was

trial,

she gave

59

him

in

were two

girls.

as Mrs. Smith

reported. Mr. Smith

of her

was not

I

have no

56

of Marysville, California, and a barber

man

it

showed colored blood.

of Anna or her father or mother."

a colored

here

should never have suspected

I

name Smith. The woman known

Van Houten
barber.

The

it.

nativ ity

as Octoroons.

at

age 78.

a barber.

Anna and Rosa,

was of fair complexion

as fair as Mrs. Smith."

Mr. Smith was colored. Mr. Smith was a
is at

1

Smartsville.

Then we went

never told Mr. Morse that

in

I

to

came from

a

Charleston. South Carolina."

that.

"Mrs. Van Houten swore that her father's

Charleston, South Carolina. She said that her

According

to his testimony,

and

this

was constant

the impression that she hailed from a prominent family

there.

Asa Morse appealed the case
day

in court

came

in

January

1

894.

as observers at the time speculated he would. His

He appealed on

the

grounds

that the judge's

instructions to the jury regarding their right to ignore this aspect of the case

improper.

56
Ibid.

57
Ibid.
58

Ibid.
59

Ibid.
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were

On November
Field, Allen,

decision.

60

The Supreme

30, 1894,

Judicial Court

of Massachusetts, justices

Morton, and Barker presiding, unanimously overturned the lower court's
Their ruling referred to Anna's alleged family photographs, which had been

introduced as evidence. According to the justices, the photographs sustained Asa's claim

of fraud precisely because they showed a typical European-looking family with no trace
of African appearance. The appeal case was perhaps even more scandalous than the

The case

original.

made

November

ran from January 19, 1894 to

30, 1894. Justice Barker

a ruling forbidding newspapers from reporting the courtroom procedures, an

unprecedented order

in

Massachusetts

charged racial nature of the case

is

at the time.

Whether

this

was due

to the highly

unclear but Justice Barker of the Supreme Judicial

Court was determined to keep the newspapers quiet about the case. The judge ruled that
if reports

of or comment upon the case appeared

in

any Boston newspapers, the

publication will be in direct violation of an order of the

According
illustrations

to

and an

is

to be

artist's

made

According

Judicial Court.

newspaper reports which lampooned the decision, complete with a
rendering of Judge Barker with a caption describe

arose and said, "Mr. Clerk, you

thereon

Supreme

in

to a

may

enter an order that no report of this case or

any newspaper

Boston Globe

how

until the

article

case

is

ended."

Barker

comment

61

which published the order

in full,

nothing

could be done by the newspaper reporters present but to gather up their writing materials

Van Houten
61

v.

Morse, 162 Mass. 414 (1894).

Boston Daily Globe, Sep 28,

order

itself.

It is

1

893. p.

8.

The

perhaps due to this order that

article also

contained a rendering of the

coverage of the

exhaustive.
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trial

was so aggressive and

and lea\c the courtroom.

\er\ Boston

think

it

is fair

appealing on the grounds that

Morse was much more

embarrassment
surprise to

for having

him and

racial aspect

Van Houten

reticent

more

interest than the first

of the relationship since Morse was

hid her racial ancestry from him.

In the first

on the subject, perhaps as a way to avoid

been duped

his legal

punt no

to

62

to say that the appeal case generated

and was much more focused on the

trial.

newspaper soon received an order

no comment upon the case.

report of and

I

I

in the

way he

was.

It

team when the verdict resulted

must have come as quite a
in

her favor and he

was

ordered to pay $40,000.

A

Boston Globe

article

announcing the overruling of the original verdict on

appeal stated that. "The opinion of the

this

commonwealth, and

full

distinctly lays

contracts are to be regarded in the

same

court contains rulings never decided before in

down

for the first time the rule that marriage

light as business contracts,

and

further, that false

representations by either party, unprompted by inquiry, of facts material to the contract,

are to be considered by the jury in

making up

of Mrs. Anna D. Van Houten against Asa
this state, not

P.

<l3

its

verdict."

Morse was

It

further stated.

"The case

a cause celebre in the courts of

only because of the amount of damages claimed, and the verdict, but also

on account of the high social standing of the parties involved. Furthermore. Judge
Barker,

who

sat

on the bench

to the

supreme judicial court during the

the newspapers should not publish the proceedings until

submitted to the jury."

64

62
Ibid.

63

Ibid.
64

Ibid.
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all

trial,

ordered that

the evidence had been

This case established
marriage. Perhaps

many

much more

interesting precedents with regard to race

and

than the original breach of promise case, the appeal waged

by Morse delved much more deeply into the
attempt to pass for white. While the

first

racial aspect

case dwelled

transactions between the couple, the appeal, insofar as

of the case and Van Houten's

much more on
it

the financial

challenged the notion that a

breach of promise was committed, by necessity, examined the true reasons for the
recanting of the proposal.

By

this fiction

of the one-drop

black, even though she herself,

caused a dangerous

new

from

rule.

all

Van Houten

is

identified

and pronounced

reports, did not look black at

legal precedent that

meant

that

new

all.

This

in itself

kinds of evidence, such as

photographs, could not be used to prove the true identity of an individual. Although

geneaology was always more important since race was seen as being

new forms of eveidence begin

to slowly displace this biological construct. In other words,

physical proof such as a photograph becomes

human eye and
Louisiana and

demoted

socially constructed by people's

in different

in the blood, these

own

to the level

of what

we

seen by the

prejudices. In other states such as

time periods, Virginia and South Carolina,

have been considered legally white. So

is

Van Houten would

are dealing not only with a social construction

of race here but a legal one as well. This case was only two years before Plessy

vs.

Ferguson, a case that originated from a situation of one trying to claim whiteness on the
basis of the law,

all

and became a

legal precedent with

African Americans. Ultimately

in this legal

much more

space, race

questionable evidence of mere appearance presented to the

171

is

serious implications for

reputation

human

eye.

— based on

the

Although they may seem worlds
in

Boston helped

would

to set the

apart, local rulings such as the

dangerous precendent on what constituted

lead to the unintended

consequence of Plessy
Southern

in

the laws of segregation in the courts.

The most famous

was

Homer Adolph

the case of

racial identity that

Ferguson. In protest against the

vs.

segregated transportation that existed

Van Houten case

states,

many middle

test

class blacks tested

case against this segregation

Plessy in Covington. LA. Plessy's case eventually led to

legalized segregation throughout the country.

train

On

June

from

New

7.

1892. light-skinned, middle-class

Orleans to Covington. LA, and

leave the car, and

when he

refused, he

court judge John H. Ferguson.

It

was

Homer Adolph

sat in the

Plessy boarded a

white section.

He was asked

arrested and sent before Criminal District

was expected by most observers

at

the time that the

Court and public opinion would be more sympathetic towards a "nearly white"
flawed legal argument behind

it

that Plessy

to

plaintiff.,

had been deprived of property without due

process, "property" in this case considered the "reputation of being a white man."

According
photography

to a very insightful essay written

in legal

cases

in

the 19

th

by Thomas Thurston on the use of

century, the advent of the use of photography in

court cases had profound implications on cases in which the true racial dentity of a

person was questioned.

between social
the

identity

Van Houten

case,

He

writes, "In the racially polarized 1890s. the correlation

and physical appearance became problematic."

"By

a fiction of law and custom.

Van Houten

is

66

He

writes of

identified

and

pronounced black, her family snapshots notwithstanding. But her case demonstrates

6"

Thurston, Thomas. Hearsay of the Sun: Photography, Identity, and the

Evidence

in

Nineteenth-Century American Courts Center for History and

2001. Available from http://chnm.gmu.edu/aq/.
66
Ibid.
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that

Law of

New

Media.

the legal enforcement of socially constructed identities could not

of mere appearance or

its

photographic representation."

depend on the veracity

67

This case has also been interpreted as solidifying the one drop rule in the North by

one scholar. Frank Sweet writes

at least

of Invisible Blackness

shows

By

that

"Van Houten

v.

Legal Histoiy of the Color Line: The Notion

Morse

is

of interest, not merely because

a one-drop rule being fully enforced at every judicial level in

then, as previously

European
in

woman who was

Charleston."

68

ruled that

.

The case presents

the curious spectacle of a genetically

Sweet further

whose parents were

legally

"Over the next century, almost every

states.

state

of endogamous group membership based on blood

legally

of the White endogamous group

if they

were mostly of

69

(a 1/2 rule)."

Assuming
were as

1894 Massachusetts.

extreme, Massachusetts^ statutes and Ohio case law (not statutes)

someone was

European blood

.

legally Black in Boston, but

legislated a statutory definition

fraction... at the other

it

shown, Northern courts had been exclusively following the one-

drop rule for over two decades.

White

in

this is true,

late as late as

depending on what year the author was specifying,

1900. by that rendering

Van Houten would be

if

it

legally classified as

white since she had a preponderance, or more than half European ancestry. In a seprate
post on the author's website he wrote, "Both of these states* 19th-century color-line

definitions are interesting, but for different reasons. Massachusetts

seems

to

have

Sweet, Frank. Legal History of the Color Line: The Notion of Invisible Blackness.

...

Back-in-Tyme Publishing. 2005.
69

The author cites p. 15 of Gilbert Thomas Stephenson's Race Distinctions in
American Law. New York. London,: D. Appleton and company, 1910. However, was
personally unable to verify this source. The page in question makes reference to various
Ibid, 272.

I

such laws

in

many

states, but

Massachusetts

is
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not mentioned.

misplaced the records of its statutory definition.

And Ohio

the legislativ e and judiciary branches of government."

The author

who

is

I

have been unable

a "Negro.**

Thomas Stephenson. Race
Murray, ed.

between

711

continues. "Although the abovementioned Massachusetts law

cited in court pleadings.

defining

illustrates a struggle

States'

am

I

to find the original

it

was never

not the only unsuccessful searcher; although Gilbert

Distinctions in

American Law (New York. 1910) and

Laws on Race and Color (Athens GA,

legislated.

whence few records have

The

often

Massachusetts statute

1951

)

statute

may

Pauli

both address

Massachusetts, neither of them could find the written statute either. This does not

that

is

mean

well date back to the early colonial period,

survived. In any event. George's account

courts consistently followed this law, whether

it

was

written or not.

accurate in that

is

As

early as 1810.

"preponderance of blood" was the accepted standard. See. for example. Inhabitants of

Medway

v.

Inhabitants of Natick, 1810 Mass. (7 Mass. 88)."

In the first

Van Houten

71

case, the judges essentially rejected the racial question

avoiding the problem of trying to determine Van Houten's race preferring instead to
include her racial identity as just another biographical detail which she

law to divuldge. They wrote

in the brief for

the appeal, "If a

man and

an engagement to marry, the facts that she had some negro blood

in

a

was not bound by

woman

enter

i

to

her veins, or that her

motives were mercenary, or that there was a want of affection on her

part, or

an

Sweet, Frank. Post Subject: Re: Whites with Black Ancestiy 2005.
http://onedroprule.org/about 06.html.
1

was also unable to find this reference in Pauli Murray. States' Laws on Race and
Color, and Appendices Containing International Documents, Federal Laws and
Regulations, Local Ordinances and Charts. Cincinnati: Women's Division of Christian
Service Board of Missions and Church Extension Methodist Church. 1951.
Ibid.

I
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incompatibility, resulting

from disparity of age, difference

and other causes, will not justify him, as matter of law,

The

in

in character

breaking the

and dispositions,
72

contract."'"'

brief continues, "In an action for breach of a promise of marriage, there

evidence tending to show that the plaintiff had negro blood in her veins; and

making statements

allowed to introduce

of the

children,

which she

by her to the defendant."

As Hurston

that, in

to the defendant regarding her parentage, she suppressed that fact.

plaintiff was

latter's

was

in

evidence photographs of her parents and

testified

sister,

The

and

were correct likenesses, and had been shown

73

writes,

'The Massachusetts Supreme Court, while finding

the

photographs admissible, considered them of little value, for the defense's investigation
convincingly demonstrated that Miss

octoroon...
74

negro."

and

that her

Van Houten's

mother had negro blood

This inference

is

made

first

one.

The

a colored barber

is

and an

was about one eighth

an importance piece of

much more focused on

the racial deception than

brief states:

So with regard
to tell the

"was

her veins, and

directly in the brief and

evidence which makes the appeal case
the

in

father

to her parentage

defendant about them

she voluntarily undertook to

and family. She was under no obligation
in the

make any

absence of inquiry by him. But

if

statements concerning them, she

was bound not only to state truly what she told, but also not to suppress or
conceal facts which would materially qualify those which she stated. If,
for instance, as the evidence tended to

show, she told the defendant

that

her father and mother were both of the best white families in Charleston,

South Carolina; that her father was a distinguished lawyer; that her mother

mother married a man
by the name of Smith, with which marriage her mother's folks were

was equally high bred; and

Van Houten

v.

that after his death her

Morse, 162 Mass. 414 (1894).

73

Ibid.
74

See Thomas Thurston. Hearsay of the Sun: Photography, Identity, and the

Evidence in Nineteenth-Century American Courts Center
2001. Available from http://chnm.gmu.edu/aq/.
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for History

and

Law of

New

Media,

and

dissatisfied,

that

on

that

account the family

she suppressed the facts that Smith

and her reputed

father,

and

that her

moved

to California; but

if

was

a colored barber and an octoroon
mother had negro blood in her veins,

and was about one eighth negro, the impression as to the standing of
herself and family, and the credibility of her statement respecting her
parentage, would or might be quite different from that which would be
likely to be the case if she

had told the whole

were

to a correct

were necessary

truth.

These

understanding of the

facts, if the\

of
were or
might be found to be material; and a wilful suppression of them on her
part, in view of what there was evidence that she told, would constitute, or
75
might be found to constitute, a fraud upon the defendant."
facts,

real state

the circumstances of her family and of her previous history, and

The

judge's decision on the appeal attempted to cover

its

bias with regard to

Houten's race. According to court records, race was not the only factor

issue here.

at

Mr. Morse's defense team were also able to successfully push the idea that

had been abusive

in

her previous marriage.

The judges wrote, "being

a

Van

Van Houten

woman of violent

and ungovernable temper, and of jealous, revengeful, and vicious disposition, and with
having, within two weeks after their marriage,

commenced

a systematic course

abusive, and cruel conduct towards him, which finally broke

compelled him to leave her;

[that

down

his health,

of violent,

and

she had been charged] with assaulting him with a

carving-knife, and with using profane epithets in regard to himself, his relatives and

friends,

and alleged numerous specific acts of violence and passion."

However, according
lived with her

husband

few weeks before she

in

left

to

Van Houten* she had been

Spokane and other places

Spokane

for

v.

five or six years.

She

testified that a

Boston she had obtained a divorce from him on

account of his bad conduct and cruelty to her.

Van Houten

previously married, and had

76

Morse. 162 Mass. 414 (1894).
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The

court continued,

"We

think that the divorce which her husband obtained from

the plaintiff and the charges contained in the cross-bill

plaintiff

knew them when

husband

for his cruelty,

were material

facts,

and

that if the

she told the defendant that she had obtained a divorce from her

and willfully suppressed them, she was guilty of a fraudulent

concealment and misrepresentation. To say that she had obtained a divorce from her

husband for his
obtained

that

it,

was

cruelty,

and omit

all

reference to his divorce and the grounds on which he

which would have been conveyed

misleading.

or did not

Though

as to convey a different impression from

if all the facts

had been

stated,

and was

does not appear very clearly from the exceptions whether she did

it

know of the

charges which he

either

way

to state the matter in such a

divorce which her husband had obtained from her, and of the

made

in his cross bill,

it

fairly to

is

be inferred that she was not ignorant

of the divorce or of the charges. There was testimony tending to show

that,

when

the defendant informed her of them, she did not express ignorance of them, but said that

they were not true, and the

trial

seems

knew of them. Moreover, though

to

have proceeded on the assumption

possible,

it

is

hardly probable that she

that she

was unacquainted

with the fact that he had obtained a divorce, or with the grounds on which he got

Although

it

may be tempting

dustbin of tragic mulatto syndrome,

—

of race

legal, social

important moment.

and

historical

Van Houten's

to relegate this case

it is

of Anna Van Houten to the

important to point out that in these constructions

— Van Houten's

case and

its

life

story occurs at an interesting and

appeal are a litmus

test for the racial

temper of the times. The court's acceptance of Morse's appeal suggests a
thinking about intermarriage.

The

77

it."

fact that the court ultimately sided
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shift in

with Morse

is

problematic

remedy

in that

suggests that interracial marriages or engagements required a legal

it

them even though they were not prohibited by Massachusetts,

to prevent

toward the coming anxiety over passing and
characterize the

It

was

interracial

clearly a setback

Allowing the concealment of one's race

without

faith,

legacy of the "tragic mulatto"

leads her to seek out a

life in

this

who

way, the case

is

noteworthy since
literature.

On

places near and

far,

all

—

her effort into being

part

of that shameful

yet both.

yet in the end she

of the passing novels mentioned earlier

it

is

one of the

ma jor

is

Her confusion

spurned by the one

the other hand there

at all

makes

is

Van Houten

more than

woman

it

makes

legal briefs

own

destiny.

Van Houten was

not a

As

from

the testimony

received financial gift after gift from Morse. She

clear.

Is

his property.

it

He obviously had

possible that

Van Houten's

a

act

need

may

to see as

of passing

appears? Perhaps behind the testimony of this seemingly timid and

is

an assertive person

who worked
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is

of the genre of tragic mulatto

considerable evidence here that

have allowed him to believe that she was
her such as the testimony

The

complete with the tragic ending.

art

but rather an active agent in her

clear.

in this chapter.

would otherwise be cold

characteristics

This was truly a case of life imitating

passive victim

passive

much

neither black, nor white

sentimentality that runs through the pages of what

also

very

is

all

should have been a haven for her plight. This story could have been ripped from

the pages of one if not

the case

to be considered

by the outcome of the appeal case. Van

without hope and instead pouring

accepted as a white woman. In

city that

to

engagement or breach of promise respresents

a setback for racial reconciliation as evidenced

is left

come

points

two decades of the twentieth century.

first

as a legitimate reason for breaking off of an

Houten

marraiage that would

it

the system to her benefit.

is

Unfortunately

conclusions.

all

we have

is

Van Houten's testimony from which

However this evidence, while

factual

may

deception and therefore tainted. Beyond that her voice

to

also have been part of her

is

silent

without any other

available evidence to corroborate her story. Perhaps with further research.

true intentions can

It is

draw any

Van Houten 's

become known.

unclear what ever

that she left the state

soon

became of Anna Van Houten. There

after the trial,

Although preliminary research suggests
Morse's obituary was available

in the

is

a strong possibility

perhaps relocating back to the West coast.
that she died in

Los Angeles California. Asa

Boston Globe archives. However Van Houten was

only mentioned briefly.
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CONCLUSION

On Wednesday
Law

1913

July 16, 2008. the headline of a Boston Globe article read

"A

Dies to Better Serve Gay Marraiges." The State Senate, led by State Senator

Dianne Wilkerson and State Representative Byron Rushing, both African-American
elected officials representing parts of the South End, voted to repeal the law

now

seen as a symbol of a racist past. The

July 3,

2008 by Deval

bill that

which was

repealed the law was signed Thursday

African-American governor.

Patrick, the state's first

so-called "1913 law" in question

was

the

rasied by Massachusetts State Senator Harry

Ney

Stearns, a 38-year-old, Harvard-

The

educated lawyer from Cambridge on March
residents

home

from getting married

1913.

Massachusetts

The law barred

if their

originally

out-of-state

union would be

illegal in their

state.

It is

into

in

7,

Uniform Marriage Act

clear that the law

was passed

to discourage interracial couples

from coming

Boston and Massachusetts to get married from their southern home states where

intermarriage

legislature

was

still illegal.

As has been recounted

approved the measure almost immediately

heavywheight boxer Jack Johnson's marriage
Efforts to re-invigorate

many Northern

states in 1912.

miscegenation laws

in

dormant

By

in other parts

of this study, the

after the the scandal that

to white, 18 year old. Lucille

interracial

state

broke over

Cameron.

marriage bans were considered

in

1913, half of the 18 states that had lacked anti-

1910 introduced legislation banning

180

interracial

marriage

in their

states.

If there

appeared

was any doubt

New

in the

that the legislation

York Age on Dec.

12,

Massachusetts Attorney Geneal

had nothing

to so with race. Reilly

law Massachusetts was respecting other

came

to light in 2004,

from travelling
but reared

its

the argument in his brief that by enforcing the

states that

have banned such unions. The law

Romney, revived

it

as a

means

his position

on same-sex marriage
elections.

He

to in part to help launch a presidential

stated famously that "he did not

Massachusetts "the Las Vegas of same-sex marriage."

Supreme Court upheld

the application of the law as

it

2

On March

applied to

has witnessed a veritable

There are
in 1960.

to

make

30, 2006, the state

v. Virginia,

which

barring interracial marriage illegal in this country, measures such as the 1913

law have slowly been dismantled across the country.

in the

want

same sex couples.

Since the 1976 landmark Supreme Court decision of Loving

born

to block couples

Massachusetts to marry. The law had not been enforced for decades

2008 presidential

made laws

Same

legalized in Massachusetts.

ugly head in the contemporary political climate. History records that

Romney used
bid in the

to

1

clear.

Reilly contended that the original law

when same-sex marriage was

sex marriage opponent, governor Mitt

the article that

1912 makes the connection crystal

Thomas

made

was motivated by race

U.S.

bi-

and multiracial baby-boom.

was of mixed

now more

In these intervening years,

race; in only five years, that

In 1990,

one

number had

in

America

33 children

risen to

one

in 20.

than 1.5 million inter-racial couples in the U.S. compared to 150,000

3

See page 128.
2

The Boston Globe. July

3

This

is

cited

16,

2008.

TF4021, Sociology of Education, taught by
Teachers College of Columbia University in 2002.

from a website created

Professor Gary Natriello at

for
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As

a result

of such rapidly changing demographics,

norms, while important

in

racial

phenotypes and somatic

our society, are no longer a reliable indicator of the true racial

ancestry of any one given individual. Racially ambiguous Americans challenge the status

quo of the

racial hierarchy

by

literally

defying categorization.

It

can be an uncomfortable,

even jarring experience, especially for Americans, many of whom
racial identification

When

is

it

every day to quickly index people according to

not immediately obvious

be white,

it

of people

—

rely

what race one

is.

unconsciously on

racial, visual cues.

especially if that person appears to

can be seen as a betrayal, or as a deception. Debates over the race and identity
particularly those that consider themselves to be of

increasingly

come

to

dominate contemporary dialogues about

mixed race

— have

racial identity

and

multiculturalism.

The goal of this

dissertation

among

other things

is

to

add

to that dialogue

while

challenging the theoretical discourse around interracial marriage and miscegenation
studies in the field of African-American Studies.

and archival data

this

work provides

It is

and

at the

same time

and legally constructed phenomenon

We

must expand the

hope

that the historical research

will enable further discussion

important touch-stone of African-American studies
fictional category

my

in

the

power

American

—

that

life

traditional boundaries

the

it

problem

concerning an
that race poses as a

holds as a socially, historically

and culture.

of racial categorization and challenge

the notion of race as a fixed, inherent, biological, transhistorical category.

the field

must develop a new language

to deal with the painful legacy

Beyond

of race mixing and

the historical assault of anti-miscegentaion laws that have confronted African

Americans

since the colonial period. African-American studies has matured as a discipline.
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that,

In the

21

s

Century, the field must begin to take up issues that subvert the traditional paradigm.

That

is

to say.

American

life

African-American Studies must begin to deal weith facets of African

and history

do not adhere to

that

own

its

master narrative

—

subjects that

problemetize questions of civil rights, nationalism, and African-American identity.

The African- American community
of diversity
States are,

—both

racially

and

not a

is

culturally. It is

and have always been, mixed. This

no

monolith— it contains

of that mixing, and

of Afro- America and

its

its

wide breadth

secret that black people in the United

in itself is not justification

mixed race as a phenomenon should not be studied and
into the nature

a

enough

for

why

better understood. Further inquiry

history will provide a

more in-depth understanding

long and unsteady march toward becoming, essentially, a mixed

race.

It

bears repeating that efforts to block marriage and sex across the color line

represent one of the longest and most sustained forms of oppression against African

Americans. Longer than any other issue that would be defined as a denial of civil and

human

rights, this

history, African

most personal of rights has been denied. Although throughout

Americans have cared

reasons that should be obvious

at this

little

have made an attempt

line,

and for

point were loath to fight for the right to intermarry,

they recognized that the denial of that right

I

ablout marrying across the color

their

was an

to explain the

assault

upon

their dignity.

major issues and dilemmas

that confronted

African Americans as they dealt with the onslaught of anti-miscegenation laws and other
attempts to legislate race and marriage. African American leaders of the time viewed this
correctly as an assault

upon

their civil rights.

Boston was an important staging point for
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Through primary research and secondary sources

efforts to thwart these campaigns.

work attempts
While

to

demonstrate precisely how that was the case.

this

work has used these kinds of sources

to

make

the case for

figured prominently at the intersection of these forces, further research

fully realize this project.

families

in

An

effort

must be made

is

to reconstruct the lives

how Boston

necessary to

of

Boston. Genealogical research must be carried out to document

interracial families

w ithin

this

interracial

how

and people of mixed race carved out an experience for themselves

and. at times, outside of black communities. Using previous studies, newspaper

accounts, public records, and genealogical information,

it

is

imperative to trace the roots

of these communities and families, examining the family structure while considering the
destruction of family and kin networks caused by the one-drop rule.

This will more fully
result

of race

— which

is

illustrate the

to say.

how

disconnected nature of Boston's families as a

the infusion of Negro blood into white family lines

instigated the creation of completely new, and as such, fragmented black family lines.

was

to these people that E. Franklin Frazier referred to

communities of racially mixed peoples as
The Black Family
tribes

rest

in the

"racial islands" in his

United States. Using

of racially mixed peoples as

when he

this unit

racial islands

characterized entire

ground breaking study,

of analysis, Frazier alludes

to

because of their racial isolation from the

of society. These isolated mixed-blood groups

in the

United States have been

marginalized because they are often not quite black but also not exactly white. Their
family lines contain an infusion of Negro ancestry.

According

to philosopher

Naomi Zack,

"the racial islands described by E.

Franklin Frazier were communities of mixed-race people

184

It

who were

socially

marooned

from the

rest

of American society. "

4

According to Zack,

doing his fieldwork, people had always lived
isolation

had made them impervious

preserve their

their

that

own

traditions.

to

in the

in rural areas,

and

when

1930s,

Frazier

their geographical

mainstream culture which allowed them

Frazier writes,

"Whereas

descendents have generally formed an upper class

was

to

the free mulatto families and

in the

Negro group,

the families

have formed these isolated communities of mixed bloods have often regarded

themselves as an altogether different race."

Gary Nash writes
liberty as

that people did their best to preserve the sanctity

an interracial couple or mixed person. The sign of the times

the twentieth century

seemed

to suggest that

at the

America would not embrace

heritage and instead cling to an ideal of white supremacy.

6

of life and

"Out of the

its

conduct themselves as honorably as their situations permitted. Sometimes

future for their children.... "

According

Irish/White intermarriage for a time.

marriage rate

in the

1

meant a

lifetime of anguish

life

and out
and

this required

and an uncertain

7

Frank Sweet, the

to

it

mixed race

spotlight

of favor with the majority, they did their best to build pockets of mixed-race

leaving America altogether. In other cases

beginning of

rate

of Black/White intermarriage exceeded that of

According to Oscar Handlin, Boston's

860s "was lower than

that

Irish out-

of any other group including the Negroes,

See Naomi Zack. Race and Mixed Race. Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1993.
See E. Franklin Frazier. The Negro Family

in the

United States. Chicago: University of

Chicago Press, 1932.
6

See Gary Nash. Forbidden Love: The Secret Histoiy of Mixed Race.

New

York: Henry

Holt, 1999.
7

Ibid.

See Frank Sweet. The Color Line Created African-American Ethnicity

Back-in-Tyme Publishing: 2005.
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in the North.

1

I

2 percent

of whose marriages were with whites."

'

I

o put this

in

context, between 45

and 55 percent of Irish-Americans out-marry today. Yet as recently as 1920.

American exogamy was
Americans

at less

than half that

Boston quadrupled

in

social acceptance of the Black

this index

— 20 percent.

In

Irish-

other words. Irish-

of acceptance over the very same period

endogamous group

in the

same

city fell to one-fourth

that

of its

prior value.

As Handlin's

makes

study

comprised the bulk of the

initial

clear,

female

and domestic maids

wave of Irish immigrants. Boston's Black Yankee

most Whites, preferentially hired

in contrast to

Irish servants

Irish servant girls.

Once employed

elite,

in

America, they sent money home so that their relatives could come over as well. But
lack of acceptance in

White society limited

Consequently. Negro

men made good

According

home

to

were actually able

w hom were

10

it

was

felt that

It

was

gentility

and culture

Proximity led to affection, then to love, and

wound up marrying

1

more

in the

in this

the sons of established Black

context that

to elevate their social status

many

Irish

and foreign born

by taking a Negro groom,

many of

their superior in social status.

Because
intermarriage

9

to whites."

Irish servant girls

craftsmen and shopkeepers.

girls

potential grooms.

or as instructors for the children, for

many of the

of marriage partners.

their choice

Adelaide Cromwell. "Negroes were avoided both as servants

would come from exposure

their

in

it

was the

original survey

of various studies of Negro-white

Boston. Wirth and Goldhamer's covereage of this issue

in their

book.

Handlin. Oscar. Boston's Immigrants. 1790-1880, Cambridge: 959, 177.
1

10

Cromwell, Adelaide. The Other Brahmins: Boston

Fayettev

ille:

University of Arkansas Press. 1994.

"ibid.
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's

Black Upper Class, 1" 50-1 950.

Characteristics of the

an important tool

in

American Negro,

in

Otto Klineburg's anthology on race, becomes

understanding the reasons for intermarriage

In Chapter four of the Wirth and

Goldhamer study

in

Boston.

special tabulations are taken

from the original marriage licenses issued by the City Registry Department. What

emerges from

this study is the

Boston

years immediately after 1900. According to the author, the early Boston

in the

rate contrasts

extremely high rate of Negro- white intermarriage for

markedly not only with the other

cities

documented, but also with Boston

in

the later years covered by this study.

They write

common

in

that white females with

Negro male marriages were
12

turn of the century Boston than the opposite.

this

on Black-white intermarriage

in the

more

Previous to the Wirth and

Goldhamer volume. Characteristics of the American Negro,
data available

thirty times

there

was somewhat

limited

United States. The data, published

in

volume, was secured from the Boston Registry Department cover the period 1914-

1939.

Before this path breaking study, the best
intermarriages in Boston

was A. H.

Stone,

known

authority on the

whose Studies

in the

number of

American Race Problem,

published a study of the Boston numbers. Stone's figures held the number of
intermarriages in Boston between 1900-1904 to be 143.

13

The Wirth and Goldhamer

suggest that one might be led to suspect Stone's figures were contrived

Goldhammer, Louis Wirth and

if

not for the fact

Herbert. "The Hybrid and the Problem of

Miscegenation." In Characteristics of the American Negro, edited by Otto Klineberg.
New York, London: Harper Brothers, 1969.

&

1

Stone, Alfred Holt, and Walter Francis Willcox. Studies in the American Race

Problem.

New

York,: Doubleday Page

& Company,
187

1908.

that

he acknowledged the assistance rendered by the registrar, and also praised the Boston

records lor their clearness and detail.

G. T. Stephenson tabulated 222 intermarriages
published his findings

Goldhamer

in his

book Race Distinctions

write, "Stone's intermarriage rate

by Stephenson, although the

latter

is.

in

in

Boston between 1900-1907 and

American Law.

further,

14

Wirth and

confirmed by the data presented

did not compute a rate after recording the

number of

intermarriages.**

In

Wirth and Goldhamer's

own

study of the

number of Negro- white marriages

Boston between 1914-1938. they concluded that there were 276

total

in

marriages or 3.9

percent of marriages involving Negroes. This represents an appreciable drop in the

number of intermarriages between Negroes and whites as well
the authors explain, the drop coincides with the northward

World War years and

as a drop in the rate.

movement of the Negro

the period immediately following. This

movement brought

As
in the

to

Boston southerners whose unfavorable cultural and economic status would be expected to
be detrimental to interracial marriage.

Another important factor
between the early and

that the authors point to in explaining the contrast

later rates for

emancipation of the Negro, that

is

Boston

to say.

center of abolitionist agitation Boston

to

14

is

its

the role of that city's

movement

strong abolitionist roots.

They

for the

write, "as a

was unusually and almost sentimentally receptive

Negroes. Leading Negroes made Boston their headquarters and relations between the

Stephenson. Gilbert Thomas. Race Distinctions

in

American Law.

New

York. London,:

D. Appleton and company. 1910.

Goldhamer. Louis Wirth and Herbert. "The Hybrid and the Problem of
Miscegenation." In Characteristics of the American Negro, edited by Otto Klineberg.
New York, London: Harper & Brothers. 1969.
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8

two races were probably more
community."

cordial than they

have been

in

any other major American

16

This began to change, however by the end of the

1

920s. Scholars have

characterized this period as having been marked by uncertainty and a

relations

between blacks and whites

"decline of the abolitionist impulse."

in

17

dampening of race

Boston or what Mark Schneider has called the

According to Schneider,

this

can be seen most

evident in the decreased importance of Boston's civil rights organizations.

He

writes:

Four related developments signaled the demise of Boston's preeminence

in

national civil rights matters. First and foremost, black Bostonians could

employment discrimination that relegated them to
the lowest rungs of the economic ladder. Because most other northern
cities welcomed African Americans of the Great Migration into their
not end the pervasive

factories, blacks
city's
felt

heading north largely avoided Boston, thus restricting the

black population and

its

political clout.

betrayed by the political process

Cabot Lodge failed to
persistent

efforts

to

fight for the

secure

his

Dyer anti-lynching
support.

N.A.A.C.P.ers helped stop segregation
defensive

victory

with

mostly

Second, black Bostonians

when Senate Majority Leader Henry

at

Third,

bill,

despite their

although

Boston

Harvard, this proved largely a

symbolic

impact.

Finally,

Boston's

N.A.A.C.P. chapter, the only integrated one among over 300 association
branches, stumbled into a financial squabble with the national office in

New York

that thoroughly demoralized its

members.

18

Wirth and Goldhamer see this as one of the chief causes of the decrease

in the rate

of intermarriage during these years. They write, "The extraordinarily high rate of
intermarriage in the past in Boston and the

marked decline

in the rate

occurring

in the

present century are almost certainly to he attributed in part to a situation peculiar to

16

iwd.
17

Schneider,

Mark

R. Boston Confronts Jim Crow. 1890-1920. Boston: Northeastern

University Press, 1997.
1

Mark Schneider, "The Boston N.A.A.C.P. and the Decline of the
Impulse," The Massachusetts Historical Review 1999

Abolitionist

<http://www.historycooperative.Org/journals/mhr/l/schneider.html

> (12 Aug.
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2007).

Boston and a subsequent proeess whereby that eity developed patterns of raeial relations
fairlv

similar to those of other northern cities."

made by African Americans

Interestingly enough,

it

is

the progress

Schneider sees as having removed the need for

that

progressive civil rights organizations such as the N.A.A.C.P.. "Boston's relatively liberal

racial

climate

freely,

— African Americans attended

and encountered

little

integrated schools, entered public facilities

trouble with police as private citizens

The

continued, locally driven efforts.

city's civil rights

— gave no cause

for

community fragmented and new

organizations emerged in the politically radical 1930s."

20

As one might

expect, most of

these organizations were labor-oriented, focusing their attention to the issues that began

to matter

most

to African

Americans

in

Boston.

Competition for jobs and an unwillingness on the part of organized labor to
include African Americans

in skilled

had been somewhat cordial ones.

A

unions caused

bitter race relations

great deal of the animosity

where there once

emanated from the way

ethnic whites related to each other in the sphere of public spaces and work.

It

is this

pressure to get ahead and divide and conquer tactics used by employers that begins to

degrade the relationships between whites and blacks

in

Crow which makes

so insidious and taboo in Boston.

interracial

marriage

This polarization also begins to signal a

many

blacks and mixed couples

in particular

shift in

moving out

Boston overall and the

of Jim

migration and settlement patterns with

into other parts

of the

now

segregated

Because Boston remained largely a commercial and financial center
that led the nation in industrialization during the 19

19

rise

th

in a

city.

region

century, the Black migration to

Goldhamer. Louis Wirth and Herbert. "The Hybrid and the Problem of

Miscegenation." In Characteristics of the American Negro, edited by Otto Klineberg.

New

York, London: Harper

&

Brothers. 1969.

20
ibid.
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Boston during World
industrial jobs

War was much

smaller than

I

and lacking access

was

it

Lacking

in other cities.

to jobs in the unionized sectors,

newly arriving black

migrants were stuck for years in the service occupations and other menial jobs.
In this earlier period analyzed

by Stone and Stephenson, Boston had established

an interracial paradise of sorts, a haven for interracial marriage and love across

itself as

As

the color line in general.

has been stated elsewhere, with

its

substantial immigrant

population, Boston cultivated a pattern of Irish and other immigrant

Negro grooms

—perhaps because of

the proximity within

and other reasons, perhaps there was a pushing and pulling force

being applied here that drew certain blacks to Boston and
safer about living in

in

Boston than other

Boston a black man had a chance

work

in the city

less there

In

—

cities

that

made

interracial couples feel

during this period. There was a notion that

he could

make something of himself and

find

of abolitionism. Surely, they must have reasoned, race prejudice must be

where men and women once

many ways, Boston was

relatively small black

Certainly that

which they often worked and

of race mixing.

their differing notions about the taboo

Among these

women who took

was

community

part

railed against the evils

and

that city

there, but

of the appeal, the

one

pull.

in

many ways

that

What

of slavery.

it

was

not.

There was a

had accomplished mighty things.
then, if anything

is

pushing folks

toward Boston? One had to have known for example that the South was no place to
attempt to live as an interracial couple, though
part of the United States

many

did.

Ironically

it

was

the Southern

where the bulk of the miscegenation was occurring and created

large mulatto population.

in

many

cases, though not

Of course
all.

So

it

this

was

extra-marital, non-consensual and predatory

was a push. There
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is

the ever present threat of

a

being lynched for such

Especially

activities.

in

the case of a black male-white female

union for apparent reasons that don't need to be re-stated here. Lastly, and perhaps most
important of all impediments, was the fact that black and white couples
that prohibited intermarriage

marriage certificate since
to find a justice

it

in

between the races would have been unable

would have been denied

to

them by law.

It

these states

to obtain a

would be

of the peace to marry them, although there were cases where

difficult

this did

happen.

We also know
married

in secret,

that to get

will live.

necessarily be

two

In

many

many

Why

we may

it

came down

to

problems of marriage, many

let

in a

common

law

choosing a place that would not

least hostile,

akin to choosing the lesser of

the interracial paradise that Southerners,

Boston became such a convenient target

For now

legal

and those self appointed keepers of white purity, make

be able understand as

find work.

cases

means then was Boston

particularly elected officials

to be.

and

forces impinging on an interracial couples' decision of

welcoming but would be the

So. by no

evils.

civil

ceremoniously and symbolically and lived effectively

arrangement. So there are

where they

around the

we

is

a complicated question but

it

out

one

peel back the layers.

us re-examine this notion of Boston being a place where blacks could

We know

These jobs, while not

that

many

plentiful,

blacks worked on the docks of Boston as longshoremen.

were available

to all regardless

of race

to

some

extent.

A

great deal of this has to do with the disorganized state of the labor unions on the wharves

of Boston.
the case.

We

As

see that by the 1920s and certainly by

World War

II

that this is

no longer

labor unions are established mostly by the influx of white European

immigration coming into

cities like

Boston, they are by and large hostile to the native
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black population

who had

were able

work was

to find

couples, this

is

the

way

previously worked those jobs.

in the

domestic sphere, and

states

in

Democracy

"Race prejudice seems stronger

slavery than in those

we

actually

area in which blacks

know

that for several

they would meet.

As Alexis de Tocqueville wrote
race in the North,

The other

where

it still

exists,

in

in

America of his observations of

those states that have abolished

and nowhere

is it

more

intolerant than in those

where slavery was never known."
According to Wirth and Goldhamer no data have been found for any other large
,

American

covered by the

city for the years

the Boston rate

compares

to other cities.

later

It is

Boston series

in

order to determine

markedly higher than the

rate for

how

New York

City for 1908-1912. However, scholars writing in later periods found that although

Boston had the largest amount of interracial marriages
1904, other cities, such as Cleveland, Ohio,

The authors suggest

that the

Boston

came

New York
the

two

City.

rates

and the

rate for

The authors continued,

have been practically

Alexis de Tocqueville,
*"

it

Williamson, Joel.

New

identical.

Democracy

in

is

probably

22

fairly

would appear from the close

urban areas

"In the

between 1900-

close in terms of numbers.

however,

rate,

representative of at least northeastern urban areas

correspondence between

in the earlier years,

in

New York

State exclusive of

more recent years represented

It is

clear, therefore, that

in

these

even though the

America (New York, 1966), 343.

People: Miscegenation and Mulattoes in the United States.

(Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press), 1995, 107. See also, Drake, St Clair,
and Horace R. Cayton. Black Metropolis A Study of Negro Life in a Northern City.
:

Rev. and enl. ed.

New

York: Harper

&

Row, 1962.
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high rate of intermarriage that existed

States, the present

An

article

Boston

rate

in

Boston may have been unique

cannot be so regarded."

in

the United

"3

by Robert K. Merton, "Intermarriage and the Social Structure: Fact and

Theory" touched off somewhat of a hullabaloo when
percent of all Negro marriages

in

it

suggested that Stone's rate of 13.6

Boston between 1900-1904 were intermarriages with

whites appeared to be "implausibly high and Stone's original sources should be

rechecked."

"4

Although Edward Byron Reuter used these figures

United States, and most scholars

in this

liberal line that

The Mulatto

in the

area agree that this sampling of years represented

number of interracial marriages. Merton's

a spike in the

in

findings echo a the standard

tended to downplay the number of intermarriages

in the

face of anti-

amalgamationist exaggerations.
In

Merton's study, the rates of intermarriage are broken

down

not only by state

and year, but also by Negro males versus white males. Between 1900 and 1907. Merton
found there

to

be 203 marriages between Negro males and white females and only 19

marriages between white males and Negro females.

He found

there to be 43 marriages

between Negro males and white females and only 10 marriages between white males and

Negro females

in

Massachusetts as a whole

in the

year 1900.

27

Goldhamer. Louis Wirth and Herbert. "The Hybrid and the Problem of
Miscegenation." In Characteristics of the American Negro, edited by Otto Klineberg.
New York. London: Harper & Brothers. 1969.
24

Sollers, Werner. Interracialism: Black-White Intermarriage in

Literature,
25
It is

and Law. Oxford: Oxford University

American

History,

Press. 2000, 480.

possible that Merton actually thought that the numbers were wrong. Wirth and

Goldhammer
contained

its

point out that a rechecking of the sources revealed that Merton's table

own

inaccuracies.

26

Sollers, Werner. 480.
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The

issue of issue of black-male, white-female intermarriage versus white-male,

black-female intermarriage which can be a troubling one

in

our current political climate.

The question of whether more Negro men marry white women
marrying white

men

is

Negro women

an interesting one for our purposes and has been a point of

contention between scholars of intermarriage for decades. In
black males marrying white females

civil rights

rather than

is

its

contemporary context,

seen as contrary to the political goals of the post

black consciousness era of the 1960s and 1970s.

Although a superficial understanding of this phenomenon might lead one

to the

own

social

conclusion that black males married white females in order to increase their

and economic standing,

was

this

black males in Boston as a

way

rarely the case. In fact, white females often married

to increase their social standing since as has been stated

elsewhere in this study foreign white females, especially Irish women, had relatively few

As

options for potential mates.

a result, intermarriage in Boston

was much more

because of the prejudice against the Irish on the part of the Boston Brahmin

Wirth and Goldhamer write,

"It will

recent years

is

is

almost entirely accounted for by

Negro men and white women.

somewhat higher intermarriage
accounted for

marrying white women.'''

rate in

in part

elite.

be observed that the high rate of Negro-white

intermarriage in Boston at the turn of the century
intermarriage between

likely

It

should also be noted that the

Boston as compared with

New York

State in

by the relatively large number of Negro men

28

Goldhamer, Louis Wirth and Herbert. "The Hybrid and the Problem of
Miscegenation." In Characteristics of the American Negro, edited by Otto Klineberg.

New

York, London: Harper

& Brothers,

1969.
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Wirth and Goldhamer

men marr\ white women
probably related to the

esteem

if

he

is

as

insist that "[t]he

much

greater frequency with

which Negro

compared with Negro women marrying white men

fact that the lighter

Negro male may derive some degree of self-

w hite woman, w hereas

able to marry a

is

the light and attractive

Negro

female, appears to be more likely to utilize her attractions by marrying into the

economically superior stratum of Negro society."

29

long and tortured history of the violations of black

The authors stubbornly ignore

women

the

during slavery and the

postbellum period on the part of white males. While this does not completely explain

why fewer

black

One

w ith

women marry

useful

way

white males,

it

can not be discounted.

to test these theories is to lay

the lived experience of a couple

who were

examination. In Intermarriage Albert

I.

them

side by side and

compare

married during the time period under

Gordon

offers several profiles of interracial

couples, one of w hom lived in Cambridge, just across the river from Boston.

Lambkin family which
in

Cambridge

they divorced.

in

A

sixty at the time

generations.

own meager

1915.

is

profiled

He was

civil-service

is

typical in several ways. Arthur

married to a white

employee of the

woman

The

Lambkin came

to live

for twenty-four years, before

federal government. Arthur,

who was

over

of his interview, was able to recount his family's lineage for several

He was

able to trace his ancestors

who had been

educational opportunities and how. by his

overcome from

it

that past.

liberal in her political

own

slaves.

efforts,

He

he was able to

The white woman w hom he married considered

and religious views and came from a

children, a son and daughter,

now grown

liberal family.

to adulthood. Arthur

196

recalled his

herself to be a

Of the two

and his wife lived together

for almost a quarter

According

of a century, then by mutual consent, a divorce was agreed upon.

to Arthur's interview, race played

Another interesting case study of an
with a giant
Elijah

is

in the

Harriet

role in this divorce.

interracial family in

African American experience

is

Boston

that has

brushed

the case of Elijah Ross Stewart.

30

Tubman's nephew, the son of her younger brother Ben Ross. Ben was

born about 1823 (a year after Tubman.)
lived near

no

where he labored

for Dr.

He married Jane Kane, an enslaved woman who

Anthony Thompson, south of Madison

in

Dorchester

County, Maryland. Jane was enslaved by Horatio Jones. Jane and Ben fled slavery
together, with

Tubman's help and

Henry, on Christmas Day, 1854.

Still's

office in Phildelphia

in the

company of Tubman's

When Tubman

other brothers, Robert and

brought them successfully to William

on December 29, 1854, the three brothers changed

their

names

to the following:

Ben Ross became James

Stewart. Robert Ross

became John

Stewart. Henry Ross

became William Henry Stewart. Jane Kane became Catherine Kane

-

and when she

married Ben (James) she became Catherine Stewart. The group traveled to
Catharine's, Ontario,

where they

Drew's "The Refugee".
identifified with the

He

settled in. Their testimony

interviewed

Tubman and

surname "Steward")

in the

Shortly thereafter, James and Catherine

is

St.

available in Benjamin

her brothers and Catherine

summer of

moved

to

1

(all

855.

Chatham. Ontario and

lived

with Tubman's niece, Kesiah Jolley Bowley and her husband John Bowley and their

30

Kate Clifford Larson, writer, historian, and author of Harriet Tubman: Bound for the

Promised Land, provided most of the material for this story from her extensive
would like to
knowledge and research on Harriet Tubman and her extended family.
thank her for her intellectual generosity. Larsen, Kate Clifford. Elijah Stewart to Zebulon
I

Miletsky

Wed

Feb 14 2007.
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children. Kcssiah

bom

there in

was

the

Chatham

in

first

person

Tubman

helped rescue, back

in

1850. Elijah

was

April 1856.

James and Catherine had

a

couple more children before James died sometime

between 1861 and 1863. Catherine moved to Auburn.

NY

and into the home Tubman had

purchased from Secretary of State William Henry Seward. Tubman's brother John and

Ben and

her parents

Rit already lived in the house.

During the

married Andrew Winslow. and they had one child. Alfred.

1860s. Catherine

late

Andrew

died, leaving

Catherine a widow, again. During the 1870s. Catherine died, leaving Elijah with the
responsibility of raising his siblings.

1880s.

They had two
They moved

children.

became estranged from
-

Ben and Esther or

Boston by 1890. and soon

to

married Mary Bothwaite. an

a teetotaler

He married Georgia

Irish Protestant

(last

name unknown)

Hester.

after

Georgia passed away. Elijah then

immigrant. According to family

his children with Georgia.

Ben became an

was

much. To

sort

of disowned by some of the

her. family

was

everything.

Tubman

32

relatives.

The same could be

Elijah

'

became heavy

Tubman

was

who

are

drinkers.

loved him very

said about Elijah.

This has been confirmed by two separate family sources
other.

alcoholic.

lore. Elijah

apparently his father James had been an alcoholic. This became a problem,

because, according to Stephanie Bryant, several of Elijah's sons

Elijah

in the late

33

unaware of each

Ibid.

32

was one of Tubman's heirs when she died, and no one really made any effort
him in Boston which would have been quite easy since he was in the Boston

In fact, he
to locate

.

directory.
3j

Kate Clifford Larson, writer, historian, and author of Harriet Tubman: Bound for the

and sent it to me personally. This is taken from her
She reports that one Tubman relative in Philly was rather
unkind when she told her about Elijah. She reports. "She sort of sneered when asked her
about him. She also remembered meeting Ben. Elijah's son. but wasn't very forthcoming
about him. except that he died young. have not been able to find him anywhere."

Promised Land, made

this interview

e-mail. See footnote no. 30.

I

1
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In this

and many other ways, the study of intermarriage

many important

in

topics not only in African-American history and

Boston touches upon
life,

but beyond.

The

struggle over interracial marriage in 1912 and 1913 in particular has implications for

other communities of oppression as well as other

The
in

fact that the

modern day

law that was used to block

1913 was also used to block same sex marriage

credibility to critics

rights

who have

movements and

it

long

links these

demonstrates not only that race

made

interracial

in

2004

is

struggles.

marriage

remarkable.

It

lends

the connection between gay rights and the civil

communities of oppression

is still

Massachusetts

in

very

much with

in a

palpable way.

us but that there

between Boston's struggle over intermarriage and today's

is

some

political climate.

It

It

link

also

suggests the centrality of Boston as an interracial haven, one which the foes of love
across the color line have long targeted for

still

remains to be seen however

its

if the repeal

openness and progressive views on

race. It

of the law will have more than a symbolic

effect.
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